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New Issue Programme for 1975
The proposed programme of new issues for 1975 has been published and
Total
is as follows:
Va/Aps
No.
4
Rp.
18 February IBGPAGANDA STAMP'S Series I
Centenary of the International
15
.Convention on the Keire
30
*Omen's Year
60
Diplomatic Conference on Human Rights

Air & Space Travel, Transport Museum
' in Lucerne

29..

SERVICE STAMPS
B.I0Ti-

30
60
100
30
60
90

0.M,

EUROP

1,90

Jaa
30
50

CEPT

zu_kagt,

1095

Archaeological

15+10
30+20
50+20.
iat2.5

Finds from various epochs

September PROPAGANDA STAMPS Series II
Constructional aids for the
- handicapped
The Helping Hand

15

30

European Year for Preservation of
the Architectural Heritage
Foundation of the Fischer Post

50
kJ:

1055

DEFINITIVE STAMP

Architecture & lo ks of art
1 December - PRO JUVENTUTE
Ornamental forest plants

1

-

- 15+10

30+20
50+20
60+25,

2 - 30

•n••n•n106

1?000
4070

20
7

Postage stamps
.. Service stamps

Sar, 16070
The programme may be amended
details will be published in due course

i

_
c ircumstances necessitate, :fuller
usually 5-6 weeks before issue,

that the PTT issued a folder with
12 beautiful colouredpostcards of old
telephones, with descriptions in four
languages, in 1973g, Well WerthSFr.3.-.
buy why no mention in any sales liete

that another little 'secret' publicity effort by the PTT has come to

,Firom

the Secretary

My grateful thanks to the very many
members who sent Christmas Greetings,
more than ever before and too many for
individual reply, but all deeply
appreciated.
After a number of hitches I nole
expect settlement of my property Mile and
purchase to be completed very soon and
to be able to arrange my move-, following
which the Library Service oan'be restored.
Apologies for any inconvenience, but noone is more frustrated over the whole

light.. In the spring of 1974 a sales
counter (really more of a drawer) was
opened in the newly renovated main PO
in Winterthur - 8th largest town in
Switzerland. Never a word to anyone in
advance, and 'I use that PO regularly,.
Matter than yours truly
They were surprised that sales were so
_
closed
was
it
low and after a month or two
Best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous
........ that in 1959.'the:PTT issued an inter. New Year to all members,
- - o0o - eating booklet lormular-verseichnie,
in Ger., Fr. and It. separately. This
MR. C. RAUCH also wishes to express
lists all forms, labels, covers and other his thanks for the many cards and good
printed matter available from the main
ishetewhich he has received. These
stores in Bern, in alphabetical & numerhe heartily reciprocates and only regrets
ical order, as well as giving the old
he cannot acknowledge each one.
- - - - 000
numbers, in many cases in use since the
turn of the century, and which were being
replaced at the end of the '50s by new
longer numbers. Now a new edition has
been issued, PTT 001.10 dt VI 74, without
Sincere apologies for two errors
the old superseded numbers of course,
which occurred in last month's issue:
obtainable gratis from PTT'GD in Bern.
Mr. R.F. Bulstrode's award at the B.P.E.
was for 'MEL POSTS' and not 'Proofs —
that I am not suggesting every
Easays as stated.
specialist should start collecting an
example of every form the PTT has ever
The catalogue review on page 90
issued, but it is interesting to see how
should, of course, have been headed
the various labels are grouped, i.e.
'AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE 1975'.
I regret the oversight.
those that can appear on an item deliver
E.J.R.
ed to the door. Naturally it is tricky
to locate those that appeared and dis-

appeared between 1959 and 1974. Sizes
and colours etc,. are not mentioned, nor
printing dates,.
that the_lInternaba' miniature
sheet is predicted as an item for the
future with sales of 2,173,503. Of the
so-called 'Black Print' 81,542 were sold.
Here its future is more difficult to
It may rise in value or may
forecast.
become a forgotten item •• who knows?
.... that the promoters of winter
sports in Le Brassue have used a slogan
in Lausanne and a MFO cachet every
January since 1967.Now all 8 villages
in the Vallee de Joux are using, from
11 Jan. 1975, an identical pictorial
cds, only the name of the village varies.
that
The Lac de Jou/ is remarkable
it has no visible outflow, however, the
water does get to Lake Neuchatel via
undergroUnd pabsages.

in

.... that the answer to question No. 31
is Z, No, 67 in the 'Pro ?atria'
' Rivets & Lakes' series.
.... that Question No. 32 is:
stamps show 3 cantonal 84'mo?

Which
M.R.

GOING
FAST
OUR FABULOUS
SELECTIONS

-

from the DR. BERLIN COLLECTION
of 51 155 FISCAL S.,
If you wish to see any of
these While stocks still remain,
please contact us immediately or
it will be too late.

We send our Best Wishes for
1975 to all our f.c iL vJ will
be at their service for the supply
of Swiss stamps, covers etc.,

during the months ahead.

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
Highgate,
P.O. Box 242:
LONDON N6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

jAliti
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR II

The compilations associated with Periods 1 and 2 take in
the main events between the German attack on Holland on
It
10th May and the signing of the Frano-German armistice on 22nd June 1940.
was inevitable that JR-UK postal communications would be disrupted, and the cover
of 12th June kCover 13 - Fig. 2) is an example of mail which was overtaken by
the German advance and retained by them for the period of the occupation of France.
2.1

Postal.,Services,.

Kirehhofer, Ryffel Co.

1 dd esex)

Patentanwaltsbureau

Lir].

L6wen'4rassf! 5t

ZOrich 1

( Schweiz)

Fig. 2 - Letter retained in France following Gerial advance into

Northern Prance.

Reached its deetinat:.o:i in Z1ay 1945.
of 13th June (Cover 14 - Fie. 3 which is an Internationa
34,f,57,
•

OMITt INT RNATIONA!.. DE LA CROIX RDUGE GENEVE

"3.1a 40 . ,c-
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Red Cross envelope, was presumably treated differently from normal private or
commercial mail. The identification letter on the German censor seal (see
Section 2.4), indicates that it was censored by the Germans at Cologne, but
there is no indication of the route followed from Cologne to London, .
It is clear from the cover of 19th June (Cover 15 ...- Fig, 4) that, by
then,,,the Swiss authorities had realised that mail to the U.K. was not getting

3..
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Fig. 4

Cover returned to sender; subsequently reposted
at Les Avants.

This cover has
through France and they were returning letters to the senders.
a black handstamp with the following wording, enclosed in a 60 x 20 ram. frame;
Thus, assuming that the jwiss authorities
were reasonably quick in stopping mail for the
U.K. leaving the country after the route through
Prance waa cut, this must have occurred close to
the 12th and before the 19th. Inevitably the
official announcements of the disruption by the
- on the 19th and 22nd June. respectively,
later
G.P.O. and PTT were published
The G.P.O. were also returning letters during this period, AO illustrated
by the cover 1)9,3te.d in Bath on 23rd June, whibiewas returned-to-B4Wfrom London

Zeruck - Retour_
Postverkehr eingestellt
[ Service postal suspendu
_

on 8th July (Cover 1E),

It appear that the postal authorities lost little time in establishilg
IL new route, and not $urprisine that the latter did act involve mail crossing
three ports of northern and western France which were occupied by the German forces.
--Apart from the difficulty of ferrying mail across the Channel in neutral ships,
< at a time when the invasion of 4ng1and seemed imminent, the regulations affecting
These were officially
postal services in occupied France were extremely strict.
von Brauchitsch,
France,
in
army
German
the
of
Chief
issued by the1ciamarider - 1n
was exchanged
zones
free
and
occupied
the
between
mail
All
\q/.
on 18th July
boulevard
212,
Royal,
Hotel
the
in
Perbeuhn
Major
under
office
censor
at the
-ekaspail, Paris, tile total numoer of lettere ,eatering the occupied zone was limited
This number included letters from the free zone, neutral countries like
to 300.
Switzerland, and aermany itself.
Referengft:
4., 'Philatelie'

11,e journal

des annes noires', 6,g (October 1973)

LNBRUARY MEETITtSs
k liathern Grou.'1, February 8th
REGISTERED NAIL L. Moore
D.E.
February 12th
London Groups
ROU% MARLS t 3HIP
CA1VIELLVIUriS - All Mezbers

Short articles - as well as long
nes - are Urgently requirecl,for our
In particular can
qiews Letter'.
on the
information
provide
anyone
the 1924
in
perforstion differences
ITU ia3ue?
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TRAVEL ON THE HIGH PASSES
by E. J. RAWliSLEY
fast motor coach
Accustomed as we are to speedy travel by train,. aeroplane,
do we
seldom
mail,
our
of
or car, and the prompt plop through the letter-box
in Switzerland
pause to consider the difficulties of earlier days, particularly
of man. But
efforts
the
where almost every geographical hazard existed to thwart
diligences were already
yield they did and by the 19th century the canary-coloured
maintaining both summer and winter services over the high alpine passes.
In summerUm coaches were drawn by teams of horses, sometimes by as many as
As many as 10 passengers could be
5 - two wheelers and three leaders abreast.
'dickey' behind and 2 or
carried, 4 inside the coach, 2 or 3 in a spacious hooded
his Mate, were perched
with
together
driver,
The
3 in the 'imperiale' in front.
by the call of
forewarned
stops,
various
high up on top of the latter. At the
fresh
the posthorn, the notes of which indicated the number of horses required,
the
on
coach
the
went
off
and
exchanged,
were
teams would be waiting, mail bags
next stage of its journey.
passengers and
In winter, such journeys were limited by the advancing snows,
be formed:
would
caravan
A
mail then being transferred to yellow post sleighs.
without a
one
by
the first sleigh carrying 1 driver and 2 passengers, followed
driver, carrying baggage and mail, then one with a driver and one without and so
In such a caravan there might be up to a
on according to the requirements.
were the
dozen sleighs, but never more than 4 or 5 drivers. So well trained
horses that, even without a driver, they never failed to stop or start Or keep
It was greatly to the credit of the Swiss postal
their correct position.
authorities that the services were maintained and even more so to the drivers who
rarely failed to make their journeys in all weathers.
Romantic though such methods of travel may appear, they were
Let us take a look at some of the main ones:
tedious.

long and

ST. GOTTHARD PASS. For this, probably the most famous of all, the diligence
began its journey from Fluelen, passengers and mail being
conveyed there by the steamers plying on Lake Lucerne, From Fluelen the coach
travelled right through to Camerlata .(near Como) in Italy, a. journey occupying
An alternative route ran from Altdorf to Milan, as shown on the
23 hours.
accompanying schedule. The Gotthard route Was the first to cease running, for
with the opening of the rail tunnel it
:
EXPRESS SERVICE over ST. GOTTHARD
was no longer necessary to do the more

to ITALY, 1844
Mail, Goods & Passenger
8 place coach
connecting with ships on L. Maggiore.

arduous journey over the pass.

Departur s from Altdorf to Italy
Daily at 8.30 a.m.

N.2.
Steg (Amsteg)
Wassen
Andermatt
Hospental

Hospit
Airolo
Faido
Giornico
Osogna
Bellinzona
Magadino

4rival

Price

a.m.
11
1r p.m.

1040
3.20
5.10
5.60
1,60
9.60
11.60
12.90
14.30
15.30
16.80

4i
6
8i
94
12 (I:lo ut)
6i (a.m.)

Locarno

7

Lugano
Chiasso
Como
Milan

44
7

2r (noon)

16.80
17.50

19.55
20.45

23.15
Same prices from Italy to Switzerland, leaving Milan 12 noon; Chiasso
6 p.m., Lugano 8.30"p.m., Magedino &

On 31st

coach driven by the
veteran Michael Panioth of Andermatt,
made the, last journey, an event held as
a day of mourning in many Swiss postoffices, and immortalised in the painting
December 1881, a

by the artist Koller '(in the Kunethaue
Zurich).
aIMPLON

I

In 1850 the Swiss

ailigence service covered
from Lausanne to
distance
whole
the
By 1860 the railDomodossola in Italy.
and the diligence
Sion
to
way had advanced
by
but
there,
from
agreement with
started
the Sardinian Post-Office was extended to
Arona, the trip taking 24 hours, As the
railway system advanced On both sides of
the Pass, the journey became shorter
until in 1906 the Simplon Tunnel was
opened to traffic and rendered the
diligence service unnecessary,
SPLIMEN PASS.

The service here linked
Char in the Grisons with
Chiavenna in Italy, via Thusis and the
Via Male - an account of which was given
by Mr. Rauch in an earlier issue. By

diligence this journey took 13 hours.

Locarno 7 p.m. by boat, Bellinzona

12.15 a.m., Airolo 8,15 a.m. and

Andermatt 12.30 p.m.

(To ' be continued)

WHO WOULD BE A PACKET SECRETARY?'

. NORTHERN GROUP., Hon.Sec, Mr. R.A. HOYLE,

6, Limes AVe, Hudderafield Rd., Halifax.

Our long-suffering Pkt, Secretary,
Mr. Rauch, is in difficulties again and
wishes to draw particular attention to
the following matters:

10

A packet recently returned to him
had 'HELVETIA PHILATSLIC SOCTSTY'
included on the address labs.. Under
the terms of our insurance it is
STRICTLY PROHIBITED FOR ANY REFERENCE
EITHER TO THE pocIETx OR TEL CCNTENTS
2.F THE FAA21.11Lg1.1441110 ED ON THE
OUTSIDE, and this regulation must be
adhered to if we do not want to
invalidate the terms Of the iusuranc

On December 14th, Northern Group
members were entertained by Mr. Highated
who presented an extensive display of the
stamps of the Geneva Interrational Offices.
He began by showing the overprints
on the 'Tell' & 'Tell Boy' issues in
complete sets, including the 30c. blue
on grilled paper overprinted for the
United Nations Office.

Neither, in view of the wicked
times in which we live, is it necessary
to include a reference to the Society
when addressing envelopes to his private
address.
The co-operation of members, on
these almost elementary precautions
would be greatly appreciated.
2. Exchange Packet Payments. While i
realised that payment of comparatively spell sums by means of stamps is
convenient to the buyer, it soon becomes
an embarrassment to our Fkt. Sec. when,
for example, in one month over 42 is for
warded in this way. Stamps cannot be
:
paid into the bank
Obviously, it has not been mentioned
lately but it was Agreed a loag time ago
that only purchases of up to 10p. should
be paid. in stamps. . Oh yes, it has been
known, for someone to buy only 1 or 2
stamps out of a packet!
-

He continued with the overprints on
the 'Small Landscapes', 'Historicale. and
1949 'Landscapes, with many varieties.
Then followed the new designs issued from
1955 in sets and on coves ard concluded
with covers showing special poetmarks and
the stamps and stationery for the United
Rations Office in Geneva.

A member, Mr. J.A.K. Moillieta Of 3, Park Lane, Northwich, Cheshire, recent-

ly advertised in the SBZ; for a Contact to
exchange GB stamps with Swiss. He has
received more replies than he can cope
with and wonders if other members. would
be interested.
As the original advert was expensive
and considerable postage is involved, would
anyone wishing to take up this offer be
prepared to contribute say 50p to help
eefray the costs involved?
Please write to Mr. Moilliet direct.

Cur Fkt. Seesetaryis task is not an
easy one at the best of times. e Please
don't make it even' more difficult.n••••••n•••••••ar...•nmIMDI

S ARMSTRONG
wishes all Members a very
HAPPY

&

l':' 11 04PEROUS
1975

Now available:
With thumb index ...

Prices
"

410
411

wITZaLA/LICHThN2TEIN 1975
Price: £0.90
Pocket Edition
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
CATALOGUE 105 XXI EDITION

Price: 46.50
Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WO2E, 7LW

and will be at their service for
all requirements of Swiss Stampe,
Covers, Postal History, Varieties,
Postal stationery, Railway & TPO
items,

etc., etc.

Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFURKEN ZEITUNG
Annual fee 1975
With special supplement

SFre21.00

SFr.23050

Want Lists welcome
Material supplied on approval

For fine, first-class stamps
RARITIES OF SeITZERLND & EUROPE
send your Want Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
MORaCAMBE
Lancs.

Propr. Hertsch & Cie
CH-3001 BERN
F.O.B. 2585

1.4 [' LA "r p i.. i c
Ili ,,,...
e

p14,
Hon. Exchange Pkt.:Sec:
MR„ C. RAUCH,
353 Baddow Roads,
CHELMSFORD.Essex,CK2.7QF
Tel: Q245 54149
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FEE3RUARY NEW ISSUES
The following were issued on 13th Februarys

111

C
This was aigmad
5 4 -when the standard metre wee introduced which ham
since served as the unit of length in the decimal measuring system.
Besides the standard lustre the stamp design shove the reddish-orange
spectral line of krypton, by which the metre i.e defined to-day. The
tremendoulvdevelopment of measuring techniques in the past century is thus
aptly expressed.
3 Colours: green/orange/blue

30 Es,

Women's UV:. To mark 'Women's Year' proclaimed by the P.N. and
also the Congress 'Women's Year in Switserland', held last
January. The stamp design shows the Profiles of women in discussion,
giving grephic expression to the basic idea . partnership and dialogue.
The false*, linked by elegantly drawn lines, are turned towards the 81.102.
3 colours: brown/yellow/violet
60 4.
second session will be held in Geneva this month. Its aim
is to work out two supplementary protocols for the four Geneva Convention*
of 1949, particularly the one covering armed international conflict, and
also other armed non-international conflicts.
The stamp design shows
a Red Cross flag surrounded by barbed wire.
3 Colours: blue/red/black
90

R

•y
K
A idal92...k
.lanir
The Museum in Luderne wishes,to draw the public's attention o its
attractive exhibition on 'Aviation & Space Travel'. The design depicts
the airship 'Ville de Lucerne', formerly based in Luoerns, thus paying
tribute to aviation. It is also meant to do homage to the Swiss aerophilatelists who will carry through the LUPU 75 Stamp Exhibition in April
and will mark the 50th anniversary of their Society.
5 Colours: blue/yellow/red/violet/dk grey

P*

15 Rp.

30 Bp.

Roland Hirter, Bern

Hans Erni, Lucerne
60 Rp. Hans Hartmann, Haas
90 Rp. Burkard Waltenspdl, Basle
Multicolour rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Ponds
ZegkiPaft,
36 x 26 met. (33 x 23 nn&)
/UV
Whits,
luminescent, without fibres
1414W
Form cylinder: 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each.

B.

AMMULA
T MI
(0
The current official steeps of the International Labour Office in
Geneva were issued in the years 1956/1960. Only some of them still
correspond to present postage rates, hence the following:
30 Hp. Young man at the lathe'. 2 Colours: lt-brown/violet-brown
60 1p. WOMA at a drilling machine. 2 Colours: blue/black
100 4. Nurvorgr with a theodolite.
2 Coloues1 it- green/dark grim

•
(Continued

ART NEW

MILLANK:
Printing:
11AJW
110214 cvltnder:

Haus Erni, Lucerne
Two-colour rotogravure by Ccurvoisier
36 x 26 mm.
2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each.

O.N.O. (world Health Organisation). Reaeon for issue am for B.I.T. At the

express wish of the W. H. O. the organisationle official emblem, in
eodern graphic design, has been used on all the new values:
30 lip.
3 Colourist
red/green/dk brown
blue/yellow/dk blue
60 Rp. 3 "
3 9
90 Rp.
violet/iellow/dk violet
100 Rp. 3
orangs/blue/brown
Bane Theni, Bern
by the Postage Stamp Printing Office of
Three-colour letterp
the PTT, Bern
48,x 29 ma.
: 2 sheet s.(1 & 2) of 25 stamps each
White, luminescent, with violet fibres
First Day cancellations, of the same type, will be used:
(a)
(b)

BIT
qms

UR D'EMISSION - 13.2.75 - 1211 GENEVE - BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL
13.2.75 - 1211 GENEVE - ORGANISATION NONDIAIE DE
LA SANTE

JOUR d'ENISSI

Special covers will be
A

issued:

Propaganda: 1 for each value and 1 for the set

APia...WARCK

During the forthcoming session, to be held in Geneva from
3 February . 18th April 1975, a special cancellation will be used consisting of
an inscription in a block: '1211 GENEVE CONFERENCE DIPLONATIQUE SUR LE
ITAIRE / 3.2 -

The cancel formerly used fo
Le Brassus Vallee de Joux, has now
been extended to cover eight areas.
The wording and design, apart frpa
place naste and postcode (which in three
inStaaces is identical) is the same
in each cease
As from 11th Jan.
Vallee de Jour N0625
,WABBAYE
1341
K.626
1341 LES BIOME'
K.627
"
1348 74 BRA=
K.628
1343 LES CHARBONNIERES
es
K.629
1345 1,8 LIEU

134 “RIEN
1342 LE PONT
1347 Lm SENTIER

e

it

U

It

O

0

1.630K.631
E.632

As from 3rd Feb.
K.633
4108 WITTERSWIL
3438 LAUPERSWIL Glesgemalde
E.634
as 1520
As from 17th Feb.
hillon 1L635
1820 TERRITET !TAM

STAMPEX
RE AMAIN !
ZN
Feb. 25 — New L
at the
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
Greycoet and Elverton Streets, 8.W.1
Puss, 1-8 p.m., Wed. Thur.Fri. 11 am - 8 p.m.
Sat. 10 as - 7 pm
4.11.04., my* 0.10,06401/1,

We hope to eels many old and
iende at our Stand.
Since our prices are increased
only when replenishing stocks, there
will be none until after 'Stampee.
This is your big chance to secure a great
deal of fine material at old priois.
With the rising value of Swiss
stamps you will be well advised to
channel into your collection whatever
funds you can spare at this time.

new

MONIOIMPINIMOIIIMOMPAIM MVIMIVNIMIIMMINO

AMIZSERSAMcgos

Auto NORGARTEN Histor. Schieseen und
Schlachtgedenktag - 15 Nov.
" 5 EscAups GENEVE 1602-1974
14/15 Dec.
3

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,'
Highgate,
P.O. Box 2429

LONDON N6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296
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By L.M.C. DUTTON
2.1 Periq2 (Continued) - June to August 1940

For several reasons, however, a route

(See footnote)

via Lisbon vas an obvious alternative

0 one through
northern France. _Before the war there were two postal air routes

to western Europe across the Atlantic* the weekly Pan-American flight from
Marseilles via the Azores to New York, and the twice weekly Imperial Airways
flight from Southampton to
1.1E09). The latter employed the flying boats 'Caribou' and 'Cabot
tt
were withdrawn at the outbreak of the war and 'loaned' to the Air Ninist
(
After war broke out the frequency of the Pan-American flights was doubled and the
European terminus was changed from Marseilles to neutrel Lisbon, and the situation
was still the same in June 1940. It was presumably to link up with the transAtlantic service that the twice weekly B.O.A.C. Londow e Lisbon service was
initiated by 5th June 1940, so the only problem was how to get Swiss mail for the
to Lisbon.
The F.P.T. of 22nd June announced the 'suspension of the Swissair Locarno
Barcelona flights and that mail for neutral American countries would be carried by
the SwiewaiOnv arno
e. Rome and the Ala Littoria BomeeBarcelonaeMadrideLienon
i

flights; but as Italy had entered the war on 10th Juno, this route was not

suitsble for Allied sail,
HOWOVer, the Line of Demarcation between free and
occupied trines, which followed a line from Staean-Pied-de-Port, vie Ortheng
t-de
an, Langon, Libourne, Angouleme,Poitiers, Tours, Vierson, Moulins and
Dole to Gee, lefy a small
Franco-Swiss border and a
large Franco-Spanish bordert3).
' Thus, in the C.p.a.141 of 1st
August, it was announced that
mail would be carried daily to
Lisbon on trains leaving
Zfirich, Basle, Lausanne and
Geneva. It was not until
the F.P.T. of Sth August, however, that the Swiss public
knew that mail could be carried

from Lisbon to London by the
B.O.A.C. flights, which by
then, were operating four tines
a week in both directions.
On this side of the Channel,
the P.O. Circular of 10th
July announced that letters
and other postal packets
(except parcels, insured
letters and insured boxes)
could again be posted for
transmission to Switzerland.
This is surprising when ono
sees that Cover 16 was returned
Division between
Occupied France
to its sender only two days
earlier. Eowever, it may be
went to print, the G.P.O. personnel anticipated that
that when the P.O. C
the CH/UK service would he resumed shortly, but in the event, finalising the
arrangements took several weeks. The resumption of the postal service to
unceoupied France was not announced until the P.O. Circular of 51st July.

,

It will be seen that the cover which was first posted from E0**00 Xe near Morges, on 19th Juno and retnrned (Cover 15) was repented at Les Avantee
Montreux on 24th June, but it is possible that this letter was simply retained
l
Ref. 5 '
t*
* 1304404 ,e e temps d'une Guerre (2), la (Lai. 1973), 9
Editor's note: Apologies for an omission in the penultimate sentence of last month'
instalment,11Which should read g l ux mail between the occupied and free zones was
AJAgiJJaoLiumALLltc, and because of the e4Orta ge of
SA2Mileti
1.42.
censors at the censor office under Major Perbeehn in the hotel BoNll f 212 boulevard.
laspail, Paris, the total namber of letters eatering the Occupied some was Xii#114:
to ,00.'

( 4k
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oissm_gab, (Continued)
and of July/
the Swiss authorities until the Lisbon route was established around the
beginning of August.
The F.P.T. of 8th August, 1940 gives the surcharge for mail
242 IZIAAP Rates.
using the BOAC Lisbon-London service as 30c. for 20 g., making

a total of 60e, for airmail.

give
In the opposite direction, the P.O. Circulare f 3rd, 10th and 31at July
the following rates:
• for the first ounce
• for each additional ounce

Surface Mail
Air Mail

5d. for the first ounc
3d. for each additional o
2id. for postcards

During this and all subsequent periods, the contents of
all the envelopes were removed by the British authorities
t types
and the envelopes were resealed using a P.C. 90 label. There are two distinc
g
followin
the
and
this
of
of this label, but Type I, which was used on all covers
d
replace
is
0C
SOR'
period, is similar to the P.C. 66 label except that the word
ied
classif
which have been
by 'EXAMINER:., There are several variants of Type
the compilation according
in
given
is
seal
each
of
variant
the
and
01,
e
Iv Torranc
to this classification.

2.3

ititteLgazional,2

Cover showing • of P.0.90 label with 'ULMER'
To be continued

The nert section will deal with German censorship marks.
IIMMEAWALEWSUILAINUR
Only recently have we seen
published figures for the 1,921 PRO
JUVENTUTZ stamps:
15+ 5 RP
30 4- 10 "
40 + 20 "
60 + 30

---

14,296,000
18.307.000
7,458,000
4,463,000

Attention is drawn to the very
low sales Of the 60 + $0 Rp. value,
which im a rate having little use in
Switzerland, thus making it a good
item for the future.

In the same report the
given for sales of the very
' block' or miniature sheet,
he old Cantonal Messengers,

figure
attractive
depicting
is 2,173,505.

Of the 'Black Print', 81,542 were
sold.
It will be interesting to see bow
these fare with the passage of time.
4111.01•n•••n•nn 0100

' (Swiss American Stamp Society) Nov. 1974
Reprinted fro
Perhaps the most mysterious, stamp among ALL Swiss stamps ever recorded
and.monographed 1. the 1924 UPC (50th anniversary) 20 Cts. (red) with A(131)
n 1112 a 21
21.11211119211*
A great deal has been written about this stamp series. Yet there is no
evidence of any mint 20 Cts. copy with 24 oertical teeth having ever been seen,
In its cancelled condition, reference to 2 or 3 specimens has been made in various
monographs. On the other hand, the 30 Cts. (blue) version with its 24 vertical
(11Z) perforation can be found in most specialised Swiss stamp collections, with
its white or yellow gum colouring. What happened?
The mystery surrounding this 1924 CPU issue begins with a series of
rathe 'goofy' problems. In the first place, both steeps were produced under
unusually hasty circumstances. The date of issue was October 8th, 1924 and
preparations for the design of the stamps were only completed in spring of the same
year. Originally, the Federal Topographic Institute (Mint) was supposed to print
the 20 Cts. value, whereas Orell Mali in VIrich was contracted to produce, i.e.
print, the 30 Cts. atamp. Because the Mint was unable to print at such short
notice, Orell Mali was supplied with the 20 Cts. plates as well and contracted to
print both, The official issue for the 20 Cta. wae 2,437,338 and that for the
30 Cts. 2,309,260. That Orell Mali printed at least 100,000 20 Cts. stamps is
known, but how many more and what part of the 2,437,338, nobody knows for sure.
The Mint may have 'come in' at a later stage but exact figures are not available,
This in Switeerland:1

The paper for these stamps was manufactured and supplied by the Papierfabrik Sihl. Orell Fessli soon noticed that the paper, which had to be wetted
prior to printing, tended to 'stretch' or expand due to the 'swelling up' of the
organic fibres in the paper when the paper was moistened. This reselted in the
printed sheets being of unequal dimensions. The stamps themselves were all of
The Federal Mint in Bern was responsible for the perforation
exactly equal size.
of the sheets and to cope with the sheet site variations, adopted two different
perforation processes: the so-called 'harrow' perforation and the so-called 'comb'
perforation method. The difference between the two processes is simply that the
'comb' perforation 'cuts' or 'runs' into the white margins which form the sheet's
frame, whereas the 'harrow' method perforates each stamp without *running off' into
the margins of the sheet. The reason why these two processes were employed was a
function of coping with the different sheet $izes in order to ensure that each
stamp was properly perforated for separation from the sheet. The end effect was
that a sheet of 25 steeps perforated by the 'comb' process resulted in the follow

1st row
2nd
3rd
4th
5th "
each 'o

of stamps
s 5
s 5
5
mb' pe

23 vertical teeth
4

2

Z3
23

"

"

"

d sheet * there were only 10 stamps with 24
Therefore,
vertical tie
'to perforatioh, the sheets had to be gummed. More problems* It
Pr
was September and the date of issue was October 8th. Two companies were pressed
into the gumming taek, Kummerli & Frey and the Lithogeaphie Lies I Cie. The
former used a whitish gum which tended to penetrate the paper.' To combat this
annoying problem, the gum's consistency had to be changed, which caused, longer and
very tedious dryin g processes. More lose of time. The Lips & Cie people used a
yellowish gum and had to experiment for e while to get the right consistency of
their gem. During this eeperimentation 'process, thee used various chemicals, one
of them turned the gum into a greenish colour. 'They promptly made changes and
finally ended up with the original yellowish gum colour.
WHAT HAPPENED TO
All this does NOT explain the great mystery of all.
?
STAMPS
TEETH
VERTICAL
24
CPS.,
20
THE
Did the Mint destroy all 20-Cts. 'comb' perforated sheet or were the 10
24-teeth stampe simply' 'extracted' from each sheet prior to issue? Why were the
30 Cts. 'comb' perforated stamps allowed to reach the public?
There is an interestin input' concerning this issue. For sums reason

TRAVEL ON THE HIGH PASSES
By E. J. RAWNSLEI

(Conclusion)

MALOJA P42a.

Leaving Samaden in the Engadine this route passed through the then
little known village of St. Moritz, over the Maloja Pass, doen the
Val Bregaglia - where even to-day traces of the old Roman road exist - and in
9 hours reached Chiavenna, which as its name implies, was the key or vital junction
of the routes acrocs the Maloja, Spltgen and Septimer Passes.
In Lao, again by
request of the Sardinian P.O., the journey was extended to Colico on Lake Como and
between 1868 and 1875 to Lecco at the southern end of the same lake.
BERNINA PAS.
Also starting from Samaden the route passed through Pontresina,
over the Bernina Pass to Poschiavo and on to Tiraeo in Italy, accomplishing the
journey in 9 hours. In 1869 the people of the Valtelina (Italy) petitioned the
Swiss for an extension of the service into this valley. This was agreed and for
a time the Swiss postal coaches served the entire region from the Stelvio Pass in
Austkie to Lake Como in the west. Financially, however, this was not successful
and in 1876 the Swiss Poet Office relinquished the task, selling a number of
vehicles to an Italian company which took over the duties.
So much for the main routes, but some smaller diligence services operated
for a time. One ran from Domodossola to Locarno, linking up with the St. Gotthard
and Simplon railway lines, while around 1868 another very small service was run
fromMendrisio in Switzerland to Varese in Italy.
Until the outbreak of World War I in 1914 Swiss diligences were still
running regularly over the Maloje and Splagen.Passes to Chiavenna and over the
Bernina Pass to Tirana. When the war cane all the Swiss vehicles were 'interned'
at Chiavenna, but were so highly regarded by the Italian populace that following
diplomatic exchanges between Bern and Rome all the yellow vehicles were returned
to Slitztrland.
It is not always realised that these postal coaches were still in use in
this area until the early 1920s. As I related some years ago, on one holiday in
Switzerland and travelling from Arose to St. Merits (via the SplOgen and Maloja
Passes), I lunched in Chiavenna and on returning to the coach our driver was taking
lea's of an old man who he told me later had been a diligence driver. How I wished
he had told me sooner:
And what a lost opportunity to have learned first hand
something of those journeys which now Seem to belong to a former era.
The importance of the diligence services and the routes they covered in
the handling of mail are worth bearing in mind when studying 19th century covers.
OH 8WE4T MISTEU,J,

(continued)

or other, never fully explained by the P.T.T., the post offices throughout Switzerland.
were actually advised to sell these 1924 UPU stamps sejamega megat. Despite the
official issuance figures, why this hesitancy? After all, to sell something close
to 5 million stamps in less than 2 months (this UPU issue remained valid only until
November 30th, 1924 - one of the shortest validities of any Swiss stamp issue),
could not possibly be contemplated on a sale *by request' only:
And now we come to the most intriguing facet of this stamp. Considering
the fact that no mint 20 Cts. UPU 24 vertical teeth specimen has ever been seen and

that only 2 or 3 cancelled copies have ever been mentioned, how come that the
catalogued price is a fraction of that of the 'Double Geneva'?? If supply and demand
should affect the price of a stamp - 'what's wrong with the assestment of the used

20 Cts. (11Z perforation) copy ???
Who is holding back what ??????
-----o0o----Editore_Notet We have pleasure in publishing this article from a new contributor
- and hope that he may perhapi be able to unravel other intriguing
mysteries among Swiss stamps.
MARCH
1021PRN GRRE:

Saturday, March 15th
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AIRMAILS & FLOWN COVERS
Discussion Leadert Mr. D. Swift

FEBRUARY 1975

We are now wall through Yebruary
and regret to note that a number of
renewal subscriptions are still outstan
ing.
If you have not sent in your fee
of C1000 please do so as soon as
possible and help us to avoid extra
postage in sending out individual
reminders.
Overseas members whose 2 yea
subs are due have already been notified
and it would be much appreciated if any
still owing could be remitted promptly*

Lit ter long and careful negotiation
members of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society of America (founded in 1938) and
the Swise American Stamp Society (founded
in 1969) have voted overwhelmingly to
merge, with effect from let January 1975.and now to be known as the AMERICAN
HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCUTY.
ASPS will publish a monthly
journal, 'TELL', replacing Helvetia's
'Alphoin' and SASS'S 'Helvetia Herald',
which will include news, original'
research, informative translations eta,
Me. R. T. Clarke of Dallas, Texas, will
serve as Editor.
For reeidents in America other
facilities will include the formation
of a Library, a Sales Service (run by
our indefatiguable friend Dr. Ganes:),

auctions, exhibition awards e
Dues will be 03.00 per year and

if anyone in the U.K. is interested in
membership, full details are obtainable
from the Secretary: Mr. R.C. Rose,
28, Kenmore Place, Glen Hoek, VaT, 0745

Somewhat belatedly vs have had
news of awards won by members. During
the autumn De. F. Ganz received a Gold
Medal at the (national) Chicago Philatelic Exhibition, for his 'National
Fete Cards', exhibited (by invitation)
in the Marcus White Showcase, a postal
stationery competition in which only
previous winners in this Class of
material can compete. He has also won
a Reserve Grand Award at 'Midaphil' in
Kansas City for 3 frames of 'Liechtenstein under Austrian Postal Adminie
stration' (letters & cards) 1860-1921
Nearer home Mr. C. D Harding,
now happily retired, disclose d that he
recently won the P. A. Wilde Cup in the
Barry P.S. Annual Competition for an

entry on the 10 & 20o. 1942 Lands apes
and subsequently' 3rd piece in the
S. Wales Federetion_Ananal 0oenion
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DID YOU KNOW
...,. that with the 30c. '125 Years

Federal Posts' stamp of 19.9.1974 the
PTT introduced a new paper, white
=kW, violet fibres? This was also
used for the 15 & 50c. PJ stamps, also
without correct announcement in their
publicity leaflets. At least they have
assured collectors that no stamps have
been printed on both types of paper.
that the biggest changeover in
machine poetmarke since the introduction
of postal code numbers, is now taking
place? All the American machines, about
144, are now being fitted with new 2 m.
diem, town dies, in which the fiddly time
and date irsert changes is now done with
fixed reels (as with ordinary handstamps).
In 1968 experiments were started, with
apparently satisfactory results. On
let January about 50 machines had been
changed over.
t hat a BBZ reader has sent in the

locatton of a third 'Basle Dove' letterbox still in use in keel.
that at the end of 1974 the Philatelic Society of Olten celebrated its
75th birthday by issuing a handsome 60
page brochure? This cover's, in German,
the whole postal history of Olten with
all poatmarka illustrated. Alan an
article on the 1870 'Gratis' stamp, which
as 'born' in Olten,t and also about the
ipolis bei Olten ads, etc. etc.
opies at 3Fr.7.-- can be ordered through
e l price includes UK postage - I hope:
..... that PEN has published the 1975
upplement to his priced catalogue of all
wise special cancellations and MPO
cachets. 3Fr.6.- from Editions PEN
1950 Sion,
that also from PEN has appeared

an excellent booklet in French entitled
"Timbres de Replacemeat du lee Arrondissement Postal", i.e. Geneve .and
environs. All known postmark .? are listed
hronologically from 1893, and also
alphabetically. 3Fr.14.- for 24 page s.
.., that the PTT ham issued, gratis,
a new edition of their numerical list of
all postal code numbers? PTT No.

310,05 I 75.
.. that the answer to Question 32 is
e following 3 stamps:
The arms of Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden

re ahown on the Fr.3.- of 1938 (240.216,
and still valid) and on the 10c. PP of
941 (Z.No. 13). Then in 1965 to celebrate 150 years in the Confederation there
appeared the arms of Valais, Neuchatel
and Geneve on the 20c, stamp (Z.N0.432).
that Question No. 33 is which Swiss
stamp appeared in slightly different form
en heth plain & pbosphor paper, not counting the web-known PJ & Buildings stamps?
M. RUTFFRPOORD
Breit trasi3e 82.
n la. el, e.
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THEALNats Hon. Sec. R. A. Hoyle,
14=1.282a, Hon.Sec. Mts. E.J.Rawns/ey fat_

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

The attendance at the January
meeting was somewhat sparser than for
some time, due to winter illnesses and
other Unavoidable happenings.
As a result less material than
expected, was produced on the STANDING
HELVETIA issues.
Nevertheless, some half dosen
members brought along items ranging
from a straight-forward display of the
various issues, to studies on colour,
varieties e including the 'HELVETTA'
error - unusual cancellations etc.
The remainder of the evening was
spent in discussion on various
netters.

t

.2111.—Ms

With the start of the new year
once again a plea is launched for more
articles - long or short; reports of
unusual items, new finds etc.
Short items of this nature are
particularly useful to fill spaces on
the pages.

On January 4th, foue Members combined
to provide a fantastic display of the
STRAIGHT-LINE OFFICE HANDSTAMPS.
Mr. G.D. Wilson introduced the subject
with a display of 100 sheets which was
divided into sections in which he studied
the marks of Geneva, Basel, Chur and TPOs
etc. He commented on the variety of
marks which can be found and the many
changes which took place over a period of
time. He began with a cover of 1761 from
Venice to Marseilles and continued with 12
marks from Basel, the earliest dated 1782;
an 18 sheet study of the markings from Chur,
the first dated 1805 to Altdorf; a large
selection of straight-line cancellations on
TPO covers including the more modern
station cancellations, while other covers
shown included Ticino Ovals and an 1864
cover from Rospental to Schwyz with a Lake

Lucerne ship mark.
Dr. Ritchie showed many straight-line

cancellations of the Strubeli and Sitting
Helvetia Perf, period, mountain top marks
and straight-line arrival marks. for
Rorschach and Romanshorn on covers carried
by the Bodensee steamers,

Please see if you can help.

Mr. Moore showed a wonderful range of
E.J. . Pre-stamp covers including two of the
French Office in Geneva of 1759 (Venice to
Marseilles bearing the transit mark
Geneve') and 1787 (Fribourg to Paris).
Another fine cover was dated 1789 from
Porrentruy (at this time in Canton Berne)
to Paris.
192.5 S.ALLkSGUES
1

ZUMSTEIN

low available:

LULLLL.1.921 .,.
With thumb index ...

Price: £10
Ell
"

Kr. Eastwood concluded the display
with six sheets showing different types of
1 straight-line marks.
R.A.H.

S ARMSTRONG
Price: e6.50
Please order Catalogues frosts'

:HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden. Lane, Straed, London WC2E 7L
Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are published regularly in the

EWER IAIMARELAIDAR
Annual fee 1975
With special supplement

SFr.21.00
SFr.23450

nn•• 0111

For fine, first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertach & Cie
CR-3001 BERN
F.O.B. 2585

Auction prices reflect the value of
the world's currencies and indicate that
Swiss stamps offer the finest investment
return, quite apart from their many
interests for study and research.
You cannot go wrong in adding to
our collection.
Let me help to make yours an

outstanding one.
If you wish to see material on
approval or elections against Want Lists,
rite now:
;STAMPS - all issues - mint/used
POSTAL HISTORY & POSTAL STATIONERY
COVERS - FM:, COMMEMORATIVE etc.
AIRMAILS and PLITIT COVERS
etc. etc.

14, Low Lane,

Torriebolme,
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SiTT NG HELVETIA IMPERFORATE
1854-32
Transleted by Mrs. Ko Mashon and U. E. Chapeen

Part I
Wa are-indobted to the- publisheri, Messre. Zemeteiu '1 Cie for
permiesion to publieh this translation from the 1971 Edition of
the WM:STEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND, which will be of interest to *Ile
It is not possible to reproduce the many illustrations referred to
but they art mentioned for cceperleon with the catalogue text.
Gelerel remarkas
At first the paper for this issue was supplied
by the Pasing Pap r Mill (Munich). later by the Uhl
Factory, Aldrich. Both factories issued paper of
varying eivighteso that thin to thick paper, with
intermediate /asides, can be dietinguishedo
To meke distinction easier four typical
printings are illustrated;
ce,",eyeteeeesee

Dietteguehing
feeteeee ef the
or typeot

3.

No. I First Nunioh peintiug (Z.

S4J. ha)

Clean, yet hazy print, lettering frame poroueo Rhomboidejlozenges) tot
inked. Xarelna mostly complete and uniformly printed. Matt colours.
No. 2 Munich print (Z. Nie, A,) •
Very sharp, clear print. Lettering fram :*)O'OU5. Lozenges
not inked, esegins meetly complete and unittrmly r do

Noe 3 Early Berne print (Z, Noe, B C)

Cleaner to hazy print, lettering frames porous. Lozenges and head and
neck parte lightly to strongly inkede margin Ilnee mostly unequal, in part

not printed in fuLl.
Relief eery sharp - to *hallo'.
No 4 Common Barnes*. print (Z, Nos. D
G)
Unclear poor print, most7y strongly pnrns 'and flecked, Losenees inked.
the porous lette.rin

cf the

and earl* Berne erints can be

foy the tiuul.,4,oh privta were
czl1c!,r4
traced to the prepar ca
pApting, cc thst
kw
-d
well ground; oven ej
rly grend coleure Pf the Acr71,R
TL
ground colours could
were printed on dry paper, .or this meson '1',;(:5 14/at ie also coaruc: potous
and in parte diotinatly spotty.
!M Acre
15ot t
Th,t4 poiczly priated margin lines
ft
in
the
kaatch,
priztths P,er =.rtutiag but ACM and ti,m kvan els°
oft

4.........
0—
a....
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0-Price increases for silk thread varistiest
Many gala thxtad varieties arise Trott colouv oh-angle (green 2
faded colour whitish ailk thread .
throed inottad of other 001cured
Readily reoo, ',sable aro. tha vstletita. vith
-priced fur iv4ue G t;Itt Tod ziIk: thread, and fir
silk threads. Thera aro
other issues.
ewithot
Prices for Eltt copies' apply to. exemplea, with 6rtgia.1
%ith t4ddd eQlotairtg are conoid2rably
or with rhts4. s
(To be ooPtitatc4)
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AWL CAURRiEt FROM SWITZFRLA;' ,ID

TO THE i.0%

By L.M.C.

DURING WOW WAR 1;

IgytTor

Part V

Sines the Led Cno'.' s lettnnct 15th june 1940 wes
1: nrannn ann. eines Cnnnn,n conannanip
censored bn
CH-UX mail wan commoupla•e later iu the wa gn thio in a cenvenInnt place to introaspect* of Gernan censorship.
duce a
2.4

Sorting Section'

Reception of mail. aorUng into ccmeinrniaigane l pnivn'ta
mail end into :l anguage, nefo&noping of re istennd natl,
resealing the envelopen aad retnnning mail M thn

Pmenal system.
Private 'Ilan Secticis CenPorahip of private mail,
Ceneoranip of camm relel mail.
Commernial Bell
Sections
Ceneorzhip of military -mail to and frcm neutral.
Military Mail
oonntrieft, but not orninany fieldpost,
.2ections

nansonehip of mail to and from German P.O.We bat not
of enemy prise:lore in. German hande
ther
Chemical Exani tLon baaminatien of all mail using ctemical
Sections
special equipment.
Cczpilation of index files on individuals and firma
Central Filing
Sa.tions
whose cerrespendenee had given grounds for suagninr4
Obliterating
Obliterating suapioinue material.
Mail Seoviczi

7,

Sections

Ex pnination of P.O.W . . mail,
It wa# intended that mail should be oleared by the ceneer office within
24 hours, bat it
became clear that thin could net be achieved by one office
in Berlinn
Ceneeqnatly zeveal other offices were eotabliebed throughout
Occupied Europe. 2.anh of theen aa identiZled by a letter wLinh. appeared on all
the German
and the handatampu tying the, seal to thy envelope, as follows
DAtlEn=192. (1.QUDITY-LAnCn..7LatirAginncl.r:
KB des-berg
Baltic onuntnlen a 1 anomie
rlin
ansit and airmail., N. & 8, America
C'ilegne
Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, L France
P
Switzerland, Spain, Portugal ' Italy
-rina, S. France
Switzerland, N. & S,
Ressatourg
Scandinavia
Vienna
Balkans, Uungary, Turkey
,
? Berlin
rman P.O.W. mail from sad of 1944
Copenhagen
Sweden. Finland and Denmark
Lyons
S. France
0010
Sweden, Finland end Denmark
W"iffi
Franc4 and Red Cose Mail
Bordeanx
S * W. 'h.auct
l
Thus ;he e on the seal end haaastamps of the Red Crosse letter of 13th June
1940 (Coven 14) enggents that it vas coneored at Celngne and vlay hove been
interceptei in Northern'franoe . GO
.7k .t . jo ...wney to Jemdco, It le interesting tu
•
speculate that the 'b' pn the oi.Tor
eith,5fr that it laanhett Cologne via
Brussels cr, alternativ . ely,
tw;.et%r VAW in tranait through oaoupied
P.O.W. section

21.

Ear. 6 (Jab,.
7

X
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1113ae
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,T.e90 Csueorzhip Labels"; Stamp .ollooting
4

III

- v 1 974) 371'

3A.A.,aCili 19'15

AfC4S Lana

21,1049aug,„T4 (Continued)
later
territorw, sines all mail from Svitzerisad that wont throveli Germany
Uowc 'or,
f:;,Y.
seals
the
on
periods had the identification le:;tor et'
t,.2it it
unlike moot of these later covers, there -is no evideoce on c:over 14
examined by a'Obemical Examination Section,
mail omsorC
Dir;onesion of the seals, haudotamp end marking? on .;?.lissd ustil the oe.r7,od
the UtWr.',23, suob as the 1697/138 crA. e„:over 14, will be defe,u-e
when Gerrian sensorship was common,
I have
Sine., the first part of this article appeared, ia the LLN,L.Jr
g the Fre n
concern
e
reoeived the fol.:loving information from *r. Torranc
the hsndstamp ingicatea
censorship of the cover of 2.-4l:.39 (Qover i)t 0Tho 'WI in for
foretgrl. mail, the
oZftces
that the letter was censored at one of the special
the MEirx towns a.;,1d
t
d
locate
were
These
so-called 'Commissions de Pnetrationl.
and vas
Belfort
or
ier
"an' was located in Pentari
usually on rail junctions.
assoCiated with NOE. 370-)72 'Cover 2 was 372)."
of 117;,,,!t er 1974, 1 ssauT6?
Yrcox the suggeste routes given in tht
as.fil!,;4: was
Paolo
cl
Zdrict
at
thst the letter was put on a traia
before continu4ag
the
by
d
oeneore
Wa8
it
and vas unloaded at tlfort, where
its jounay to Lohdon.
To be oontihuvl
The next issue will ,nciude th ache" , of anvere con Pe.,Jod 2.
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At last

After enough trials end tribulation
to fila a 'cock, your Secretary is
- about to make the long
1.16WW. MOTO.

The 1975 'Ortiferseichnis vill
be pl,,blione6. in Juno at Onz. 1.00 and
available Thaw poet officte or
will

Dwen 7t000
iname$ are listegl, wtti poste-Dor,
134Zettin

you please note that an f:rlm
:13i. post, telepho avta
1 7.-(1
bel
railA:a-“;f
will
4th
address
lia%s
co-:_oecticon,
MARLIff th my.
!.c to tY-J; vtudont
Invaidab
1 ships, etu,
3, Cranford Gardens,
t of poutal history, rai5way routes etc.
YietoTJa Drive,
, f7,om
Afiranoo orders 6'1,KINCR REC14,
V, Sus4OX ?a 2.&L Kari,ch onvario,
Arrangements have been made for the
fo7,11 1Ing of mairsent to the old
D IR E G C R S
There will, of neoeitleity, 1,-;? a
D saAPr 07
•A
delay in deslinc with incoming r=a1.1
AEATEUR COIZECTOR LTD
until I have sorted out my peesesains
to
and
normal
t*
back
te
to
but I hops
aze so taly. ciV and.
be able to resume the Library Service
P f,*4
'F.4TafF
t
,t.
month.
the
of
end
friends
by the
x4 ts
tows
be
tneir
for
them
(f.4.40
.
auseess
CL
Although we nave barely T.', P1Te..1
from this evtlat we are 4,, 1111 At 7(;,;,t,
We know that acme members collect
service to supply your rogutoment=t
stamps of countries other than
1 of Swiss stamps.
Zwitzariend, ahi cle have been sedid by
anyce
me of oul' oldest members whether
Let UA know yor inteeste and
sovid be interseted in copies of
us can supply selections tO
your Vtl:Yria
POST'S of tapenial interest to collectw
ZImitI:213 aocordin
which oe
of the st=lps of iELGIUX,
hao a consiaratie ruM (.
If e:-; Capt, ?. C. DET;"
-%me H
' ER
', Darer:tisk inns, --'1,.r.1.1.,:,a1c9
Spinney
'The
• In „
Berke, would be glad to hear fri, th
Will

xeNsaavegearov3,......**0....

z

Don't mists w Appil meeting
page 19,

431.4:4,V,t4 f

. P,O. B.4.4

OY

ph=t4

flat
O1-348,

JBLVLTIA :NTSWS LSTTSR.

MIRrJH

19 IN GENEVA
eere issued on
eve 1 eel e
lstia. Marsh on. the theme of he Peaceful
Ueee of Sesee,
) :S'etelSite orbitiag the globe
Snet a bac'sgrosad of for
regions benefittelag from space
seseareh,
s

6 coleura':. it.bleseek.blesered/

1
am trying to list the types of
station cancellatione that are to be
found, I hope eventually to construct
an article for our 'News Letter'.
would value very such any InformatiOn and if possible aketchea of
cancellations that members pessess.
Also the earliest and latest known
dates of use.
Tim Rargreave, Flat 7 Tragail,
Neroier Road, Putney, Lohdos SW15
ses._
A former sember of 'Helvetia',
Mr. H. Dagnall, has Very kihaly vent a
copy of a 32 page booklet which he has
written on the subject of "John Dickinson
and hie Silk Thread Paper.
There is a comprehensive aocount
of the method of manufacturing the paper,
the long struggle whioh Dic'sinson had to
get his paper,adopted for postal use a:a
a detailed account o the use of hie
paper, both in Brienin for eaele lettersheets and Mulready covers, and alao
abroad, with partieuler emphaeia on its
usage for the °Struhell iseeee ef
Switzerlaud.
The booklet has a coloured frontiepiece, 14 illustratIone auSs iacludes au
actsal easpe of Diokineon's silk thread
paper. A, aost valuable adaition to
philatelic literature, it will be of
great intereat to eollectors of early
British aud Swiaa stamps.
It ie obtaismatle from the author:
H. Dagnall, M.A., at 10, Abbots Road,
Leicester LESS IDA at 4-90 („e2 inland
post free).

&Q

ç

JPs Wednesday, April 9th -

Viait by Mr. W4. R. Morrison who
a talk: and display on the
will give
2

1900 U.1 ,U, This ia an occauion
whien should not be mieaed.
6.30 - 8,31 p.m, at Drury Fousa.
202BERV 1 a Zaturde.v 4ril 19th
tng
Antx: 1 General il

yellow/browsibleck
U.S.A,
,
Benesath
Desigser: R.
Priotiss: Offset by Seeses rankle..
Setelipsiso, kenlesS
x2t Mti,,
36
Size:
Validity: Fes use only an oorreeeperdenee
from the Peleie des Ceseions,
Ge rg:l w

The apecial. cancelleeien Weewe a
space aatellite and an eltSetioal globe
and wording: 14.3475 - Pre;sier j°11.r
Utilisatioes paciflque de Pespace eseraRound edge t '1211 C1'.::NKA
atmospherique.
-ADMINISTRATIOfi P0STAI:6 DE NA21ON uNaS'
UNREGORDRD
kr, A. Yates of Derwon has sent a
photocopy of two exasples of the 1940
'Pro ?atria' 30 c. value, one of which
appears to be as tatereeeins eariety in
that it is loner than the normal stamp.

Thie variety io not mentioned in
the Zsmsteis Specialised Catalogue and
Mr lates woulu like to know wneteer any
members have come serves exasplee os: tins
extra 4eas stamp.
,

.0 4107,11n0n000...

FTT —
—

*M.

.{01I1*.

kNNiVUSARY

It has bees nentioned several times
in the 'News Letter' that the FTT
prodeceo a apeeial ieese of their
Zeitschrift/Revuerlevieta (Steff Magazine,

i
monthly) in S ene/jely 1)74, devoted to
their 1.25tS ashivereary, but with asticiee
in German, freneh or Italian. I hevs
now aiseovered teat reprints are available
gratis, with all articles in either G, F
or I trem :edekteola, PTT Zeituerift,
Wstorisetrasoe 21, CH-3000 Bern 1;3. Well
the i..;eet of a poetcard; mention
worth
,4
end the required
tle ' .elvetea
RUTWERFOORD

Page 20
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The following figures of numbers issued ;.lave bsel. released by tlis Ptilatelic
"co
A.

n Vaduz:

Smcial tamps

4.1 of1sut

Europa 1969

24.iV1969

2.

250th Anniversary of the Principality

28.V1.1.1.19o9

10
50
50
80

1,214,859
1,16t',9-.:
1,104730
1,105,425

3.

?tome

28.V111.1969

SC
120

961,P.66
932,476

4.

Arms of ecclealasii7.1a1 patrons 1

4.X11.1-69

:N O
50
150
30

93,575
9,4 037
864,05
1,295,277

20
5C
60

1,06,441

22c1V.1(...65

1000

633, 140

o 3-9(34

12tt)

481,495

22.IV.1965
22.1V,1965
22.1V.1965
22.1V.1965
n,IV.1965

10
20
110
30

92,001
13,953
11,472
79,465

60

7.)(11.1(::67

2J

49,045
203,258

7.1.11.1967

40

7.X11.1967

220

CT

phjlately 11

Centenary of the telegraph
6. Liechtenstein Legends III
Definitive stens
7. Kadonna of sobelionbetg
B.
C.

Is

1.

5.

B.

Vaue

Crown Prince Rans-Adam

PO cards
9. With pictures (inland)
10. Reply cards 10 1- 10 c,
U. Booklet of 11 cards
12. With pictures (abroad)
13. Reply cards 30 1- 30 c.
14. With pictures (inland)
15, Reply oardo 20 1- 20 o.
16. BooLlet af 11 cards

Items 1-8 and postcards 12-16 r
on 30th June 1971.,

4.X1T.1969
4.X1.-1,69

0 c

1, 69 Er.

847,351

10,976
11.105

i valid for USC, but postcards 9-11 became obsolete

On 6th April 12475 Swissair will op so officially a new route: ZURICE GaEVA ATEIZ3 - BOEBAY PLK1NG 81lOGRAI.
Requests have been rade to Peking gcld Shanghai for he uze of special
nations as :Mown, to bc used for both citiec:
At the time of ,zbiication
this Information the reply
from China ie still 'waited.
Uoveverf amlagemente are
vo! !N WAL :;71
being made to have addressed
covera (not registered or
- - c'k•V
express) and up to 20 g. in
weight, and postcards, to be
accepted for these forthcoming
flights. They must he franked
with atamps to a value o: not less than SPr, 2.-, anl anuId be marked in the

top left corner "via Peking" or "via Shanghai", Covers rith utampe of U.14, in
Geneva or Liechtenstein will haye normal date si;amps but will be treated otherwise as mail froM Switzerland. Orders to be n not later than 24 Msrch to!
a) Direction diarrondissement _postal, Transport s;)ecial d'az.vois po tvLx.
1211 Gcneve
b) Wertsainhanverkaufsatelle PTT, 3onderpostbefbrdatuag, 3022 Ztrich
postamt - Sonderpostbefgirderung, 9490 .i.retival Liecntenstein
Administration postale de L'ONU. iService philAelique, Transport spacial
d'enwcia p,,,!k,twaT, 1 211
z le
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OD YOU KNOW?

The folloving were laeued on 13 Warch i..... that the reason why only the three
A, aderetimaLtele P_Aussamsgatrakm_±prences are depicted on the new
;Liechtenstein et pa, ivaued 13th March,
70 Rp. Prinee Constantin
and net also the princess, is because
(dk gm/it gra/go:id)
/women still do not have the vote there.
80 Rp. Prince Maximilian
1So says the philatelic editor of the
(brown-red/rose/gold)
'Basler Nachrichten', The official
F,1020 Prince Alois
reeoieeer is that she is too young to
(dk blue/It blue/gold)
be photographed - at 2 years of age!
aosaleALe Walter Wachter Sohaam
4.... that the new Swiss stamp issue
Louis Jager, Vaduz
pregremme
does n*t include the expeeted
Roto-heliogravure by
new
Or.3.50
value, already numbered 541
Courvoiaier S.A.
Zumstein.
by
41 x 26 mm in sheets of 16
White with brown and green ..... that after a life of only 4 riars
fibres
the French-Swiss monthly "La Bourse
aux Timbree died at the end of 1974,
Pity,
30 Re. "Cold Sun" - enamelled paint n
..... that Joaeph Uhler celebrated his
kochre/red/reddish blue/
birthday at the end of January.
80th
dk blue
Deservedly
one of the best Swiss phi).60 Ep.
.age"
ater-colour
ateliate
he
not only organised the first
(yeilow/red/blue/greenish -blk
stamp
big
exhibition, the 'MBA'
Swiss
Deaieeeek; 30 Rp. Martin Frommelt,Schaan in r ieh in 1934,
but was also tho
W
60 Rp Louie Jager, Vaduz
driving
the establishment
force
behind
i
etliagL Botoeheliogravure by
of the Swiss Postal Museum, and also
Courvoisier S.A0
initiated the 'Fund. for Furthering
41 x 26 mei * in aheete of 20
Philately'. The interest from it
White with brown & green fibr Tr. 5m runs practically everything
philatelic in Switzerland,
Special covers were used with a
First Day oancel having a crown in the
..... that I noticed in January severe
centre and '9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG
red
franking dies with a number in the
13 MARZ 1975'
15 thousands, that means a 54 lnontaaft
in about the last 5 years * Fewer
1.1.10110=-IMIA
.--.2A-ker
a.k
stamps in circulation.
A special pictorial cancel was used
.... that copies of the 'Internsba
in Balzere from 21 Feb. to 2 March for
1974 Festschrift' (Co emorative Boot)
the International Photographic Exhibition. with beautifully illustrated articles
It has 'Grand Prix Lieehtenatein l in the
in 4 languages, which oas given to all
centre and '9496 BALMS - international
exhibitors ate, can now be obtained
Fotoausetellung 2132 - 2.3075'.
for 8Fr.200- including a cancelled block
as a frontispiece, from Kerr P. Albiez,
Rufacheratraese 12, CH-4055 Besel•
Maximum
3 COpiO4 per order*
We are very pleased to report that
Helvetia Members were very successful this ,..... that the PTT ensue about 3 times
year.
,a yeare a publicity leaflet called "FTT
i Briee to all big firsa ate, There I
The 'H. L. Katcher Helvetia Trophy
have zead of quite a few interesting
and a Silver Medal were won by W. Cdr,
'items.
For instance, that the 500th
R. F. Bulstrode for a magnificent dieplay
has
gone over to punched card giro
!firm
of ROTEL POST STAMPS, and not only stamps
iinpaymeht
forme, that giro forms no now
hut many superb covers showing their use
available
suitable
for OCR (Optical
to pay for conveyance of mail from hotels I
Chamacter
Heading)
i.e. the computer Can
to the nearest post office.
Also a
4
read
directly,
that
the
pootcode 'book'
Bronze-Silver Medal
for 20th Cent. Proofs
p
is
no
ready
on
ma
etic
tape for
& essays of tho eriod from 1900 - 1942,
;computerised
customer*,
including many uniaeued designs.
that the answer to Question
No.33
A Bronze Seiver Medal went to
p
Mr. W. R, Morrison for a study of the 1900 is the BIT 30c with 'cver rint' for the
'visit of Pope Paul VI to Geneva on 10th
C.P,U,, with plating of the 10c. value
and many of the varieties. (A foretaste 1June, 1969. The normal version is still
ion ,urdinary paper, but this issue
of the treat in store in April')
(3,726.000 copies sold) was on phosphor
Mr. A, S. Newell received a Silver
'paper eeth violet fibres, &Noe 104
for "Switzerland in the Air" and a Proa,:Question No. 34 is which
for a fine study of Ti!Aso lanoslint,ione
first Swiss stamps issued with
1805 to the Ovals, 'Inc1adlt,1 many unuanal
markings.0ongratule0ow6 to all.

C.! hirie 7'1 characters on them?

M.2

Page

Er'LY177::2

*et

Oensue Zeit - Hour, exacte - Ora e ta
(Tel.) 161 - 1.3075 3600 Thun
Wetterberiehte Previeioss meteorologiquos Previaioni del tempo 162 - 1.3.75 6630 Ohiaseo
Stressenzustand - Etat des routeo
Steto dells :Arad* - 163 - 1.3075
2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds
Nachrichten - 167 - 1.3.75 8640 Rappers vii SG
Nouvelles - Hotisiario - 166 1.3.75 - 1530 Pare
Monneur aux coerespondents dee Nation
Uniess . 18.3975 1211 Gelleve 10
Service philatelique de l'administrasion postale des Nations Unites
Nostra internasionale della CAMELIA
Isola di Brieeago - 545 Aerila

1975 - 193.75 6614 Brisaage
3chweiser Mnstermesse Basel 12 - 2104.1975 - 4000 Boatel 2
Luftpostausatellung 25-27 April 1975
LUPU 75 - Verkehreheue der Schweiz

iumern

15.3075 6000 Luzern 2

There are still a number of

renewal subecriptione outstanding and i

vould be greatiy appreciated if these
could be forwarded as soon au possible
to avoid having to send out individual

reminders.

A 3. HARDING
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£1 0

£11

Prices £0.0

Eilimatiskleizezomuturgamma
75-:-.ALLERI21
Prices £6.50
Please order ce0ealo e e froms
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42 Maiden Lane, Strand. London VC2E

Hon, Becv A. SW.'
ea Ave, EuddersfieldR.
ad, Halifax
'Registered Mail' wae the subject
for rtudy by members ie Leeda ot Pebrnary
8 and 3 aeabera combined to e.eeeect a
fantastie amouet of materiel.
The eabject VOA opened by Mr. Meore
who spoke of the orieina of l'egistered mail
and began with 'Strubeli. covers of 1857
and 1858. T ae were folloved by Perf.
Setting Holvetia.covers iucluding fin*
exs,,ples of the 1881 15c, yellow, granite
paper used on cover,
Dr. Ritchie they traced the dv,?wlvwent of the various types of registration
label, showing examples of most. H14
earliest covers were 1853 Rayon Li from
atria and a "JtrOeli' cover of 1861 rzom
Luzern, Then followed covets of Perf,,
Sitting and Standing Helvetia periods and
a large selection of more modern ttems
including a 1929 cover with Bern registration label in conjunction with a Franco
label and examples of bulk posted covers
with green registration labels
Mr. Eastwood showed a selection of
covers beginning with an 1897 Ztrich to
Charlottenburg and Me. Tillen produced e
vast selection of many typea of Isabela .
including some it Romanaoh.
Mr. Highsted produced e TABA' block
on registered coeer and many unusual itePti
including sOme posted ia the Italian
speaking area of 8witserland4
Kilo Sony showed registered covers
with Pro Juventute stamps and Mr. floyle
PTO Juventute, Fro Patria and miniature
sheets and a ragistercd firat day cover
of the 1934 Lazdscape issue.
Mr. Wilson concluded with items
which iacluded Rosaunch registration
labels for mobile poet offioea and ever
posted at offices set up fer special
events.
6

#

.:**850**,*1****

Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are publiened regularly in the
RNEE BR1E;
Annual fee 1975
***
'Fr,21.00
With special supplement,
SFr. 23.30
For fine, first class. etilm
RARITIES OF SWITZERI.ft'f) EUROPE

send your Wants Lists to
•

ZUMSTEIN
Proor.

F.O.B. 2535

* Cie
CR-3CC1

Are
a beginner to Belem
philately? If oo, lot me help you to
explore the most intereletieg eepeets
by providing selections of
STAMPS - all issues: mint or ueed
POSTAL HISTCR•
and
POSTAL STATIOERT
SINCIAL FLIGHT COVERS
TPE-BECUS and Se-WALT
PeAWS and VARIETIES
and many more.
?or tha more adwulood oollzetor
Lteit& ciupplie ,,ls,nat Wants Lists4
14. Low La, Torricholiee,
MORECANDR
Lancs.

HL

LATELI

Founder E. H. SNRO
President ; L. MOORE, M.B.E.,

LEA.

NEWS
Hon Exchange
MR. C. RAUCH,
353 Baddow Road
CHELMSFORD.Essex Clt27QF
Tel: 0245 5414

Hon. Secretary & Edi%or:

MrsEi.RAWNSLEY,

3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
BOGNOR REGIS,
Sussex . POO 2EL

APRIL

No. 4

MR. A.J. HARPING,
Woodland, BIo'Norton,
DISS.Norfolk.IP22 2HZ

I975

APRIL& MAY NEW ISSUES
to be issued on nth April 1975
In Sep ember 1972 the 'Posts CERT gemmiesion decided to replace the
symbolic designe which have been used on the annual 'Europa' issues by

specific picture subjects, and paintings by noted national artists
were
choeen as the common theme for 1975.

Ulm
DeeianAV
=Wax

Lams

30 c.
50 c.
60 c.

litZtV
ton SVIstaila

B.

"Der Manch" (1914)

by Ferdinand Rodler

- Art Museum in Olten

"Still life with guitar" by Rene Auberjonois - as above
"L'effeuilleuse" by Maurico Barraud - privately owned

Heinrich Riegel. alrich
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
28.5 e 39 •mu.
White, with luminous substance, no oolQu.red fibres
2 sheet;. - A & B - of 50 stamps each

PO ?AMA - to be issued on 30th May, 1975
The 'Pro Petrie' stamps usually appear in themat

erica extending

over several years and this 1975 set terminates the se
is on 'Archaeological
Finds'.
15 10 c.
from the early Middle Ames (6th cent.), found
at Oron1 and is now in the Swiss National Museum in

Zdrich. Early medieval ornaments (5th - 9th centuries),
mostly in the form of fibulae, have survived mainly as burial
offerings. The technique and style of these ornamental
fasteners can be traced back to the gold and silversmith'sdress
art of antiquity, with which the Germanic tribes had come in
contact during the great people's migration. The disc-shaped
fibula from Oron is
ical example of art of this period.
30 20 0.
0
C
from the 2nd cent.
A.D. it was
t Avenches and is preseriàd in thelocal
Roman :Museum.
omar relics uacovered in Switzerland include
a great number of smaller and larger bronze statue
ttes. They
are mostly ritual figures of deities worshipped in the
shrines of the Gallo-Romans. By its style, the 67 am.house
high
figure of Dionysos-Bacchua, the god of wine, unearthed near
the town wall of Aventicum, betrays the influence of hellion
istic sculpture. The stamp shows the head of the youthful
god of wine, garlanded with ivy and vine leaves and two
cluste
rs of grapes.
50 .0. 20 c. MapearaMILIA
R EEX.S
,..... round in 1932 in the cemetery
'Bois-de-Pat.& in Lausanne and eresereed in the local
Museum
of Archaeology 8 History. The three naggere are graveweapone (ritual offerings). All hear fine fluting and find
scratehed ornamentation and two are adorned with inlaid copper
work. Tho soiid-hilt dagger diptinguishes the
wealthy
tamer and noble warrior of the early Bronze Age (18004
B.(.). As a foreruneer of the bronze sword, the dagge600
r
sheds light on the style of fighting of that period.

1975

pesianenns
.8

ZEILUILS
io
az

um
'. satiggss,1

Continued
,0
let cent. A.D. Pound in
c*
in Looarno. Roman
Museum
Civic
the
in
ed
Muralto and preserv
gly rich in burial
surprisin
are
Ticino
the
in
graves uncovered
variety of shape
great
of
vessels
glass
offerings in the form of
was produced
Muralto
from
bottle
blue
and colours. The elegant
d by means
achieve
was
surface
ed
with the blowpipe. The variegat
glass
red
and
white
ue,
light-bl
of a special technique. Small
then
was
which
bulk,
glees
grains were strewn on the expanding
was
shape
final
the
further heated in the fire and blown until
reached,
&Jaen & :.nax Lenz, =rich
Rotogravuae by Courvoisi r S.A.
28 x 33.5 lane
White stamp paper, with luminous substance, no fibres
2 sheets - A & B - of 50 stamps each

Specially designed covers will be available: for the Europa'
stamps depicting an artist's palette, and for the 'Pro Petrie' with the motif of

the head of Bacchus from the 30+20 c. stamp.

The First Day cancellations will shows for the 'Europa' a simple
STAG 28.4.1975' round
one with ICEPT/EUROPA' in the centre and 03000 BERN - AUSGAB
and 'Ausgabetag
Bacchus
of
head
the
has
the edge; for the 'Pro Petrie' the cancel
30.5,75' in the centre and '3000 BERN - BUNDESPEIERMARKEN' round the edge.
The 'Europe stamps will be on sale in post offices as long as

stooks last but not later than 28.2.1976 and from Philatelic Bureaux not later
'Pro Patria' stamps will be on sale at post offices until
than 31.5.1976.
31.8.1975 and from Philatelic Bureaux until 31.12.1975,
usual
Collection sheets and folders will be available

regret to note that a number of subs, both home and abroad, are
receipt of this
still outstanding. Unless these are received immediately after
list.
mailing
our
from
removed
be
issue, the names of those in arrears will
unpaid
carry
to
afford
longer
no
ean
With the rising costs of postage otos, we,
subs, nor will our insurance regulations
permit us to continue sending Exchange
If you were
Packets to members in this country who
not among the many
are in arrears.
friends who visited
If you have not paid and wish
at 'STANPEX1 and
us
to retain your membership please remit
not able to
thus
without delay*
from the many
choose
A. J. HARDING
fine and unusual
items on offer, do not despair ...
QUERI
we still have some left.
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we will be
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and
your requirem
willing
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we
ns or
that
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again
send
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ation will be forthcoming, as it has on
aspects of
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*
many
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still
many
explore
to
philately
Swiss
Space will be found whenever
why not let us help?
possible for such queries as it is always
our aim to assist our members.
H.L.KATCH ER
So send in those questions and
use the expertise of our members to the
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
fullest extent*
P.O. Box 242, :-Bighgato
should like to
LONDON Ne. JILW
those members who kindly sent their good
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296
wishes on my recent move, and which are
to
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uow
am
I
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normal:
a4?
.e
We much
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th ANNUAL COMPETITION
TO BE HELD AT DRURY HOUSE, W.C.2., ON WEDNESDAY 14th MAY 1975 at 6,45 lune
ULE
O The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain, will comprise
two sections:
ILVER C T
Eutriea of not less than EIGHT and not more
A. Pox' the A
than TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special,
ostage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flown covers etc.
hglie: Thematic entries are not excluded, although more difficult to assess in
comparison with more philatelic material,
Entries of NINE sheets
Be Postal History Competition for the on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.
Members may submit one entry in each eection.
2. Entries tent by post (preferably covered by postage including Compensatory
Fee) should be in the hands of the Competition Organiser: Mrs. U. Rawneley*
and sent to 3 * Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive, Bbetor Regis, W.Sussex P021 2EL
not later than Maday, 12th May
Members attending the meeting should, of course,.
bring their entries on the night,
3. All entriee will to covered by insurance during the period from receipt until
return to their owners.
4. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia F.S. shall judge entries
and award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they select as
most worthy.
5. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the general headings:
Ma4-T SZYNS-2a
General Philatelic Interest
Subject Knowledge .. 30
Philatelic Knowledge
Research
g
Originality
Presentation
O. ;
Quality
General Interest
.. 20
e) Presentation
6. The 'Helvetia' Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession
of the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser
named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner. If the same person
wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become his or her
property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.
7 * The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held by the winner for 11 months and then
be returned to be competed for again.
'STRUBE
In the March issue of the'S.B.Z., H
Hans Huneiker of Basle reports on a recent
discovery in a collection of this issue: a 5 Rp.
grey-brown (Z. No. 22Gc) on a small cover.
But the interesting feature id that the
-stamp is perforated 11+ on 3 sides: top, bottom
and left, with sheet margin on the right. It is
cancelled with a clear double circle postmark of
LAUSANNE 23 JUIN 61 3 SUR (A et 10 6076)*
The perforations are somewhat irregular
and the queetion is: was this an experimental
trial (Ms, :i'07 example, the Archer trials on G.B.
stammin. 1652) or was the perforating done
privately, poevibly ty a business firm?
a
A further axampae of a 2 Rp,
.
was reported by Mr. Robson Lows some time ago, and undoubtedly a number of stamps
must have been so perforated to have warranted the cost of the woz : , •
Herr Hnnsiker would be most interested to hear of any other examples which
may have come to light.

ING WORLD WAR n
MAIL CARRIED FROM SVIffZERLAND TO THE U.K. DUR
Part VI
By L.M.C. DUTION
>
Destination Po atags Airmail Language
Place of
Date on
Owner
Lae.el / _ of
1 Applied
Origin
Postmark
Letter
envele
'
• 1
French
her 1 3d.

NO.

A. E.

nd unchanged from
1.V1.40 C.p.a.l'e: Route:3 to U.K. from Switzerla
ly flights by B.O.A.C. to
5.V1.40 . P.O. Circular announced twice week
10.V1.40 Italy enters the War and iavades Savoy.
11.VI.40 Paris declared an open city.
'No
1 50 c.
0-0-Isuspension of mail services to
the
d
unce
anno
ular
Circ
P.O.
12.VI,40
a
C.
No
30
outh
Dartm
Geneva
,V1.40
.VI.40

4

JORG

14.VI.40
0- 0-------E.W. 19.VI.40
1-1
19.VI.40
22,VI.40

Uxbridge

Zurich

0____
cht parade along the Champs lysees.
London
mail services to
P.O. Circular announces the suspension ofarmi
stice at
n
Retain and Hitler sign the Franco-Germa last link
between
the
of
F.P.T. announces the interruption

C.p.a.l'e: CH - U.K. aervices suspended.
1.1111.40
ain.
10.VII40 16.1X.40: The :.ttle of Brit
surface and airmail for
both
that
s
unce
anno
ular
10.VII.40 P.O. Circ
services within occupied France
I8.VII.40 German decree on postaallink
with France (Geneva-Cerbiire
19.V11.40 F.P.T. announces that s that
both surface and airmail for
31.VII.40 P.O. Circular announcel for the
U.K. collected at Zuri ch
1.VIII.40 C.p.a.l'e: Surface mai
U.K. may be carried by
8.1/111,40 F.P.T. announces that mail for the

3703 AESCH b. SPIEZ - Auch fUr
K.06
Winterferisn
(from 25th March)
8222 BERINGER Wandergebiet am Randen
X.637 (from 10th April)

to be held
from 12-21
A pril 1975, The special cancel used
shows the Fair emblem and reads:
"4000 BASEL - SCHWEIZER MUSTERMESSE
2 - 21 - 4 - 75."

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS

Auto 3 Zercher-Sechselluten 1975 20/21 April
Zunft zur Waag
Gewerbe,
ng
tellu
Auss
75.is 3 BEA
strie,
Indu
aft,
tsch
Landwir
- 6 Mai
l
Apri
26
Handel, Bern
same
with
el
canc
an
(also elog
wording)
TO
BIRSFELDER

+ 1875 cine selbstIn

Gemeirele

4 April

We are informed that awards for
Swiss entries at any philatelic
exhibition held in the United States
are now being made by the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society (ARTS).
To qualify exhibitors must have a
minimum number of Swiss exhibits:
7
3 for I award, 5 for 2 awards and
,
geld
of
als,
med
The
for 3 awards).
zerSwit
in
e
mad
and
silver and bronze,
land, show Tell and his son on a on;
medallion suspended from a red ribb
the ribbon bears a Swiss cross in silver
and hangs from a gold bar.

SCHEDULE OF COVERS
German British
Censor Censor
i Label Label

n. o August 1940

PERIOD II

—0
British! Arrival
Date
Censor
No.

Other Marks on Cover

- Remarks

Italy and sastern Europe.
Motif P.C.90(1F) 1209
(s)

Prepaid International Red Cross Envelope; Metre
, No -4552; Identification letter 'C l on German
seal and h/s; 1897/138 in pencil at top centre
with letter i bl in red pencil underneath; no
I evidence of colour wash.
------o
/1•00.0•AMD

P.C.90(14

"Zurftek Retour" etc; subsequently
deleted; Los Avants c.d.se at 24.VI.40

France and Switzerland.
Compiegne.
Switzerland and France (Geneva - Belleearde); mail for the U.K. no longer
accepted.
------------o
01 - T53(h/s)
London c.d.s. of 8.711.40; .
"NO SERVIC
RETURN TO SENDER". A postcard.
I
Switzerland and the Vatican /be posted.
issued by Von Brauchitsch.
had been re-established and used to get American mail to Lisbon.
unoccupied Ftance may be posted.
Bale, Lausanne and Geneva and sent by train to Lisbon.
•

the Lisbon - England air flights operating four times a week in both directions;
surface = 30 C./20 g.
o-------o
To be eantinuede______
LONDON GROUT:
Meetings held at Drury House, Russell Street (off the Strand)
The 'ODDS & ENDS NIGHT' held in March produced such a wealth of unusual
material that the evening was voted a huge success and it will undoubtedly be
repeated at some future date, as an encouragement to members to dig out the many
interesting things which they have tucked away in their collections,
FR.
TILLER showed Fiscal stamps and a selection of labels supplied by
post offices for various purposes.
MR. D.R. BEAK; produced some new typed of Customs cancels (which will in due
course produce an addendum to his recent article), and other odd items such as
'Scadta' stamps, private overprints etc.
MR. C. RAUCH,: A variety of items including 'R.L.' covers; forms for services
obtainable through the post office; the small booklets of etemps on sale in
Zurich; Delayed and Returned mail, posteze dues etc.
MR. P.R. BUISTPSZ: a selection cf proofs & essa ys; two Hotel post covers
and items from the post :g .W.I 'Guarded Trains'.
alselj E. STILESe Telegraph cancels of many types, unusual postage due
items etc.
41JPH4RD:
Express covers from Lausanne and St. Gallen; an
intriguing cover with postage due stamps cancelled by a 4 ring strike, etc.
Altogether a fuscinating evening with something to interest everyone.
.....a.•n•n•••n•nn•••••••MIMS.
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SITTING HELVETIA IMPERFORATE
1854-62
Translated by Mrs. K. McMahon & H. E.

Chapman

Part II.

so that in
The space between the stamps is mostly very narrow and irregular,
side of
one
on
least
at
into,
out
are
many cases, even with care, divided stamps
e
averag
for
usual,
as
are,
gue
the margin line. Prices quoted in the catalo
stamps
to
applies
this
issue,
quality. It must be understood that for this
where the coloured margin lines are affected on one or mode sides.

Of less value are: 1. Stamps with a coloured margin line wholly or partly
with one
missing. 2. Stamps with two or more margin lines missing. 3. Stampswhere
all

Stamps
4.
margin line missing and the remainder partially affected.
off.
cut
been
have
lines
four sides of the coloured margin
and
Of higher value are: Stamps with complete coloured margin lines,
sides.
particularly those with complete colourless borders on all four

typographed. Thin to thick paper with coloured
oak threads, Imperforate.
until
Validity* Nos. 21 - 23 and 25 - 27 until 31st July 1863, No. 24
30th August 1862.
No. 25 20 Rp. orange
grey
2 Rp.
No, 21
26 40 Rp. green
brown
5 Rp.
22
violet grey
1 Fr.
27
23 10 Rp. blue
rose-carmine
15 Rp.
24

1854e62 SITTpq:RELVETIL

Printing Works, Munich.
1854 Munich Print, Typography by the Weiss University
Thin, somewhat brittle met.
Least clear execution. Dull colours.
First issue:
,
1854 15th September
(Issue: 100,000)
No. 22La 5 Rp. orange-brown.

7.1111-Man.
mark).
Line left of the 'R' of 'RAPPEN' (so-called engraver's
1.
2. Short line right of the 'R' and IA' of 'RAPPEN'
downwards to the right as Car as
30 Colourless line from '0' diagonally
the margin by the '0' (Illus.)
or left
4. Split margin lines at bottom right
the arms shield
of
ar
crossb
the
under
area
Colourless
5.
example left from 'I' in
for
as
dot,
and
line
less
colour
6. Smaller

'OENTESIMI'

No. 23ka

10 Rp, dull-blue. aussues 200.000 1.

No. Ms 15 Rp. dull-rose.

(Issue: 250,000) 1°

No. 26Aa 40 Rp. pale yellowishegreen.

(Issues 150,0

Date neve
ight of 'T' in 'CENTIMES'
1. Small colourless line and dot, for example
26Aa.
A more golden and a more greenish nuance can be differentiated in No.
is
issue
40 Rp from this first
Note 1. The colour of the 5 Rp. and of the
issues
ing
seldom found to be strong, and therefore, in the follow
darker colours are found.
The colours of the 10 and 15 Rp. are not in doubt and were not,
differ
therefore, altered intentionally. No. 23Aa and No. 244-a
;
duller
is
colour
The
only very slightly from later issues.
of
depths
g
varyin
the print appears hazy and one often finds
colour. The rhombus background is not in such clear relief as
in the second issue.
Clearer printing. Stronger colours.
Earliest own date: 28.IX
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(Continued)
No. 22k 5 Rp. brown (Issues 1,150,000
adtli
(c) wine-red
brown
dull brown

uLtazian.
/
1. Line left of 'R of lEAPPENI
f)
(Illus. 22 Ase/P
I
2. Short line right of R and 'A' of
'RAPPEN' (as No. 2eAa/Pfe) or only
of the IR'
3. Colourless line from 'pi diagonally
downwards to margin by the
right
'C I (as 22Aa/Ff3) (Illus.)
4. Split margin line bottom right or
left (as 22ka/Pf4)
5. Colourless area beneath crossbar of
the arms shield (as 22Aa/Pf5)
and dot, as e.g. left
6. Colourless line
I
of 'I' of CENTESIMP, under the
rosette bottom left, left on under
arm of the cross, in margin lines
1854 Earliest known dates 14.IX
No, 23A 10 Rp. blue (Issues 2,100 0 0

MAUL
blue (d) bright blue
(c)
(b) le.blue
Imaittin

I. Clear misplaced double impression,
zas. towards tope misplacement
colourless
2. By 'CENTIMES' print crushed
3. Colourless area (from a thread or
hair)
10 Worn printing block (Helvetia almos t
colourless) 2
2. Upper star left deformed
Note L. As to the nature of the different tones in the foregoing
colour ehades No. 22Ad gives food for
thought. All stamps submitted up till
now t except those on cover, have strikin
ly white (bleached) paper, so that (of
known) chemical changes or changes thru
long unfavourable storage can be concluded to have taken place.
Note Z. In Nos. e3A, 23B & 24B, as with
other values Helvetia is often

:0

YOU KNOW?

that in 1951 a booklet was printed
in 300 copies on the Swiss sticker*
Issued for exhibitions and other events,
called in German 'Kettalog der Ausstellungs Gelegenheits Marken der Schweiz'.
Published by Hans Steiner, Dahlenstrasse
1 12, Grenchen, it is based on the main
'work of P.F. Rampacher of Budapest.
..... that a small miracle has taken
place in Tagelswangen. At the end of
January the PTT closed the Paketannahmestelle at the local grocery shop.
Now following a petition and consequent
pressure from the Cantonal authorities,
the FTT has reinstated the service as
from 3rd March for the 400 households
in the village, which was started on
1.6.1959
nahmestelle
Paketan

4t Taletswangen
that
most, if not
all, large Swiss daily newspapers carry
at the weekend a 1/4 page or so of
philatelic news, opinions and pictures
of new issues. Often MPO and special
postmark's in advance of issue. The
.....

'Thurgauer Zeitung' of Frauenfeld goes

even further by mentioning the coming
slogans to be used by the 6 machines
in the Canton of Thurgau.
..... that the Swiss Postmark Society
has issued another up-to-date list of
all Swiss cancelling machines, combined
with an alphabetical list of all local
publicity slogans, as well as tables
showing the distribution of machines

accoreing to canton and postal district.
A copy has been put in the BPS Library,

9 pages A4.

that a special exhibition of phil-

atelic material and collections will be

opened at the MUBA, the main Swiss
industrial fair. Called 'Mubaphill
it should prove of interest to all who
can come to Basle from 12 to 21 April.

..... that a full set of 8 covers for
the opening flight of Swissair to China
will cost a minimum of SFr.20.-,
including FL and UN, as SFr.2.- is the
rate the PTT is charging for a 20 g.
letter.
colourless due to a worn printing block,
that the answer to Question No. 34
often also only the background is spotted
ial stamps for the
i s the set of 4 hoffic
It should be noted that of issue A
UN World Healt Organisation on
the very fine, clean first print and of
3.2.1975. The abbreviation letters
issues B-D those with sharp relief are
are shown in the 4 official UN languages
very rare and in demand. Prices double Chinese, Russian, English and French.
or more may be reckoned.
..... that Question No. 35 is: Which
len
atiti
3wies stamp shows the Union Jack?
1. Diagonal split margen lines, i.e.
M.R.
upper right
of 'FRANCO', left of spear between
2. Lower right corner blunted and upper
right cleated
'1' (right) and horizontal line, foot
less rosette
3. R. upper wear color
line of the '1' joined to margin (B6)
edging. (Illus.
(To be continued)
4. Colourless line and dot, i.e. under

pszatuaama Hon. Sec. R. A. Hoyle, 1

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax
Mr. Swift from Huddersfield introduced the subject of 'AIRMAILS & FLOWN
COVERS' at the Northern Group meeting
in Leeds on March 15th. He spoke of
the early history of the airmail,

military mail flights and the formatio

of Swissair and its development.
Mr. Swift's display included early
flown covers and examples of modern
covers carried by Swiss jets.
Six other members supported with
displays, with Mr. Tillen showing ear
flown covers with a large selection
of labels and an example of the 50c.
1919 airmail stamp on cover.
Mr. Eastwood showed covers and
Bundeafeier cards and Mr. Hoyle a
selection of airmail stamps both on
and off cover.
Mr. Highsted produced many special
flight covers and vignettes, the first
official issues of 1919/20, labels
issued by the postal authorities and
military mail cancellations.
Mr. Cairns displayed a beautiful
preseated collection of flown covers
including examples of the first
Africa flights.
The show was completed by
Dr. Ritchie who displayed many of to
early stamps, and a complete collection
of the airmail Bundesfeier cards,
examples of the first despatch of mail
from Liechtenstein and first Graf
Zeppelin mail covers.
R.A.H.

Hen.Sec. Mre. E,J, Rawnsley
One of the largest attendances
med MR. W. R. MORRISON, who
welco
ver
from Scotland to give a display
down
came
the 119.02a.11I§LW, a subject be
s studied intensively.
It is impossible in a few paragraphs to do justice to this superb show,
n which the various facetst the
ifferent plates, printings, shades,
jor flaws etc., were dealt with and
ided by excellant illustrations,
ogether with some unusual items and
ecent discoveries.
Postmarks, too, were not forgotten
d there were examples of T.P.O. cancels
d a late use of an 'R.L.' franking
ong others.
It is hoped to persuade
r. Morrison to contribute some articles
n the not too distant future, which will
sip other less experienced collectors
o better understand some of the
omplexities of this issue.

E
CATALOJJJ. s

Now available:
EUROPE 1975
With thumb index

SW ITZ

...
000

Price: 410
£11

LAND/LIECB!ENS TEIN 297.5.

rice: £0.90
...
Pocket Edition
D L IECHTlSTEI1 SPECILLISD
T.

Price: £6.50
Please order catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

DON G

Members may occasionally receive
rge envelopes from Switzerland, with
without registration labels, but with
mall Customs labels. These, being on
utgoing mail, are rarely obtainable in
itzerland, and Mr. M. Rutherfoord of
assersdorf, would be very grateful if
he fronts of such envelopes, i.e.
.cluding address labels, Customs chits
c., could be saved for him to study.
he Secretary will be happy to pass them on.
to increase and is reflected in rising
prices for all grades of material.
Purchase what you can now ...
ou will not regret it.

Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are published regularly in the
B4IEFAAWLAIEEgEg
11PER —h
SFr. 21.00 1
••0
Annual fee 1975
With special supplement ... SFr. 23.50
••n .••••Ne00

...
For fine, first class stamps
E
EUROP
&
D
ERLAN
SWITZ
OF
IES
RARIT
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie
CH-3001 BEEN
P.O.B. 2585

Interest in Swiss stamps continues

I can supply:
All issues - mint and used
Special & Commemorative covers
Airmails & Flight covers
Postal History
Flaws & Varieties,
Ttete-beche & ai-tanant

and many more.
Write now to

MSTRONG
S ARLane
, Torrisholme,

14, Low
M ORECAMB E,
Lancs.
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29th YEAR

THE 1975 COMPETITION
Competition Night this year was, quite frankly, disappointing; not only were
there fewer entries than ever before, but a smaller attendance than for some time.

We wonder why? Net so long ago this event provided a miniature exhibition and a

most interesting evening. We are only too well aware that the prohibitive
postal rates deter out-of-London members from entering. This we cannot help, but

are there other reasons for the decline in interest in competitions? It must be
said, however, that this is by no means confined to 'Helvetia', but is a tendency
affecting many Societies. So can anything be done to re-create the former
enthusiasm? We would welcome any suggestions from members which could help us
for next year.

And having said this we come to this year. With only 4 entries in each class
our Judges: Mr. K. Lake and Mr. G. O'Hara, were able to make a very close assessment of their quality and interest. They were unanimous in their final choice
and the awards were as follows:
SILVER CUE:

Runner-up:

To W Cdr R. F. B LSTRODE for 'PROOFSeLikaakeal - his second
win in this eld - with a display of unusual items,
admirably presented.
To

M

A. J. POLLARD

(Brighton), for a detailed study on the

20 c. ' GRIMSEL DAM' stamp.
The other two entries were: 'EARLY PROPAGANDA FLIGHTS' and
'SITTING HELVETIA PERF.'
MOORE TROP

To aellejkla4

for a fine display of alige§TAMP COVE4e.,
excellently and informatively arranged.

Runner-ups
The other entries in this Postal History section were 229.022
1
RED 'ROSS NaLlguarA LL and DELI ERED R DELA
covers with various types of additional marks and or labels).
In commenting on the entries both Mr. Lake and Mr. O'Hara stressed the need
to provide some background information on the subject, both to stimulate interest
and to explain the headings. Also, if in doubt on handwriting, the use of a

typewriter or Letraset could often gain extra marks.
One very surprising comment was made by Mr. Lake, in that he did not
adyocate entries being specially prepared for competitions, but thought they

should

be representativeof the whole collection. This is a most unusual view, and
contrary to the general opinion of judges - who have been known to deduct marks
for just a shade differeme in the ink of the writing-up, thus proving that the
sheets have .021, been specially prepared! No wonder competitors become confused,
as well as imposing a very severe strain on collectors with limited time at their

disposal.
Mr. Stiles, on behalf of those present, thanked the judges for undertaking
the task and was only sorry that there had not been a wider range of subjects to

give more scope.
During the judging membere discussed suggestions for next season's programme
and also gave opinions on a number of queries which had been sent in.

Closing the meeting Mr. Stiles wished everyone an enjoyable summer recess
and hoped to see everyone at our reunion in October.
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CV YOU KNOW?
Continuing his research work on
the 1900 U.P.U., Mr. We R. Morrison is
seeking further information on the,
versary, and a miniature sheet at same
method of printing these !tamps. He
•price.
Standing order customers are
writes: •
hereby warned that the computer program
"I would like to know as much detail,
has Aia been updated to cover miniature
as possible of the methods used to
i sheets, and means that none will be
prepare copper 'working plates' (Gebrauchsdelivered automatically; a pity for
platten) consisting of 4 sheets x 100
those who expect an PDC.
'Standing Helvetia' or 4 sheets
...., that sensational is the only word stamps of
According to
of U.P.U.
for the 58th auction by Corinphila to be of 50 stamps
Ed.,R4ttimann ('Die Ausgabe Stehende
held in Zurich, 28-31 May, which also
these were introduced by
celebrates their 50th year of auctions, Helvetia')
1900 and appear to have
in
t
Girarde
being about the first in Switzerland.
use for the U.P.U. issue.
earliest
found
Amongst the most interesting items are
11 Zurich 4 and no lees than 70 6s,
"I would like to know details
also a cover with a vertical pair of
14mo1uding those I have inadvertently
Geneva 4s, and a cover with 11 30c. air Imissed out) of the steps from AU to
stamps dated 23.11.1920. The 336 pages
(5 rows x 10 stamps) to
te 1
about
contain
e
catalogu
free
the
of
"(4 sheets of 5 rows x 10
and
tions,
illustra
white
and
were the impressions
half black
stamp
colour.
perfect
in
pages
18
then
transferred 'en =wee'? What is the
etching process which involves trans..... that Corinphila guarantees their
ferring a graphite (??) impression onto
stamps for 5 years from date of sale.
the new plate."
'
...., that the publication date and
CAN ANYONE HELP ?
price of the new "Ganzsachen" catalogue
cannpt yet be given by Zumstein. Pity,
If so pleaseawrite to:
Mr. W.R. Morrison, 54, William Street,
..... that I can obtain no news of the
Helensburgh, Scotland, G84 811.
4th part of the new "Stempelwerk"
which should have come out last year.

' ,..... that on 26th June the VN Geneva
I, will issue 2 stamps for their 30th ann i-

..... that the sale of 2.2 m. INTERNABA
miniature sheets brought in a profit
of 2.2 m. SFr to 'help' offset the
costs of the exhibition of SFr.1.8 m.
This additional income, plus interest
on the capital puts the Fund for
Furthering Philately at SFr.5.9 le.
Various books, publications and films
were supported during 1974.
..... that the Swiss Transport Museum
in Lucerne is promoting a flight by a
hot-air-ship on a flight from Lucerne
• to Zug and back. Although no special
cancellation is available, no less than
SFr.3.60 is the minimum fee, plus 40c.
for a special cover, per direction.
Include me out, as the saying is.
..... that the special overprinted
aerogramme for the LUPO, held in
Lucerne Transport Museum from 25-27th
April (see Nov. 74 HNL) was rationed at
the exhibition sales counter at 3-4 a
time, but the 50,000 lasted.
..... that one wonders where another
40,000 aerogrammes could come from,
with a 45c impressed value, so that
with a 90c. 'Ville de Lucerne' they
could be used for the special first
flights to China at SFr.2.-. The
dealer in question sells them at
SFr.19.50 per set of 4.
........ that the answer to Question No.35

is that the Union Jack is shown on Z.441

the 50c. stamp issued for CUNiinGeneva./

Question No.36: In which year wer
stamps valid for all countries?

UNITED NATIONS

During 'STAMM' a
Charity Auction was held on

behalf of the National

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Children (NSPCC). A very generous
t' ag,
donation was made by the patIclaigui

laegetatEe. They presented their entire

received mail for the period of one year
(around 1970). We purchased this mail,
which would not normally have come on
the market. Thie is a one time oppor-

tunity to add incomipg United Nations
material to your collection. We offer
the following:

a) 10 different covers with only
• Swiss franking
b) 10 different covers with world 4 4.50
wide franking except Swiss 4 4,50
•

c)

25 different covers with mixed

Swiss & world wide franking L10.50
For a) or b) allow 10p for postage etc.
17p "
"
a) & b)
20
c)
"
If

H L. KATCHER
THE AEATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
P.T.S., A.P.S., A.S.D.A., S.P.A.,
Highgate,
P.O. Box 242,
LONDON N6 4LW
01 348 - 0296
Telephones
•••••••....
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
Part VII
By L.M.C. DUTTON
0
3 . 1.1112.4-1.
This was the longest period during the war
in which the
e
postal communication between Switzerland and the UK. was
uninterrupted. For the whole period mail was taken by train, or train and plane,
to Lisbon, from where it was flown to England on the regular B.O.A.C. flights or
travelled on the next available ship.

3.1 g2.0.42-gla1221.

During the months of August to November 1940 surface mail to the U.K.,
except parcels, was collected at Zurich 1, Basle 2, Lausanne 2 and Geneva 1, and
left Switzerland on daily trains along with mail to be redistributed to Vichy
France and French North Afrena at Annemasee (just over the border, S.E. of Geneva),
Annecy (33 km. due south of Geneva), Marseille and Lyon. Also carried on the
same trains were imprimee etc., but not letters and post-cards for redistribution
at Barcelona, Madrid and Lisbon; Air letters to the U.K. were only collected at
Geneva 1 and left on the same daily train as surface mail.
The issues of C.p.a.l'e. give no details of the rail route that was follewed
across Vichy France, Spain and Portugal to Lisbon, However, a glance at a map
shows that a very tortuous route would have to be followed if the same train
called at the above four French towns, and it is probable that British mail changed
trains in the course of the journey. There is a small amount of evidence to
support this. In the 'Modifications au tableau des communication postales avec .
d
l etranger' (m.a.t.d.c.p.a.l'e) of 24.1.40, the PT T says 'Following the situation
in the south of France and Spain, the communications by rail are partly
interrupted. Until further notice, the French service is not able to accept
parcel pest destined for Spain, Portugal and countries overseas via Gerber.Lisbon."
This implies that at least parcel post to the U.K. was handled at some
time by the French authorities.
There were only two changes to the above arrangements in the whole period.
By December 1940 it was clear that the volume of surface mail did not justify
four collection centres and from then onwards mail to the U1K., except parcels,
was collected at Geneva I.
On 9th September 1942 the P.T.T. announted that airmail to the U.K. would
only be taken by train as far as Barcelona. From there it would be oarried by
Iberian Airways to Lisbon after calling at Madrid en route. These flights
pperated every weekday in both directions for the remainder of the period.
The Lisbon-England flights operated by B.O.A.C. varied in frequency over
the two year period from four times a week to every weekday in both directions.
I understand from a colleague who is interested in aviation history that the
B.O.A.C. flights landed at Whitchurch, near Bristol. In this connection the

envelope posted from Btoy (Vaud) to Teignmouth on 9.V.42 (Cover 44) is interesting.
It was returned from Reignmoutie on 23.V.42 as the address was unknown and has a
Bristol handstamp of 273.42, so that it may have been returned to the sender from
Bristol without further examination by the censors in London. The aeroplanes

hors civil markings but were camoflaged as if they were military aircraft.
Initially
they were converted Whitney bombers, but their cruising speed at about
e
120 130 mph, was unacceptably slow and later Mosquitoes were employed, which have
a cruising speed of about 400 mph and provided a much better change of avoiding

interception.
In terms of mail from Switzerland to all countries abroad, there were frequent
changes of routes and, therefore, of collection offices. To make the job of the

postal
staff easier, some offices employed a small handstamp with the words
r

aber - via' above a dotted line and the whole enclosed in a rectangular frame.

The first official to look up the collection centre wrote it in the space provided
and avoided frequent reference to C.p.a.l'e. Two examples of this handstamp
appear in the compilation, namely those from Neuchatel to Wallington of 193II.41
(cover 29 - Fig. 5) and Fleurier to Ottawa of 24.VI1042 (Cover 50). In a second
type of handatamp, a space was also provided for the weight in grammes to be
inserted as illustrated by the letter from Grenchen to Rio de Janeiro of 24.1I.41
(Cover 35 - Fig. 6). However, the vast majority of the covers were delivered
without either the postal officials or the correspondents indicating the route
on the envelope.
From the copies of C.p.a.l'e of the period it is clear that all mail to
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pig. 5 Cover posted in Neuchatel on 19.VII.41 with handstamp used by
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T to indicate Collection Centre.
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rig. 6 Cover pouted it Grenchen on 24.X1.41 with handstamp used by PTT
to indicate Collection Centre and weight of letter. Also shown
is Type 5 censor seal.
Iceland and the Fames, together with airmail to Eire, travelled with British mail
as far as England. However, since a cover from Zarich to Goldcross, Co. Tipperary
of 12.1.42 (Cover 40) was sent by surface mail and bears a British censor seal in
addition to the Irish one, it seems that some if not all, of the surface mail to
Eire also went via this country.
(To be continued)
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OF ME TOMO
STAMPLESS
By A. S. MALL
Ticino (Tessin) joined the Confederation in 1803 as the eighteenth Canton.
In 1837 its population of 1132000 was divided into eight regions and 237 oommunThe first Director of Posts was Pietro Rossi, who by his instructions
itiee.
issued on 28th December 1804, organised the Postal Services of his Canton in six
Airolo-Biasca-Bellinzona-tocatno-Lugano and Mendrisio, and four
Post Offices:
Receiving Depots ats Ambri-Dazio Grande-Faido and Giornico.
Following the reorganisation, the postal services of Ticino were put
under the management of Zerich (1805-1809. From 1809-1828 they were managed by
Luzern and from 1828-1834 again by Virich f
Finally, on 1st January 1835 Ticino
took over itself the mana ent of its poetal services under the newly appointed
Director of Posts, Franchino Rusca. Under him the postal service* were divided

into

six else:eel:

Class: Post Offices: Airolo, Bellinzona, Chiaseo, Locarno, Lugeno
11 "
Biases, )Iagadino, Mendrisio
III "
Ambri, Balerna, Bironico, Bodio, Cadenazzo,

?aide, Giornico, Melano, Osogna, Taverns

IV

"

V
VI

(5)
(3)
(10)

Depot

Acquarossa, Aquilli, Bi asco, Cevio, Dongio,
Maggie, Malvaglia, Olivone, Sernico, Torre (10)
Regional Collection and Delivery points
Communal Collection and Delivery points.

The latter to were connected with post offices by pedestrian courier corrieri
pietoni).
When Rusca took
over the Directorship, neither the
Receiving Offices

(IV Class) nor any
of the regional or
communel delivery
points used any

identifying marks.
Actually, Rossi's
edict of Dec. 1804,
till in power,
required a
cancellation (Porto
Pagato), but most of
the small stations
did not worry unduly
about it. There was

oee exception in a
IV Class receiving
depot, Bignasco,
hich bought a large
ancellation mark in
09, but this was
soon abandoned in
favour of an oval.
Oval cancellations, therefore,
appear on covers
processed by small
depots only, as the
large ones were

already in possessio
of bar or circular
cancellers.
The oval cancel-

lations of the llth
postal region of
Switzerland, comprising the canton of Ticino and the
region in the Caeton
Graubunden, were ueed in 79 stations (mentioned in the work by Bo a in 1930),

of

•

In the Canton of Ticino Beta found four stations using two di erent
marks. Since then Cadeaazzo has been added. So with Bignaeco, Crescisnc:
Geneaterio, St. Gotthard° and Cadenazzo doubled, there were 84 different oval
cancellations (Bota and Emmenegger give 83). Canobbio, however, is known only
The originator of the oval cancellations
from the example in the Bern Museum.
was the then (1850) Director of the 11th Postal Region - Fanciola, and the
cancellers were made by Messrs. Salvador, Torriani of Mondrisio.
They varied in size and, with one exception, the name of the station
lower curve of the oval. The exception is Mergoscia, the last
the
followed
station opened (in 1872) where the name is printed in a straight line.
Bata gives for the earli4st oval the date of 1851, (but there exists
Acquarossa used within weeks of opening the station in 1850), and as the latest,
the Cavergno cancellation of 1697.
Oval cancellations are much more valuable on stamped enti s and
ly the scale of valves; of the cancellation itself is as follows:
Oval cancellation on stampless entire
on cover but not over stamp
over stamp
over stamp, repeated on cover
over stamp with arrival oval on cover
Ovals are known on a full range of stamps from Rayons up to the 1888
'Standing Helvetia' (9f peel.).
is
Ticino was the last of all the Cantons to introduce the compulsory use
of adhesive stamps and stampless entires are known well into the eighties.

The following will be issued on 5th June 1975:
- from the Treasure House in the
IN
A. Special stamps Hof burg, Vienna
30 c. Imperial Cross - 7 colours: yellew/red/blue/green/violet-blue/
silver/black
dk-greeniblack
yellow/red/blue/gold/
Sword
60 c.
ultramarine/black
yellow/red/blue/gold/
6
6
"
Orb
1 Fr.
carmine/black
yellow/red/blue/gold/
6
Crown
•
2 Fr.
Prof. Otto Zeiller, Gablits
bariete21/: 30 c. & 2 pr.- Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna
60 o. & 1 Fr.- Alfred Fischer, Vienna
Combined autoty e/recess by the Austrian State Printing Works,
EX1A4r42
Vienna
Special white stamp paper
XA2.921
30 x 34.5 sm, in sheets of 16 stamps
Stapp siA

2.111ADIV

B.

Commemorative

OF LIECHTEN IN RED C 0

0

60 c. Symbolic design representing work of the Red Cross - 4 colours:
yellow/red green/blue,
Regina Marxer, Berlin
Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
White, with brown 4t green fibres
auu_alat 29 x 29 mm. in sheets of 16 stamps

jbajjatal
pdatjag:

Special covers will be available and the First Day Cancel, which
1
the Orb in the centre and wording: '9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 5 JUNI 1975' - w
be used for both issues.
1r

N
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SITTING HELVE TIA IMPERFORATE
1854-62
-

1. Colourlese line upper right half of the weapon shield
.1
2. Colourless line from weapon shield diagonally to the 'M' of C T M
3. 'A' of 'RAPPEN' with continuation to the right (Illus.
4. '1' of '15 CENTIMES' lengthened at the tip (Illus.)
5. Colourless line or dot
(First known data 22.11.54)
No. 26A 40 Bp. light yellow green (with nuances more yellowish or greenish)

flittileat

1. Broken margin linea
2. '0' of 'FRANCO' with two continuationsI towards the right, colourless dot
right of the had of Helvetia, on the T' of 'CENTIMES' (ad No. 26A/1711)
1854 Bernese Print - Typographed by the Federal Mint, Bern)
Medium weight Munich paper, emerald and bronze green silk thread. Dull
colours. Some very sharp relief (stronger than the Munich print), some more
ordinary, nearly or wholly without relief. Partial colour accumulation in the
contours of the head, neck and shoulders of Helvetia.
1854 4th Novemer
NS, 223
5 Rp. eenen (Issue 75 0 1 000) (Mae.)
2.212Yr.,Tm-L'n.

(a) brown

(b)

light

dull brown

(c) dull grey-brown

printing error

blue 1)
Ilketetnkliatt
1. Line left of the '41.' of 'HAPPEN' (Illus. 224/Pfl)
2. Short line right of the 'A' of 'RAPPEN' (Illus. 24Aalln3)
3. Colourless line from the '0' diagonally right down to the margin b
'C' (as 22La/Pf3).
(22A/P13)) (Illus.)
4. Split margin line bottom right 'or left (as 22Aa/Pf4) (22A/Pf4)
5. Colourless fleck on the underneath of the crossbar of the arms shield
as 22Aa/Pf5) (22A/Pf5)
6. Lower right corner nicked
7. Colourless line or dot, as e.g. left of the '1' of 'CENTESIMI', left
under the rosette, and under 'N' of 'ROMP, left on the underarm of
the cross (ae_22Aa/Pf6) (22016), in the margin
• Colourless line in the right lower frame (Illus. 22D/Pf2) Note 1. No. 22B/A 1: 5.Rp. blue instead of brown comes in different
colour tones. One type hears a likeness to No. 230a and has a shade or tone
which does not appear in No. 23B. Usually the paper of this variety is soft
and easily damaged in handling. The other type bears a likeness to No. 23Bbe
Although stamps are also known on letters, the question arises: printing error
or essay? Still not finally clarified. Literature: Prof. Dr. Vogt, Schw.
Briefm. Ztg. 1942 pp 3-6, 33-37, 62-67. A Hertsch, Berner Brief. Ztg., 1942
PP 71-731 83-85, 97-99.
1855 14th February
No. 24B 1 5 RP. rose (Issue 375,000)
(a) rose

9.2.1211E-8bAA0
(b) lilac-rose

(c) dull lilac-rose

NAY 1973
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1. Double print of the whole stamp
. Double print of the rhombus right and of right margin line of the shield
3. Tip of the arms, shield coloured (Illue. 23Q/A1)

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Colourless line upper right half of the arms shield (au 24A/Pfl) ESIMI'
Colourless line from the arms shield diagonally to the 'Ml of 'CENT
(as 244/112)
I LI of 'RAPPER' with continuation towards the right (Illus. 24013)
'I' of 'CENTIMES' elongated at the tip (Illus. 24014)
Colourless line or dot as, e.g. under left rosette, in the margin line
Closed '5'
Worn vignette (Helvetia is colourless)
'RAPPER' instead of 'RAPPER'

14th October
orange (Issue 1,150,000)
NO, 25B 20 Rp,
1854

2.9.19.w_bast
(C)
orange-yellow
pa
17.aeietieje
Tip of arms shield and base coloured (Illus. 23C/1)
Small coloured flecks in the stamp picture

(a) yellow-or

1.
2.

(b)

or

- ellow

P4to 7241.4
1, Small colourless line or dot
2. Double impression on the left and in upper inscription band.
(To be continued)
U P U.
We have now reached the end of our
current programme.
U.P.U. material of any sort
We wish all our Members very happy
wanted, including copies for plating.
holidays, and to meeting as many as
Particularly required are 77A, 77B &
possible when we resume in October,
Material must be in good

ZUMSTEIN
TA

SWITZERLARD/LIECUMMUM

Price: £0.90
Pocket Edition
SW TZERLAND ECNSTI1 SPECIALIS
Price: £6.50
Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7
4.0.41P MWO n OW1444

Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are published regularly in the
BE ER B "
SFr. 21.00
Annual fee 1975
With special supplement SFr. 23,50
------For fine, first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & BUM
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
n

'2aCM

nu_-xnni nizRic

77G.
condition and not damaged.
W.R. Morrison, 54, William Street,
Relensburgh, 084 8X1

You want the best items for
your collection - the unusual pieces
'that help to make it unique.
Let me help you to acquire
them.

Whatever your interests there
will be material which you will enjoy
seeing and adding to your possessions.
Stamps - early or modern, mint
or used; covers; cancellations;
varieties; tete-beche & se-tenant;
postal stationery; material for
various side-line collections, etc.
Material sent on approval or

sttention given to Wants Lists.

la, Low Lane,
Torrisholme,
MOReQAME 4,
Lau".
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29th TEAR

CONTROVERSY
THE STRUESELI
R. Lesser

by Fred
ed in the 'Helvetia Herald' U.S.A., 1974)
publish
(Previously
ies!,
In 1850, Seitzerland was faced with the necessity of unifying her two currenc
took
tion
unifica
The
.
/Rappen
ic'
Franken
the French Franc/Centimes and the 'Teuton
mate
effect in 1852 and the French monetary system was adopted at the approxi
s, so one
Centime
15
worth
were
Rappen
10
,
ftenkon
conversion rate of 1.5 to the old
1.50.
Franken became worth Sw.Fr.
on the
The Federal Yost Office, in turn, made plans to introduce new stamps based
be
to
stampe
postage
issued
sly
new money and issued instructions for all previou
produced at such
recalled by the end of December 1851. But as new stamps could not be
followed by
ed,
re-issu
be
to
had
stamps
'Rayon'
short notice, the old 5 and 10 Rappen
e
distanc
longer
the
meet
to
values
III'
'Rayon
Rappen
15 Cts. 'Rayon III' and 15
ry postal rates. Four months after these new 'Rayon III' stamps appeared, the

delive

15 Cts. value was re-issued with larger figures.

ion took place
In the midst of these new preparations, a transportation revolut
policies. The
rate
postage
s
previou
all
d
affecte
this
coming of the railway and

thn
could be lifted.
distances for delivery of mail became greater and weight restrictions
countries
uring
neighbo
with
nts
agreeme
postal
into
entered
Ferthermore, Switzerland
days
those
In
and this made it necessary to plan for higher (stamp) face values.
d
create
This
money.
40 Cts. or a Franc represented a relatively sizeable amount of
the problem of preventing counterfeit stamps.
by late 1853
A considerable amount of re-thinking took place. 1852 went by and
it
stamp
the Federal Post Office arrived at certain decisions as to what kind of
.
appear
wanted, on what type of papor and at which values the stamps should
her 'Ceres' and
England had her Queen Victoria and the 'Britannia'. France had
Switzerland had to find
Louis Napoleon, other countries had their emperors or kings.
England's 'Britannia' in mind or
an allegorical emblem of her own and probably with
Helvetia' became the final choice.
allegories that appeared on bank notes, the 'Sitting
of the new stamp which, ultimately,.
A man called Voigt was entrusted with the design
became the iSTRUBELI'.
4
German word 'Strubel'
The word 'Strubeli is a Swiss-German derivative of the
book called 'The
denoting a mass of tousled hair and there is a children's story
worn by the 'Sitting
Strubel Peter' ('Shock-headed Peter'). The laurel leaf crown
.
hair-do
-looking
Helvetia' gave the impression of a rather tousled
typography and
In an attempt to make the new stamps counterfeit-proof, a nixed
d silk
•mbossed printing process was chosen in addition to a paper with a coloure
ed some
present
feiting
thread. This double insurance effort against possible counter
of the
ng
embossi
the
do
s to
majer printing problems. In the first place, the presse
by
stamp were hand-operated and

mechanically not too

reliable. Paper was still made

of printing inks
hand and, therefore, uneven in thickness. In addition the quality

varied and the paper had to be wetted prior to printing.

It was then
Originally the rederal Mint in Berne was supposed to do the job.
to produce
w
discovered that the Mint possessed neither the equipment nor the know-bo University
the
to
awarded
was
the new 'Strubeli' stamp. So the printing contract
of a similar type for the
stamps
g
printin
already
were
who
Manich,
in
Press Weisel
paper for the

. (Bavaria in those days was a Kingdom.) TheThe colour of
Royal Mint in Bavaria
.
stamps was cont -acted from the Papierfabrik Peeing, also at Munich.
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the silk thread was to be green fo all paper ueed for the first 4 values, i.e. 5, 10,

15 and 40 Rp. The value of the stamp was given in the three national languages of

Switzerland: German, French and Italian. The interesting feature here is that the
Federal Post Office chose to use the term 'Happen' as a German translation of Centimes.

This occurred never seein. The 'Strubeli' thus became a tri-lingual stamp.

Now 2 years and 9 months after the last issue of 'Rayon' stamps, the unperforated
'Sitting Helvetia' or IStrubelit made her long-awaited appearance. On account of the
delay, the last 'Rayon' stamps do not quite enjoy the rarity factor that many collectere think they have. One can say that the 'Strubeli' was born 33 months behind
schedule and for the next 8 years, it helped to nerate a philatelic nightmare.
In October 1854 all previously issued k'Rayon') stamps were withdrawn and
considered invalid within one month. Hence, to find an envelope with a 'Rayon' and
a 'Strubeli' stamp together, is extremely rare and there is no question as to where
these first 'Strubeli' stamps came from.
The demand for the 'Strubeli' exceeded all anticipation. Weiss in Munich
encountered enormous production problems. The per factory in Rasing, too, met with
extraordinary problems. One blamed the other for the range of difficulties. Weiss
complained that the thickness of paper varied too much (notes paper thickness
variations at that stage of the game already) and Pasing complained about the
delivery pressures which caused quality control problems. The inks used by Weiss
were not too good either. The brown for the 5 Rp. value proved more on the yellowish
side, so did the green used for the 40 Hp. value, and the colours were rather 'washy'.
Meanwhile, the Federal Mint in Berne got organized and began to assist in the
printing of stamps. Here we have now two printers using the Pasing (Munich) paper
stock. The silk thread was still green. Weiss gained sufficient experience to
guide Paging into supplying a more consistently thicker paper than at the beginning.
Pespite this, the Mint in Berne had problems with the paper quality and had to scrap
4 large amount of stamps during the printing process. This lends itself to the
Onspicion that Weiss kept the thicker and better quality paper to themselves and time
forced Peeing to supply Berne with thinner qualities - not uncommon in business when
the original 'user' is confronted with a competitor and forces his supplier to give
him preference in the quality of raw material. Therefore, there were already paper
thickness variations which cannot be traced reliably.
The 'Strubeli' was not a cheap stamp to produce and the Mint in Berne began to
feel very unhappy about playing second fiddle with regard to the paper supply from the
fapierfabrik Pasing. So they set out and contracted a Swiss paper factory, the Papierfabrik-anedereihl, atrich. The exact date when the Swiss paper factory came into the
act is not accurately known but it is presumed it happened early in 1856. There is
no question that, due to the escalating pressures to issue the stamps in ever-increasing
quantities and to keep step with the growing number of post-offices throughout
Switzerland, stocks of Munich paper became
T H E
Mixed up with supplies from the Swiss
paper source.
In late 1856, a new problem arose.
The green thread was considered too invis-

ible. Early in 1857 the silk thread
dolour was changed intd'a multiple colour
syStem, i.e, the 5 Hp. brown 'Strubeli'
was given a yellow thread, the 10 Rp. blue,
a red thread, the 15 Rp. rose, a blue

thread, the greenish 40

lip.

a brown-red

SWISS
LIST
PHILATE
/ 63 / 69
Nos. 67

will appear In June.

thread and the new grey 1 Fr. stamp, which

This
appeared in 1855, a black thread.
that
fact
the
to
contributed
r
changeove
some Munich paper with the green silk
thread was still used up it a time when
the different thread colours were intro-

duced. Where the cross-over was or when
it took place at the total elimination of
all green-thread paper, nobody seems to
know for sure.
The inks used by the Mint proved of
a superior quality as compared with those
used by Weiss. Hence, the Mint printed
stiMps are supposed to look 'fresher'.
The embossed figure of the 'Sitting
Helvetia' caused inking problems on both
sides, for the Weiss people and the Mint
alike, But because the colours of the

inks used by the Mint were better, shade

believe it to be one
of the best issues ever produced.
We

Are you a subscriber?

H L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
Highgate,
P.O. Box 242,
London N6 41W
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296
milWevognol.
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differences are less noticeable in stamps printed by the latter. It was then noticed
that the demand for the 5 Rp. value by far exceeded that of the 1 Fr., and again a
colour switch was effected. The thread in the paper for the 5 Rp. became black and
that of the 1 Fr. yellow. In 1856 the Papierfabrik an der Sibl was instructed to go
back to a green thread for all paper used for the whole series and 1857 saw the birth
of the 2 Rp. value. This 2 Rp. stamp, cut diagonally, together with an uncut stamp,
could be used for a 3 Rp. postage rate which applied to printed matter to Italy.

When the Federal Mint in Berne started printing the 'Strubeli s it packed the stamps
The spacing between the stamps thus
close together in order to print sheets of 50.
became narrower. If one takes into consideration the quality of scissors and eyeglasses in those days, it is not surprising that the majority of stamps sold were
frequently without margins, or with parts of margins missing.
Already in 1855, the grey 1 Fr. changed its colour to grey-lilac and in 1856/7.
the 15 Rp. became rose and the new orange 20 Rp. joined the series. Until 1862 the
green thread prevailed without change. October 1862 saw the birth of the perforated
'Sitting Helvetia' and a new era began. Silk fibres replaced the silk thread.
Of course, soon after the disappearance of the 'Strubeli' the world of philately
began to attempt to identify, categorize and classify the stamps as they appeared
during the preceding 8 years. This would have been not too difficult had the post
offices used dated. cancellations throughout, but unfortunately, the use of cancellation
stamps bearing dates was not decreed until May 25th 1857.
Over the yeers, Zuntstein & Co., and Marken-Muller of Basel began to categorize
the 'Strubeli l issues on the basis of:
Paper thickness
Ink ridges around the figure
Quality of ink - colour freshness of stamp
Clarity of lozenges (backgroune) - and sharpness
Cc lour of threads
etc.
Depth of relief
Anybody who is familiar with the Zumstein 'Spezialkatalog' on Swiss stamps knows

the complications arisirg from interpreting the above listed 'landmarks'. Naturally,
dealers like Zumatein and Marken-Muller have a prime interest to establish guide-lines
for their identification processes so that they can, in turn, establish their
philatelic value assessments. On the other hand, the 'trade' in general is only toe
happy to capitalise on the existence of such authoritative references. But if one
considers that 120 years ago, people washed these 'Strubeli' stamps in questionably
dean water, or water rich

in

inorganic sediments, pressed these stamps in old-

fashioned letter-presses between all sorts of paper and exposed them to harsh sunlight
or even allowed them to be stored in damp rooms, the identification or classification
of these stamps can become a veritable guessine game.
The 'Strubeli' stamps on envelopes are much safer 'investments' as compared with
loose specimens. Since the stamps Were issued in, then, relatively large quantities,
they are a feast for the auction houses and stamp dealers. There is hardly a

philatelist in the world vhe is prepared to defy a Zumstein or a Marken-Maller.

Margins can be argued about - the colour of silk threads can be identified, even the
colour of the stamp can be evaluated, but when it comes to paper thickness and background clarity and other reference points, the most knowledgeable Swiss philatelist's
judgement can be questioned.
t
Therefore, although many a collector considers the 'Strubeli a MUST in his Swiss
collection - from an assessment point of view he may be vulnerable. Many serious .
collectors shy away from this issue and this may account for the fact that their

availability has not diminished despite the inflation we live in and the ardent search
for good erase stamp material. Although included in the 'Altschweiz', there are

philatelists who separate the 'Strubeli' from the 'Altschweiz' and treat the former
asaepecial 'special'. This may also be the reason why the PTT has so far published
zelatively little on this series and leaves the identification of these stamps to the

'eetter known dealers and Swiss catalogue publishers.

F.R.L.
*WI*

SPECIAL CA:ICELLATIO;,S

1. 60th International Labour Conference,
in Geneva, 2-25 June. epecial cancel
has usual ILO emblem and reads:
'1211 GENEVE - Conference internationale
du travail.'
2. IV. Accordian World Festival, held in

Lucerne 21/2: June. epecial cancel
depicts an accordian and reads:

'6000 LUZERN - TV. AKKOhDeON WELTeETeFle3LE 21-22.6. '

FOR SALE
'Grosses Handbuch der Schweizer

Abstemplungen 1843-82' (Handbook of Swiss
Cancellations) by F.X. Andreas & Hans
Emmenegger, 1941 bound Ed., in good
condition. Complete with 'Nachtrag'
(Addendum) (1954) and 21 clear glass cards
with postal markings.

Best offer over £30,
Mrs. H.J. Davies, 323, ehanterlande
North, HULL, Yorke. HU5 401.
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
Part VIII

By IeiveC. DUTTON
-0

o-

Place of.
Origin

Date on
Postmark

lab/env. of Letter
1
-0the U.K. collected
C.p.ael'e: Surface mail from Switzerland

0
1.11.40

0

Destination Postage Weight Airmail 1Language,

Applied

The Blitz
9.11.40 - 16.V.41
The frequency of the Lisbon-London flights
F.P.T.
19.JX.40
Italian forces attack Greece and Egypt.
28.1/.40
Parcel post to Spain, Portugal
Modifications to C.p.a.l'e
24. 1.40

r

English
tee
60 c.
Yes
English
60 c.
60 c.
o
eo
—0 . --0
0
e
at Geneva 1
only
ed
l
collect
airmai
and
surface
Both
:
.l'e
C.p.a
14111.40
No
30 c.
Bath
Basle 2
20 LMCD I 1.X11.40
Yes
c.'
60
Bath
Basle 1
11.XII.4e
211 LMCD
Yes
53d.
ncher
Sembra
Bath
18. 1.41
22 A.p.
6.11.40
18.XI.40
19.X1.40

17i LMCD
113 LMCD
19 A.E.
eo-

Ziefen
Basle 10
Sembrancher

Bath
Bath
Bath

••n•

Mir

---o
21. 1.41
9—
23 JCRH / 18.11.41
29.11.41
24 C.R.

Chalet-de-Fowl London
Andover
Geneva 1

28.11.41
by 1.111.41
29.111.41

25J D1
0

3 1 V.41

ritith troope capture Tobroek from the Italians.
Cp.a.l'e : Frequency of Lisbon-London flights reduced to
9
Yee t'
1 Manchester r 60c !
Payerno
-e
-e
Rommel captures Benghazi and lays siege to Tobrouk.
Bournemouth 60 c. 10 g. Yes

. V.41

Lausanne

28 ANST

7.V1.41
16.V11.41

Territet
ZUrich 3

60 c.
London
F2.40
Rio de Janeiro

29 JCR}{

19.V11.41

Neuchatel

Wallinetoni 60 c.
Surrey
60 0.
Oxford

27? ANST

4.V1.11.41

30 Eri
--o
6

____0
0
0
-9
Africa.
to
l
Romme
Hitler sends the Afrika Korps under

Geneva 1

7

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

•—
0
o12.V11.41 Churchill and Roosevelt sigu the 'Atlantic Charter'.
-*
-o

1 LMCD
32 *TRH
33 DWG
34 Jail
0- _0__

3.11.41
8.1X.41
15.1X.43
27. 1.41

ee

1./1.41
19.XI.41
End of 41
35 ANST I 24.11.41

7.XII.41
7.XII.41
11.X11.41

.Altbovon
Tecknau
Zurich
Tecknau

Bath
Surrey
London
London

-

I Yes

English

Yes

Yes
-0-between
varies
flights
Frequency of London-Lisbon
C.p.a.l'e
British forces counter-attack in Libya.
A British censorship base established in Bermuda
-9
-0
Yes
8 g.
F2.10
Rio de Janeiro
Grenchen
I
e-o
.
retreat
to
start
Libya
in
Forces
arman
r.
Pearl Harbou
U.S.A. declares war against Genany and Italy.

kTo be continued)

at ZUrich 1, easle 1, Lausanne 2 and Geneva 1, carried daily by train to Lisbon and
Geneva 1, carried by train to Lisbon and flown from there to London by B.O.A.C.
increased from four times per week to every week day.
and overseas interrupted due to overloading of the Vichy French Postal Services.
-a«
None
None

Piece only, top of env, Sembranc,er reg. label top L.H.

-o

IF
IF

None

935

Retd.

116e

0

"RETURNED
1 TO SENnER bY THE CENSOR FOR REASON EXPLALAED IN
eE4ORAAD jA ENCLOSED IN THIS COVER", initialed 'MD' by Censer
Form P.0.I77 enc. saying mention in letter of sending a
baby's photograph in the future is not permitted.
-,
o

'2' in pencil.
18.111.41 Arrival date written by recipient.

IF I) 651
IA 1 1594

1

x 2" green P.C.23 label stuck over address saying:

0

four times a

ek.

6601
Q-1-A-1

lA 1) 66ot I
1H
None

1922

1F

14 70

IA

1691

lA

I 841

0
, None

+one
'COR;JUO Aek0 zi e.T D.FEeERAL' cbs of 1.1111.41 and
'IVACA MAUA - D.EDEHAL' cns 2.V111.41 on rear with two 4s
"1-14-1 c
Hist 'bar-via' in sq. frame, dotted 11.-n
under. Handwritten 'Ova' inserted in heavy blk pencil.
Oxford abs on rear; re-addreseed to Colchester; London
ch 22.V11.41,
-9

None

Address typed aad all but 'Surrey, England' obliterated but
'via Liseabow written in , pen; '3' in pencil.
Rubber stamp 'Taxer4c1am‘e Fr.30 GENEVE Exp. Lett.'
Reg.
7
1?
5032
1 6202 24.X1.41 Firm's arrival date his; 221 in pencil, 2 in pencil.
IA
-0
--9
-----e
four and six times a week.

lk

o

-

1 3621

-

(10

transatlantic air and sea mail passing through the island..
o
'Charge' h/s in purple, Via N.York in pencil. 'gl tibere-via'
1S I 342
2' in purple I pencil.
I
FAME win '8' under g and, 'Basle
In
y
I
Form 137 I
tiEw oRi N.Y. - REG Y. DIV.'
off
2
•
No.559.
Orenchen
beg,
I
t
12-10/1941 oval hs & 51384 hs in red rear, 'Form 187'on seal..o
1
11

(Continuation of schedule to follow
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SITTING HELVETIA IMPERFORATE
1854-62
Part IV
Translated by Mrs, K. McMahon and H. E. Chapman
s
thread
SECOND PERIOD - Different coloured silk
1855 Medium to thick paper (Munich), later from the Sihl rectory in Zurich.
Printing as for B.
1855 rirst known date 30.V.1855
brown - yellow silk thread
5 Re.
No. 22C
Colour ehades
(b) light dull brown

(a) brown

Plate Flaws
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

(Illus.. 22Aa/Pf1)
Line on the 'R' of 'RAPPEN' (so-called engraver's mark)
N'
22012)
(as
'RAPPE
of
'A'
and
Short line on the 'R'
Similar, but only the 'A' (as 22B/Pf2) -(Illus. 24A/Pf3)
Similar, but only the 'R' (as 22A/Pfl)
Colourless line from the '0' of 'eRANCO' diagonally as far as the figure '51
(as 22A/Pf3, 22B/Pf3. Illus.)
Split margin line - lower right (as 22Aa/Pf3, 22A/Pf4, 22014)
and 'C' of
Similar colourless line from upper right star over the 15'
.)
(Illus
.
margin
the
'CENTESINI' downwards as far as
Similar, lower right by the star and over 'I' of 'CENTISIMI'
f5,
Colourless area at bottom of the crossbar of the arms shield 955 22Aa/P
22A/Pf5, 22B/P5)
lower
Colourless line and dot, e.g. left from 'I' of 'CENTESIMI', under left
6,
224/Pf
as
band
ption
inscri
upper
in
R',
'RAPPE
of
under
'N'
rosette,

22B/Pf7), in margin lines.
Examples of these stamps can be found with obvious double,
mimplaced prints (rare).
First Day 9.X11.1856
No, 23C 10 Rp. blue - red silk thread
Light red
(a)
(b)
(c)

Colour Shades
silk thread (Rote)
delicate greenish-blue (milky blue)
dull blue
blue - dark blue

somewhat converging

(Print as B)
c III It B)
It

1858 Red/dark red silk thread (Note)
(d) blue - deep blue
(0) grey-blue
greenish-blue

/I

c)

) of the

r tone (Wrich paper
The lighter (Munich paper) or the later, darke
in colour from the
ion
variat
red silk threads does not signify any
postal angle.
e cancellation and
The order of 23rd eay 1857 forbade the use of the lozeng
appears with the
23C
No.
d.
decree
the exclusive use of the local cancellation was
llations.
cance
local
have
all
lozenge cancellation only in isolated cases, nearly
cancellocal
only
have
thread
silk
red
with dark
The colour shades (d), (e) (f)
e or local cancellations.
lations. No. 23E and 27E carry lozeng
Variety
(Illus.)
1. Tie of arois shield and shaft coloured.
Plate Flaws
frames, double line as far as the
Double impression of the right and upper
1.
stamp of the sheet)
second 'E' of 'CEATESIMP (lower margin). (2;rd
stamp of sheet Illus.)
(1st
SIMP
Similar double line as far as 'A' of 'CERTE
2.
Over letter 'S' of 'CECrESIMP
3.
'R' of 'F.:WOO', on 'C' of
Colourless dot or line, e.g. left of spear, on
4.
N', over 'F' of 'FRANCO',
'RAPPE
'CENTESIeil, right of shoulder, on 'A' of
between 'N' and '111 of
on ' N' of 'CENTIMES' (illus.), on 'N' of
SIMI', on 'F' of 'FRANCO', foot
'CENTIeES°, between 'N' and °T' of 'CENTE
in upper right corner broken
line of '1' joined to margin (B6), margin

Note:

diagonally.
1855 April
No. 260 40 Rp.

(a)

.green.

brownish-red silk thread
Colour Shades

liaht vellow-Erean

(b)

light green

HaLVETIA
JUNE 1975
SlTTIaG " a ETIA „1,1,,,,PERF. (Cont.)
Vaeiety
1. Double print - whole stamp
Plate Flaws
1. Margin lines broken

Colourless fleck between '40' and
'CENTIMES'
3. Colourless arc (bowed line) over
P
C' of 'CENTIMES'
l
4. Dot on the 'T° of 'CELTIeaa (as
26Aa/Pf1, 2E4/K2)
5. Colourless dot raeht of the head
(as 26A/Pf2)
6. Open 'Q' before 'CaaTESINI'
1855 February
No. 27C 1 Fr. violet-grey - black
2.

silk thread

Colour Shades

light violet-grey
l ight bluish-grey
Varlet'
1. Partial double print (rhombus and
upper . part
.Plate Flaw
1. Small colourlees line and dot, lover'
star right deformed
1856/7 Silk thread colour change.
Medium paper
1856 January
Na. 22D . 5 Rp. Brown - black silk
thread (Illus.)
Colour Shades
(b) dk grey-brown
(a) dark brown
(4) grey-brown
)
(deep
rown
grey-b
(c)
rown
grey-b
dull
(e)
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?
DID YOU KNOWmarken
the 3rd Ed. of the 'Rollen
..... g'that
(Coil Steeps) by Rene Amrein has

Katalo
just appeared. Priced at Sler,14.50 and
obtainable from him at Oberwachstrasse 7,
CHe8700 Kassnacht ZH. Greatly improved.
and enlarged it now covers in 150 pages
the history of coil stamps and vending
machines from 1910 and includes illustrations of all coil stamps known, with 4
'theta rear numbers, together with prices
.or mint & used stamps- strips, blocks
and even more exotic combinations and flews.
Swiss coil PJ & commems, as well as those
of Liechtenstein and U.N. in Geneva,
'Ticket' booklets and. red private franks
in coils are also shown. quite an eyeopener to those who have seen 'everything'.
that recently the PTT opened a philatelic sales counter for current stamps,
mint & cto in the sub-office Zarich 23 main
Station. This is similar to that at
Zurich 58 Airport, and probably other
places too. I should look into it.
..... that at the Corinphila auction the .
vertical pair of half-double Genevas went
for SFr.220,000.- having started at
SFr.100,000.
..... that the first major modification.
to the SBB network in 50 years, the
„seeeee,
- lee
Heitersberg tunnel, by-6e,
aae
passing eaden on the
(00 V' 51975 `90\
40
express line from Zarich
to aern, was ceremonious..
ly opened, on 27 eay. A
very nice special cancel

,

1'

\,EROFFNUNG
\st!EITERSBEKUNly

I

was used. The next event
of this nature will be
in 1980 when Zarich Airport will be connected to the express lane
from Zarice to St. Gallen.
allYietT
that the booklet mentioned some tame
'Aushilfstempela can still be
on
ago
1. Shaded shield kIllus. 23C/A1)
obtained from the author, Hr Fa Berger,
Plate Flaws
ezlenstr. 6, CH-2540 GRENCHEN, for about
n
margi
SFr. 3.- plus postage.
right
in
1. Vertical eoloured line
edge (Illus.)
..... that I am surprised the editor has
O'
'FRAaC
in
'0'
the
2. Similarly from
received no complaints that my answer to
far
as
right
to
ards
downw
diagonally
auestion NO. 32 was not complete, i.e.
,
l
(as
q
the
by
n
margi
the
as
there is a ath stamp No. 2.243, the 50c.
Illus.)
f3
22B/P
f3,
22A/P
Pf3,
22Aa/
of 1967 shows on the base of the statue
over 'MI' of 'CENTESIei' as far as
.(which stands in the Bundeshaus in Bern)
the lower right corner rosette.
the arms of uri, Schwyz & Unterwalden.
. Short line from 'A' of tRAPPEW
These can be clearly seen with a good .
(Illus.) (as 22B/Pf2, 22C/Pf3;
magnifying glass. This stamp, by the way,
- Illus. 24A/Pf3)
is still valid.
4. Left lover corner extended, lower
..... that before a complaint can get
rieht bevelled,
through to me the answer in last months
5. Small colourless line and dot, as
'Ness Letter' to Queetion No.. 35 is also
right from the left arm, line through
incomplete. There . is a 2nd stamp shoving
'C' of 'FRANCO', dot on the * 5" of
the laden Jack, namely the EFTA 20c. of
'CaaTESIKI', in the margin lines.
1967, No. 3.447. Sorry:
(To be continued)
..... that the answer to Question No. 36
is 1922. Until the UPU Conference held
TDURIST PUBLICITY CAa0EI. - 20/5/75
in aadrid in Autumn of 1921 allowed the
alern
7302 LANDWART - Tor zu 150 Alpent
general use of surcharged stamps inter(e.637)
nationally, only the following countries
Siuilar type but without 4 No.
would accept such stamps as valid:
3733 heaCnaNBACH (SG) - 120e Jahre Bavaria (!), Denmark (from whom the idea
Li m ay - 31 uec. 1975
cam. Italy, Portugal, Russia a Hungary.
PlaTaaLla PabLICITY SLOGAN 0
..... that Question No. 37 is: Which GB
Ti.IEZER faCTBABa - from 2 May
stamp show the Swiss national flag? aea.
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The 'SWISS PIAIATElaSr published by The Amateur
Collector Ltd.
It is good to see the latest issue
of this publication which is packed full of
news, offers and articles. earticularly
enlightening is a graph and table showing
the phenomenal rise in value of Swiss
stamps since 1952 - enough to make any
collector purr with satisfaction.
Articles include one on 'Standing
Helvetia, further instalments on Proofs
8c Essays and 'Who's Who on Swiss Stamps'

REMeEW:

MITA NATIONS IN gugvi
Te mark the 30th anniversary of the
11.N., the followine will be issued on 26
June : 2 steeps and a miniature sheet.

3 stylieed

figures symbolising
the number XXX
60 Rp. grn-olive/blue/redi
Values:
green
90 Rp. grey-lilac/blue/red/
green
min. sheet incorporating 2 staaps as
above, ;nee colours plus gold
10,2eAgner: Stamps - A. ialderon, Israel
Min, sheet: O. Mathieeon,
Denmark
: Offset by Ashten-Potter Ltd.,
eaaada
„pee: 26 x 36 me. Min. sheet 92 x 70 um,
2,000,000
12EAV b° RP'
1,800,u00
90 Rp.
000
1,700,
vin. sheet:
aellgtx: Solely for use on correspond
euce from the Palais des
Nations, eeneva

Deeise:
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and a ARV pricelest of 'T, Dues.
Also many interesting comments and

offers of Revenue Stamps - now becoming
very popular - as well as for selected
stock itels from Classics to international
offices forerunners.
in other words, a real bumper issue,
not to be missed.
A. NTED

In view of the increasing interest in
Revenue (Fiscal) stamps - as mentioned
above - is there anyone who would care to
contribute information or articles on
The FDC shows a dove and. letters
this subject to satisfy the curiosity of
'ONU' between dates 1945 - 1975 and
little-known branch of
'Premier jour 26.6.75 and '1211 GENEVE e. members in this
ly?
ADMINISTRATION P081116 DES NATIONS UNIES' Swiss philate

Official covers are available for
either the stamps or miniature sheet.

On the same day 2 stamps of 10c and
26o and miniature sheet of 36c. U.S. will
be issued by the United Natione in eew
Tork.

ZUMSTEIN
1171i_ C A T A

la g U

zow available:
Price: Llo
EUROPE lam
Cli •
With thumb index
SWITZERLAU1)tUISareFeSerei11.92.5.
... Price: 0.90
•PockeS.• itien
,SOUTZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALIeED •
PTALOGUE

197i —

XXI Edition
Price: £6.50

, Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONs LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, eendenWC2E 71V
newleuano.

Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are published regularly in the
eERNER BRIEflafet ZEITUAS
... SFr. 21.00
Annual fee 1975
With special supplement SFr. 23.50

MORE SPEC TAT. CANCELLATIONS:
1. JUNIOR WCaLD aeLING eHAMPIOASHIPS in
Lausanne, 22-26 june. Cancel depicts
two cyclists - 22-26-6-1975- 1000 LAUSANNE CRAPIPIOivNATS MUNDIALE DE CYCLISP.E JUNIORS.
2. 220.10PHILX'1221 in Porrentruy,
27-29 June. Cancel shows a wyvern holds a crozier - 2900 PORIOARIA - 27-29.6.75 'CIOPHIL X.
. 28th WORLD ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS in
Interlaken, 25-28 June. Cancel shows
an archer - 26-28.6.75 - 3800 INTERLAKET
28 WM IN BOGMSCHIESSEN.

Make hay while the sun shines !
Don't neglect your stamps for the
pleasures of summer and miss out on those
vacant spaces you want to fill.
Send your Wants Lists or ask for
Approval Selections for
Staeos - mint or used
Covers: FOC, Special eancels etc.
Airmails and Flight Covers
Tete-b;che & se-tenant
Flaws and Varieties
Many items for 'aide-line * collections

0•111.1••••

For fine, first class stamps
RARiTiES 0? SUI1ZERLAnD
send your wants Lists to

e.J.R.

EugUN

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. tertsa a:Cie,
Ch- 3001 BERN
• 2585

S ARMSTRONG
Torrisholae,
14, Low Lane,
K ORECAMB E,
Lance.

<<>•#.4
Hon. Exchange Pkt . , Sec.:
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A PHILATELIC TOUR THROUGH CANTON GRAUBUNDEN

by S. V. BERTI
GRAUBUNDEN, with an area of 7,105 aquare kilometres, is the largest Swiss
Canton, and also one of the most beautiful. The richvariety of stamps and cancellations which have Graubunden as a theme, reflect the diversities of the
Canton's landscape and culture, and provide a guide enabling us to undertake a
most pleasant philatelic tour of this "Land of 150 Valleys".
Let usavtart with the

Canton as a whole, which
joined the Confederation in
1803.
AaLai shows its
arms, which consist of the
combined symbols, or telappen1
of the three old 'Mae", or
Leagues, which used to rule
the area that is now
Graubenden, during the Middle
Ages. The League of the
Rouse of God (Lia da la Cha
Dieu), represented- by the
ibex, comprised the area
around Chur, governed: by the

Bishop of that town. The

Fig.].
- Cantonal borders
National borders. Areas dealt with in the text

blue and yellow arms, to-day
those of the 'Gemainde
(parish) of Davos, were those
of the League of the Ten
Jurisdictions (Lis della
Diesch Dertgiras). Finally,
the black and white shield
ass

the symbol of the most

important League, the Gray League (Ligia Grischa), of the Bandneroberland, whence
Note the
is derived the Romansch name for Graubtnden, i.e. 'Terra Grischuna'.
Romansch
different spellings of the word 'League', depending on the form of
dialect in question.

.441:Lai. shows a lady in cantonal costume, with the white lace ruff and
characteristic headgear. These costumes are still worn on festive occasions,
particularly in the Engadine. The principal colours are red, white and black.

2a . Let us assume that we arrive in GraubiAnden by train from
ZUrich. The first place through which we pass is
Maienfeld, the setting of Johanna Spyri's "Heide", where the authoress is honoured
by the post office's publicity cancellation with the inscription "Heidi's Heimat"
1.

_1,-L duae
_m_s_

At Landquart the ',array gau ge Rhatische Hahn waits to take vs into the
lateral Frlittigau valley, in the direction of Davos, The Prattigau is a region
famous for its idyllic climate, and is of interest to us due to the rich variety
of pictorial cancellations which its villages offer. The first publicity handstamp is to be found in Seewis (K.251). That of KUblis (K.271a, Fig. 2) shows
a leaping chamois and draws our attention to the nearby Farsenn skiing area. From

Kablia a postal coach plies to Paley, a small villa on a sunny
terrace whose cancellation shows simply a snowflake next to a
shining sun. At the head of this side valley lies the picturesque village. of St. Antanien, which possesses a beautifully
designed hands tamp showing the thin-spired village church
against a background. of Mountains which constitute the border
with Austria (4.450).
Rejoining the main valley we pass the villa of Seas, the
Fi g. 2
touriet cancel
features the onion-towered church and a cabin
Arriving at Klosters, the well-known
of the nearby Madrisa cableway (X.542).
resort, philatelists now have the opportunity of obtaining two cancellations:
that of the pout-office at Klosters Dorf, a handstamp illustrating a chalet and
a cable car, plus the machine cancellation of the main post-office, depicting a

(silver thistle) bloom and incorporating the text "Klosters,
1250 m.a.M., Sommer- und Winterkurort". In 1968 the international PTT Ski Races
were held here, and appropriately the Swise PTT produced a special snowflake cancel
to commemorate the event.
s 3i1berdiatel*

In Monbiel, to the east of the railway station,
there are several examples of the type of old
Prittigau house as shown in ,LEL,A5. (Fig. 3). The
railway now leaves the Prattigau and ascends steeply to Davos, while from the train there is a good
view of the steep, old postal road.
Davos needs no introduction as a holiday and
Fig. 3 Prattigau House
nal f am e .
nat:::::
congress c::::: o: internatio
machine cancel proclaims "Davos zu, alien jahreszeiten" - Davos all the year round
the World Ice-Skating Championships
was used for the "Fortbildunge
4.3.23
No.
held there in 1966, while the PTT cancel
on advanced training
congress
a
1974",
kOngress der Deutschen Bundesarztekammer
worth noting, being
is
ce
post-offi
for German doctors: The facade of the main
reminiscent of
rather
decorated with scenes from the days of pioneer aviation,
some of the designs of the early Swiss air stamps.
It is now necessary to return to Landquart and proceed to Char, the Cantonal
capital, for the next stage of our journey

2,

Quiruzajirsli,

"Chur birgt viele

Sehenswardigkeiten
Chur houses many worthwhile sights, - is
the inscription on the town's machine
cancellation, which shows a row of
buildings in the Altstadt. A handatamp
showing the clock tower in this part of
(ea:a

the town was used on
August 1st, 1969, as
part of the series of

cancels depicting
historical monuments
in cantonal capitala
Chur has
(Fig. 4).
also been the venue of
several regional stamp
In 1949
exhibitions.
Fig., 4
a handstamp with text
in Romanach marked the 'Exposiziun
Cantonal Grischuna de Marcas Postales",
showing an ibex 'holding' a stamp with one
hoof. In 1972 a cancel with German and
Romansch wording marked the "Day of the
Stamp" celebrations, held for the first
time in Graubunden. Machine cancellations were also used on tee occasion of
the 1949 Federal Shooting Championships
and the 1967 Cantonal Shooting Event.
On the Bahnhofplatz, just in front
of the railway station, the red coaches
of the Chur-Arosa railway stand ready to
take us up another philatelically and
scenically interesting side valley,
(To be continued)
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THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11

By L.M.C. DUTTON

Part IX

Period 3 (Continued)
The only other letter mail which shared the train journey with British
mail
across Europe for the whole period waz that to the rest of the Commonwe
alth, .
which in some cases was flown the 'wrong' way round the world via New York
to
India, Burma etc.
One example is the cover of 24.VII.42 to Ottawa (Cover 50),
which will have left Lisbon on the Pan American flight via Horta in the
Azores
and Bermuda to New York, from where it will have been taken by one of the three

flights every day to Montreal. The cover was censored by the Canadians but there
is no indication that it was examined at the British censorship post
in Bermuda.

In contrast to Commonwealth mail, that to neutral countries reached Lisbon
much quicker via the D.L.H. Berlin-Stuttgart-Lisbon flights or the Ala Littoria
Rome-Lisbon flights. One alternative for some South American mail
was the weekly
L.A.T.I. flight from Rome, via Villa Cisneros, Saville (sometimes), the
Cape Verde
Islands, Pernambuco, Rio de Janeiro, Port Alegre to Buenos Aires.
The "via Basle 2" and the New York handstamps,on the cover to Rio of 24.X1.41
(Cover 35, Fig. 6)(See May MIL) shows that it went via Basle, Stuttga
rt, Lisbon
and New York.
The censer seal on this cover is interesting as it is Type 5,.,
which is believed by the Civil Censorship Study Group to be a West
Indian sealk81.
Thus the letter was almost certainly examined at the recently opened
British
censorship post in Bermuda, which was A port of call for the Lisbon-New York Pan

American flights.

The clue to the route followed by the cover to Rio of 16.VI11.41 (Cover
28)
must lie in the Praca Mama handstamp, but my meagre knowledge of Iberian
languages and geography does not help me, unless there is a connection-with
Praia
in the Cape Verde Islands.
After the U.S.A. entered the war on 11.1(11.41, mail to the States travelled
with British and Commonwealth mail by rail across southern France.
3.2

Poetage Rates.

For the first part of the period the postal charges were as
given in Section 2.2, but it is clear that the rates for
airmail from Switzerland to the U.K. were not appreciated by the Swiss
correspondents. The P.T.T. found it necessary to issue constant reminders includin
g the
following amusing abstract from F.P.T. 200/1840 of 10th October, which I won't
spoil by translating:
"Des insuffisances d'affranchisaement sout constatees sur beaucoup
de correspondances-avion (ordinaires et recommandees) deposes en Suisse
`
a destination de la Grande-Bretagne, 1 transporter par la ligue tam p postale Lisbonne-Angleterre.
"Nous rappelons que, conformement'S la PPT n o 157/1940, cheque
eevoi empruntant ce service aerien doit acquitter, en plus de la tame de
transport ordinaire, une surtaxe a'eriennege 30 c. par 20 g ou fraction
de ce poids.
"Les expediteurs interesses sont pries de vouloir veiller
l'affranchissement correct de leurs envois.
Quant aux offices de poste
de depOt, us percevront le can acheant et autant que faire se pourra,
l'affranchissement manquant de l'expediteur at le couvriront cur l'objet."
It may be significant that, although, postal communications had officially been

re-opened at the beginning of August 1940,
I have not seen or heard of a cover
.
posted before that of 60(1.40 (Cover 17).
However, a very unusual event occurred on 1.111.42 when the poatal charges
for airmail to the U.K. were reduced:
According to F.P.T. 29/1942 of 26th
February, this followed the several changes that had been made to air services

to all European countries and the introduction of a uniform rate to these
countries, which included the U.K.
Thus letters and postcards weighing less
than 20 g. could be sent for a total of SO c., a reduction of 10 c:
In contrast
to the earlier P.T.T. announcement on postal rates, the compilation shows that
the above had an immediate effect on correspondents to the U.K.: The postage
rates in the other direction were unchanged from those given in Section 2.2
8.

A.R. Torrance and J.W. Walker.
'P.C.90 Seals used in the United. Kingdom',
C.C.3.G. Bulletin Z,
Januaty 1975) 15. '
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There were continual reminders in the P.T.T. publications of
the period that letters to the U.K. would arrive very much
This is confirmed by the transit
faster if they were sent by air from Lisbon.
times obtained from British date stamps on the covers that were forwarded or
arrived at their destinations in this country.
The time taken by the normal letters varied from 8 to 30 days, while of the
four letters that weht by sea for which information is available, three took 10 to
11 weekseand one took 6 weeks. Two of these, which were posted from Luzern to
St. Ives on 9.1.42 and 2.11.42 (Covers 55 & 59), arrived on the same day and were
examined, by the same censor, so presumably they travelled on the same ship. Thus
delays of up to 5 weeks could occur while waiting for a suitable ship to leave
Lisbon,
3.4 lallsh Censorship. The P.O. Circular of 13.11.44 asks that queries on
censorship be directed to the censor offices at Aintree,
I have no information
Liverpool 9 or 119, University Street, Northern Ireland.
on where Swiss mail was examined, but it would not be surprising if mail carried by
ships which docked at Liverpool were not censored at Aintree rather than London.
The vast majority of covers in the compilation were sealed by Type 1 of the
P.C,90 label. Some seals have a reference number and a set of initials in one
of the corners, which are believed to identify the printer. Apparently the fels
were printed in stripe and the first or last on the strip .carried th9 4mprin0). .
There are now twenty different recorded variantse of the Type 1. label1/48) printed by
a variety of firms, but in all cases, the labels were cut to a fixed length.
This often caused considerable inconvenience as the seals were too short to seal
many of the envelopes, as can be seen from Pigs. 3 & 6. In order to overcome
this problem a second type of P.0.90 label was introduced. This was supplied to
the censors in the form of a continuous gummed white strip with the same text as
before repeated at about 38 mm. intervals. The lettering was considerably smaller
and a crown was added above the text. With Type 2, the length of seal could be cut
to a size to suit the individual needs of each envelope. An early use of this
type occurs on a letter posted in La ChauxedeePonds to the U.K. on 30.IV.42
(Cover W.
For personal mail, the British restrictions with regard to enclosures in
outgoing mail must have been frustrating. This is illustrated by the letter
posted in Bath for Sembrancher on 18.1.41 (Cover 22), which was returned because
the correspondent mentioned that he/she would be enclosing a photograph of their
new baby in a subsequent letter.
3.5 Swies Censorehip. The compilation for this period contains the only
example I have seen of censorship by the Swiss on mail
to the U.K. As far as I know, Swiss censorship started on 25th May, 1949 to deal
with internees mail, but it has been used on Embassy- and Consulate mailk9).
The letter to London of 12.VIII.42 (Cover 52) waa from Jeeka Stanislaw, Int. Lager,
Wetzikon, =rich, which explains why this letter was examined. The seal is stuck
over the back flap of the envelope and is illustrated in Fig. 71 while the censor
3,3

Ouvert ---

Pig. 7. Swiss censor label on back of letter from an Internee
at Wetzikon, ZUrich, posted on 12.1/111,42.
(Continued on page 54)
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SITTI N6 HELVETIA IMPERFORATE
1854-62
Translated by Mrs. K. McMahon and R. E. Chapman
1857 (First known date 10.IX)
blue silk thread
No. 24D 15 Rp. rose

Part V

Colour Shades
(b) light dull rose

) deep rose

1. Partial double print (margin edges, drapery, etc.) (Illus.)
2. Shaded shield (Illus.) (23C/A1)

Plate Flaws
)
1, Double impression in and near the lower inscription (Illus.
and left
upper
the
in
ant,
quadr
star
the
in
top
the
2. Double impression at
inscription band (first stamp of the sheet)
3. Lower left corner broken
r)'
.1 1
4. Margin lines broken in various places '(As Illus. or simila
)
(Illus.
'
the
as
far
as
corner
left
lower
5. Colourless line from
6. Colourless line diagonally downwards through the capital letters 'APP.
) .
(Illus.
in 'RAPPEN'
.
7. Line on the 'A' of RAPPEN (as 24A/Pf3) .
as e.g. in the 'R of 'FRANCO', thickened foot
8. Colourless dot and line,
.
in the 'R' of 'FRANCO , under the left rosette
yellow silk thread
No. 27D 1 Fr. violet-grey,
Colour Shades
(b) light bluish-grey
(a) light violet-grey
1. Small colourless line and dot
1856/57 Thin (so.-called silk) paper. Dull colours (Note)
First Day 1.1.1857
No. 23E 10 Rp. greenish-blue. - light red silk thread
(a) delicate greenish-blue

(b) light blue

=Lila
1, Small colourless line and dot
yellow silk thread
No. 27E 1 Fr. violet-grey
COlOUr Shades

(a) light violet-grey

(b) light bluish-grey

1. Small colourless line and dot
often
Opinions on the so-called 'silk paper' are very divided and have
Note;
was
it
time,
that
at
ry'
'enqui
the
of
varied. Following the result
in the third
included in the second issue of the Zumstein Handbook, deleted
its rejection.
for
move
a
now
is
There
issue and then reinstated by request.
d.
awaite
is
ce
Pending further clarification new eviden
THIRD PeRICD. Green silk thread
1856/57 Thin (so-called silk) paper as for E.
First Day /7.XII.1856. Dull colours
No. 22F 5 Hp. dull grey-brown

Eielettiietin
1. Small colourless line or dot
.
.
o. Vertical colourless line over 'MI' of CENTESIMI down to bottom right
corner rosette as 22D/Pf2, Illus.)
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First Day 10.IV.1857
NO. 24F 15 Rp, light dull rose
1. Smaller colourless line or dot
First Day 28.VI.1857
No. 25F 20 Rp. orange
C.
(a) yellow-orange

(b) or

OW

1. Smaller colaarless line or dot
1857/62 Thick paper from Zurich. Ordinary print
No. 21G 2 Rp. grey (issue 400,000) (Illus.) 1662 let July

lo

(a) grey - dark

grey

dL

(b)
-V-U121.19.1.

pale grey

1. Light misplaced double print towards the top
2. Shaded shield (Illus. 230/A1)
PAt, Polar
1. Colourless dot, e.g. top right by the '2', in the lower frame
No. 22G 5 Rp, brown

1.

Shaded shield (Illus. 23A 1)

2. Colour-edged corner rosette with subsequent stronger colour transfer
(lower left, upper left, upper right)
3. Machine offset on the back of the stamp
NCO', dot right
1. Small colourless dot or line, e.g. line at foot of 'FRA
of the neck, left of 'A' of 'FRANCO', dot over left shoulder

1859
No, 23G IU Rp. ,blue

Vagellel
Colour-edged corner rosette with subsequent stronger colour transfer,
unequal colour transfer
2. Double print of the lower half of the stamp
1)
3. Shaded shield (Illus. 23C/A
, doubled colour on right shield edge,
shield
arms
of
print
e
44 Weak doubl
flecks in cross
square
5. Added colour on whole head in the form of a

1.

Plate Flays

comet')
Colourless dotted line right of bead towards frame (so-called
cross')
with
etia
'Helv
lled
(so-ca
Diagonal line in lower half of spear tip
Arch-shaped colourless line over ' a' of 'CErTESINI"
Over capital letter 'S of 'Ulq'TNSIMI'
f4)
Accent (circumflex) over 'N' of 'CENTIVW (Illus. 23C/P
en 'H" and
betwe
CO',
'FRAN
of
'A'
Smaller colourless line and dot, e.g. on
ESIMII,
'CENT
of
'E'
on
fl)
230/P
(as
'C' of 'FRANCO', on 'F' of 'FRANCO'
lines.
n
through 'N' of 'FRANCO', in the margi
There exists also a used 10 Rp. blue, on paper of the 1862 issue with
been authoritatively declared genuine, whose
control mark cross ih oval, which has
is unknown,
not
(To be continued)
origin and nature whether essay or

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FACT FROM FICTION STORY
HEIMISBACHBy H. Ruth
erfoord
the last use of a Swiss cds
It all started with Dr. Ganz, in his search for
of the Swiss Postmark Society for their
without the postcode, appealing to members
the best one - which had been
examples. President G. A. Nicolet turned up W,
30.12.69 (Fig. 1).
mentioned in the official PTA too - DURRGRABE
ge of Dfirrgraben was given
In the first Postcode List of May 1964 the villa
their new cds in 1965 or 1966 they
the number 3453, but when its neighbours got
of their village to HEIMISBACH.
held back as they intended to change the name 3.1.
68 with the PLZ Of 3453 (Fig. 2).
This they did and the new ode was issued onlot and ?nd are public holidays in most
Note that the 30th was a Saturday and the
Swiss Cantons.

A

4.

Q
3453Heirnisbach

lt c .4...,:rtAct Ise 5cf
s

3453 Diirrgraben

ril

1381

381
kre-c6en,..

c

Fig.

Pik, . 2

Fig. 3 gives the clue where
he name 'Heimisbach' came from. In the
K470 3453HENISBACH
farmhouse "ZUgut" in this straggling
village was born on 8.4.1868 a man who
Zugub Geburtshaus von
f later became famous for his stories
SimellGteliet
j
about the people of the Emmental, Simon
8.41968
One of the fictional villages
Gfeller.
acters lived
where a number of his char
t
was
but
was called 'Reimisbach ,
Fi
actually based on his own village of
was renamed to fit his
So 100 years after his birth "his" village
DOrrgraben.
l Bernese dialect of the Emmental.
book. All his books were written in the loca
i.e. the last ode without a postcode.
And now his village has another claim to fame,
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DID YOU KNOW?

ber is handstamped on the front
of the envelope in purple.
(To be continued)
SFr.8m and the actual realisation SFr.11.7m.
which with the 10g makes a sum of 12.9m. Georges Schild, "Die Post der
i.e. more than 2m. sterling.
internierten in der Schweiz
1940-1945".
.... that the hot-airship has flown, but w
0. C. Rauch, *Censored Mail",
not able to get to Zug, so the covers are
H.N.L. (March 1974) 33.
waiting somewhere in Luzern.
that I have been looking around at
fiscals here. A little while ago interest
From 21st June:
would have been zero, but now there are a
8704 HERRLIBERG Zehntensaal in
few people who admit to collecting them,
K.638
but not really as anything to do with phil der Vogtei
ately. Two dealers have advertised recentFrom 11th Julys
ly in the 'Ganzsachen' Monthly: E.Hdrlimann,
31 RIEDEN (SG) - Erholung Granweg 2, 2500 Biel and Mme E.Wagen, ave
Wandern 146' 9
de la Resade, 1006 Lausanne. Don't expect
CTOR
UB C TI SL
bargains.
From 15th July:
that on 13 Feb. 1975 (by toincidence
the
ives)
the FD of the first commemorat
Bremgarten an der Reuss
.... that the Corinphila Jubilee Auction was
a big success, the total estimated price was

largest shopping centre in Europe was open-

ed. Leaving out all the superlatives

relating to the shops, there is one record
figure of interest to philatelists. The
full name of the new P.O. in the building
has no less than 24 letters, the longest I

can find in Switzerland, not counting suboffices, like 'Neuhausen am Eheinfall 2
Zollstrasse' or 'La Chaux-de-Fonds 12
Rotorama Horloger' or 'Spreitenbaoh 2
Einkaufszentrum'. Luckily on 30.10.74
'Les Grangealgea-Chateau-d'Oex' with 25
letters was closed. (See ill, below)

PIT.T, JIUSB IN BERN

Anyone going to Switzerland,
should not fail to visit the special
exhibition relating to the FISCHER
POST (on view to 31 Dec.). Aided
by historical documents, paintings,

engravings etc., as well as material
from the PTT archives and other
famous collections, it traces the
history of this famous postal network which, following the example of

the Thurn & Taxis post in Germany,
carried on the letter, parcel and
diligence services in Ct. Bern for
157 years.
STAMPS are worth more
than money and give much more

pleasure.
Enhance your collection now by

that there are quite a few selfeerviee P.Os in use now, with their own cd 9
used when staffed for a few hours a day,
i.e. one cannot stamp one's own mail. A
nice long one is 'Schlieren-Lille Selbstbedienung', but these must be classed as
sub-offices.
.... that there are 5 of these self-service
POs in Ulrich now, but opposition is so
great politically all over Switzerland that

the PTT has said no more will be established. No doubt with an eye on the rising
number of unemployed.
that the answer to Queetion No. 37 is
B.G. Nos. 715 & 716, both celebrating EFTA.
Note that on these 2 and on the 2 Swiss
stamps mentioned last month, the proportions
of the Swiss flag are shown incorrectly as
it is a square flag, not oblong.
.... that Question No. 38 is: which Swiss
definitive, still valid, would lose you
most money if used on a letter to-day,
based on 1975 Zumstein prices for mint/us d
Y.R.

adding those extra items while they
are still available.
Send your Wants Lists for my
personal attention or ask for
Selections on Approval from my
wide range of material:
STAMPS - all issues
COVERS - pre-stamp, first day,
commemorative canceler

air flights etc.
SPECIAL STUDIES - Strubelis,
Sitting & Standing Helvetia,
Nte-bgche & s4-t4nant,

Military mail, etc.
Material for THEMATIC and other
'Side-line' collections.
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A PHILATEUC TOUR THROUGH CANTON GRAUBONDEN
Part II.
by S. V. BERTI
.
Chor 1.fireta (cont.)
The railway line proceeds along the left (north) side of the Schanfigg valley.

steadily gaining height above the Plessur River. High up on the opposite side
of the valley is the Walser village of Tschiertechen
(pig. 5) where the houses are built predominantly of
wood, in the Valaisian style. The church and chalets
of the small village centre are shown on the post
office handstamp, K.238a.

While admiring the view opposite, we must not
miss on our side the small chalet station of Oen

Castiel, which made such a pretty subject for Z.36 PP
Tschiertschen
Fig. 5
This station
of the 1947 Pro Petrie series.
its
in
ed
incorporat
serves the two separate villages
name, as does that at St. Peter-Molinis, further up. Threading through various
short tunnels and galleries, we reach Langwies, where there is not only one of
the most celebrated chalet stations in Europe, but also
the famous Langwiee Viaduct (Fig. 6), with its massive
span of 315 feet. Either would have provided a suitable
motif for X.303, but the latter took pride of place,
hence the Langwies circular Werbestempel shows a train
approaching the viaduct.
About twenty minutes later we arrive in Arose,

Fig. 6 The Langwies
another well-known resort with two small lakes. A
Viaduct ( K.
machine cancellation in use at the main post office
(3..133) bears the inscription "Arose, ftr wahres Ferienglack" - Arose, for holiday
good fortune. Once again we have to retrace our steps to Ohur, perhaps collecting a sample cancellation from each of the four post offices there (the littleknown bureau Chur 3, Reisepost, is situated in the main station building), before
preparing to set off for the Bendnerober/and.
3.

Cur - Sedrun

For the first time we leave Chur in a south-westerly direction, in the train
Passing along a wide valley flanked on the right by the
for Disentie-Muatbr.
imposing Oalanda range, the cantonal capital is soon left behind, and we reach
Reichenau-Tamins, at the confluence of the two arms of the young Rhine. It is
along the valley of the Verderrhein (which springs from deep inside Pis Badue,
on the Oberalp Pass) that the train now proceeds, following the river through a
deep gorge of remarkable limestone formations caused by erosion on a prehistoric
s
the
known as the Flims Landslip'. This is the setting for
landslide,
+ 0
Trin.
near
Rhine
the
depicting
30 1 Rp. value of the 1956 Pro Petrie series,

Amp.,

Nearby (although not visible from the train) is the holiday centre of Flims,
set in the "white Arena', so-called due to the good snow and skiing conditions
in winter. Films Waldhaus 04275) and Flima Dorf both use circular hand cancels,

the latter portraying a mounted Saint Martin sharing his cloak with a poor beggar,
and bearing the simple inscription "Sommer- uhe Winterkurortu.
We emerge from the Rhine gorge into a paetoral valley known as the G cub,
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and enjoy good views of the surrounding mountains as the train arr ves at flans:
known as "Die -erste Stadt am Rhein" - The First Town on the Rhine. flans,
mentioned in an 8th century Charter, was. the capital of the ancient Grey. League,
Many fine
which has 'already been mentioned in the first part of this article.
'
attracts
now
17th century houses testify to the importance of the town, which
visitore through its publicity hand-stamp* K. 197e. Outside the post office an
of
exalting postal coach with the name'Valeon its destination board reminds us
The '040f place
the lateral valley of,the'Valserrhein
(Fig. 7) pro44577)
cancel
special
a
his
there, Vals,
t, 1250 MIA.'
*Ferienor
und
'Badekur
s:a
itself'a
claiming
The railway continues through TrUn, where the reason
F.T. (the
for the background of maple- leaves on Z.
Graubtinden arms stamp) is to be found, for it WAS under a
maple in this village that the oath was taken by the men
of the Grey League, an event recalled in the Romansch song
"A Trun set igl ischi" - At Trun beneath the maple.

Fig. 7 - K.577

At Disentie,Muster, a village dominated by its

Benedictine monastery, it'is- necessary to change on to

a train Of the Furkaas we are approaching
wilder,
ly
distinct
0beralp Bahn. The landscape becomes
of Sedrun, where
ion
destinat
our
reach
We
the region of the Oberalp Pass.
ed by K.294a, upon
emphasis
is
on
transiti
scenic
this
is .shown, the
church
!inset.,
built
solidly
the
which
rising' spireframed by a background of jagged Peaks
8).

It is now time to return to the confluence of
the Rhine at Reichenau, and thence follow- he other
arm of the river, the Hinterrhein, towards Thusis,
amid a completely different scenic, cultural and
philatelic setting.

Leaving Reichenau, the railway curves round in a wide arc to face south,
away from the line upon which we have just returned from Sedrun, and passes
through Bonadus, In 1966 a special cancellation was used here to mark the
with
Sixth Federal Camping Week for Boy Scouts, showing a stylised chamois head,
In
8.66".
27.7.-3.
g
Domlesch
the wording "Bonadus 6. Pfadfinder-Bundeslager
addition a small vignette showing Lord Baden Powell was issued by the Neuphila
degli
e
nasional
cameggio
"6
dienst, this time with an inscription in Italian*
ed' on
esplatori svisseri nella Tomiliasoa 1966". This vignette was 'cancell
centre,
the
in
en
Graubend
cover with a non-official rubber stamp with the arms of
tinteres
An
1966",
and the wording: "6. Schweiserisches Pfadfinder-Bundeslager
ing addition to any thematic collection of Graubunden.
The train now passes through the narrow opening into the Domleschg proper,
and we discover that the narrow approach effectively belies the beautiful, open
valley, dotted with small villages and several ruined fortifications and castles
the majestic Pig
in varying states of repair. At the head of the valley rises
and which would
rn,
Matterho
the
s
resemble
Beverin, 2997 m., which in some ways
one of the
for
cancel
'K'
future
a
certainly make a beautiful subject for
valley.
the
of
side
west
the
on
villages on the Heinsenberg, the slopes
ale tourism,
However, the Domleschg villages do not really cater for large-sc
to
able
and it is not until Musts, the gateway to the Viamala, that we are
in
ated
illustr
collect our first special cancellation (K.88a). This was
important transport
Mr, Rauch's article in the August 1973 HNL. Thueis is an
junction, where the main San Bernardino road and the Albula railway part company.

ein, arid
At this stage of our tour we shall leave the former, and the Binterrh
We shall,

continue towards the Albula, and the Engadine* via Tiefencastel.
however, return to the San Bernardino route at a later stage.
(To be continued)
NUMBERS ;ODE

The following figures have been
released by the p,T,T.
8,465,000
EUROPA (CEPT) 1973 25c..
144932,000
40c.
9,208,000
PUBLICITY 1973 II, 150.
30c.

40c.

30,474,000
10,118,000

•

150.
30c.
40c.

15+ Sc.
30+10c.
40+20c.

60+20c,

13 230,000
29,906,000
6,021,000
5,070,000
9,545,000
4,079,000
3,533,000
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SIT1 1 1\1E5 HELNEETIA IMPERFORATE
-1 612 McMahon
41 --(5Qand H. E. Chapman
Translated by Mrs.
-

4 .

Part VI

1859 (Cont.)
No. 240 15 Rp. rose

2212a-§11121
(a)

deep rose

( ) light dull rose

(b) rose
Variety

Shaded shield (Illus. 23C/A1)

.

Plate Flaws
Margin line broken (Illus. 20/114)
Colourless line to the left lower '1' of '15' (Illus. 240f5)
Smaller colourless line or dot, e.g. colour smear by second 'P' of

1.
2.
3.

'RAPPEM'
,
I
Colourless diagonal line downwards through 'APP' of RAPPEN (Illus. 24D/Pf6)
5. Traces of double impression in capital letters 'TIMES' of 'CENTIMES'
1857 30th November
No. 25G 20 Rp. yellow-orange
Colour Shades
(c) pale orange-yellow
yellow-orange
4.

b

orange-yellow

iaratttl
1. Shaded shield (Illua. 23C/A1)
Plate Flaws,

1. Double impression in the left and
2. Broken margin lines
3. Colourless dots in various places
No. 26G 40 Rp, green

upper inscription bands

Colour Shades

(a) yellowish-green

(b) green
Var.pties

1.

Shaded shield (Illus. 23C/A1)

2.

Double print
Plate Flaws

1.

Colourless vertical line through the

'4'
Colourless line in 'CO' of 'FRANCO'
Colourless dots or small lines in various

2.

3.
1862 1st July - PROVISIONAL
No. 027 2 Rp. grey.

Note:

places

stamps with cancellation over both
(Used only on printed matter to Italy
of a newspaper wrapper or on complete
(Stamps without the cancellation over
at almost half price)
(Note)

pieces (Illus.)
- either on part
wrapper)
both are valued

In most cases the provisionals can be authenticated even if the
cancellation does not go over both stamps.
(To be concluded next month)

I

REGIOPRZI.' 1975 -

Shown below

is the
unusual vignette
and the special cancel used.

CIRCULAR' TOURIST PUBLICITT CANCEp
As from let August:
9438 LACKINGEN - Histor. StAtte im
Rheintal (H.640)
A GOOD

ApTioN FRIGE:

E420 for the U.N. 1950 set in
corner unmounted blocks of 4.
di

m

a.m.

SOCIeTe
PHILATeLIQUE
PORRENTRUY

6

And a good tip: - complete all
mint early Pro Juventute issues.

•

MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND
HY

9

TO

THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR H

LJ4.C. DUTTON

Part X

-0-

fro. Owner
36
37
38
39
40
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VWH
JCNB
VWH
A.E.
ART

--O

Date on
Postmark

Place of
-0/1441.

12.X11.41

Basle

Destination

Postage Weight .Airmail Language
Applied
lab./env of letter

Bath

26.X11.41 Montreux
Poschiavt
2.1.42
Bath
6.1.42
Ulrich
12.1.42

Yes
Yes
?
Yes
No

,65 t.
60 c.
30 C.

London
Bath
Sembrancher
Goldcross
(Co.Tipperary

ad.
30 t.

' ON

French

__0

o---o
41, E

-

300.

Lausanne

14.1.42

No

IWO

,

26.11.42 F.F.T. announced that.from 1.111.42 the surtax for airmail to
42 VW11
431 ART

27.111.42
21.1V.42,

44 EIW

9.V.42

'Bath
Coventry

Poschiavo
Steckborn

Teignmouth

Etoy ((D)

50 c.
. 50 c.

-

Yes
:Yes

_
English

50 C.

-

Yes

French

Yes
Yes
Yes

French
English
English

0

27.V.42
45 A.E.
46 R.M.
47 LMCD

2.VI.42
8.V1.42
19.VI.42
11.VI.4d
21.V1.42

Rommel launche
Montreux
Basel 10
Basel

Neuchatel

49 LMCD
50 ED!

20.V11.42
24.V11.42

St. Gallen

51 JCRH
52 ART

2.V111,42
12.V111.42

Geneva'
Wetzikon
(Zurich)

AJ.

13.V 1.42

Mayens
de-Sion

Fleurier

Wallington

57 Jeliff
58 J0RH

••nn

Sutton, Sy.
Ottawa

___0
.

80 c.

I

Yes

.1111110

Yes
Yes

50 c.
F1.70

Bexley

50c.

London

500.

Yes
Yes

80c.

Yes

n••

••n••

0111,

ish

01*

,

The Dieppe Raid.
fv.P.-T:

announces that Airmail 'to-the'LliK. & Ireland will be
&gland by B.O.A.C. The surtax for airmail was
,

54
55 EIW
56 JCRH

458.

The Free French defend Bir liakeiin
The Fall of TobroUk

8.V11.42

•21 V111.42
9•1X.42

F1.60
40 c.
50 c.

Bath
Bath
Bath

---o
48t JCRH

5

i'major offensive in Libya

0

0

...."••••••°"" Ow..

.1) .

90 c. 24.g. /es
B01
Lausanne 2 Sunruiigdale = 30 c. • - '.,'', ,iii*c .
18 .IX.42
, Yes
50 c.
I
:30. a.42 Chaux7de -kids Obliterated
_0_________0
.0
:__.0
:..
0
-o
0
every
c.p.a.11e: The Barcelona-ladrid-Lisbon flights operated
1.X.42
...,
Li IX 42

IIii MOSS08.

1.X.42
,9.X.42

Vaudens
Luzern 1

Harrow

St. Ives

Schedule of Covers
August . 1940 to November 1942

Period III :

Part B

Other Marks on Covers (etc*

iBr. Can. Arrival
it0
L
Date
"-*90) No.

4311

rP.C.

?

3459
6745
47
6664
4197

?
lA
183

8.1.42

London b/s. Registered. Full 1941 P.J. set + 25c.

26 .1.42 Re-addres6ed to Ludlow; Paddington b/s.
21.3.42
28.3.42

---

1T-71 7529 I
'

Charity label on back
None
Eire censor label S.P.1.; Eire examiner No.170; British
censor label has 51-8589 at bottom 1.h.c. Re-addressed to
Clone KWh, Co. Dublin; 001dcrose c.h.s.
None

all of Europe will be reduced from 30 c. to 20 c. per 20 g.
None

734
3 7 -ink
under
-

11*14

g
5771 21.V.42 Backstd Tei nmouth on 21 & 22.V.42. H/s 'UNDELIVERED FOR

REASONS STATED RETURN TO SENDER', 'Address unknown' written
in red, Teignmouth ohs of 23.V.42 &Bristol cbs of 27.V.42
on front. g/s 'Inconnu/Not known' in purple on back. Opened
at bottom & resealed with brown paper strip containing
crowns. Address on rear ringed and writing different froa
address on front.

4
Reg —Seal supplemented with . broyn , paper strip w. crowns
100 0.o. + 30c. air stamp. Censor Ws in bl-blk; crown over
None
` gAt1§11111,2.(21__

1
Reg label: Neuchatel 1 701. 'Via Geneva 1 in indel. pencil

None
Wed qiber-via' in sq. frame with dotted line under;
Geneva written in pencil
'8y Air Mail via Lisbon' typed on envelope under p.mk
Swiss censor seal - Schild Type 1 - on rear, Swiss censor
No.331 hied near front in purple (5mm x 9.5 MO

7532
Canadian DB/578

21.V111. Registered at Les Mayens-de-Sion. Part of ohs 'Les —Al'.
42 Stamps cancelled by a Geneva h.s. of 13.VIII.42.
London chs

parried by train to Barcelona, flown by Iberian Airways to Lisbon and from there; to
unchanged at 20 c. per 20 g.

111
1A4
2-

1152

8962
430

1•11.

16.X.42

done

None
'Via Lisbonne' typed by sender; '1 in pencil; firm's his

weekday
1

,
'Via Lisbonne written by sender; 'Genbve 1 added subseq,
16.Xil.4, Reg4 Luzern 1 No.570. London oval REGISTERED h.e. 16.XII.42
on rear. Re-addressed to Hamstead; blue pencil registration

cress on front & back partly over censor label;registration

control Vo.254 in black pencil over blue cross. St. Ives
ha of 15.X11.42 on rear.
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THE EXCHANGE PACKET
for, parcelled up and
All Exchange Packets have been safely acCounted
the end of
:despatched and accounts finalised for the Treasurer; this heralds behalf of
y, on
: another successful Exchange Packet season. I must thank warml
ble.
possi
Again a number
tion
opera
whole
the
make
who
Society, the contributors
of booklets sent in were returned 100 sold out.

the

127.1/1

The score is:
Value of material contributed
No, of Packets circulated
Sales

••*

••

0

5009
31
2305

192.314

4
4

6273
37
2349

of material subIt must be reported, however, that not only was the value
also down, resulting in
mitted down, but the volume, i.e. number of booklets, was
I am sorry about that, because if the
fewer Packets being seen by members.
member that maintains the interest and is
regular flow of material from member to
ope of the main links in the Society*
kind words of appreciation,
I again want to thank the many members for their
and more of you. My task completed,
It is pleasure to get to know or meet more
to meet some of my philatelic
my wife and I are off to Switzerland and I hope
.
s
contacts and learn a little more about all thing Swiss
g this one quite a
Looking to next season, it is worth noting that durin
this means that there is a
number of new members have joined the Society;
previously, and also that any
potential new market for materlal that did not sell
a total 'circuit of 200. Unsold
One 'booklet is seen only by 35 members out of
ed for further circulation (but
material, remounted or tidied up, can be re-submitt
siaakel reference so that I do not send such material
Please tell ma the e
out on the same circuit
alised packets for special
Again, whenever possible, I will make up speci
er stamps, charit y stamps
soldi
of
circuits, All previous specialist packets,
and postmarks, did very well.
August onwards for circulation in
I would like to receive material from 20th
let me
If you are away after let September please
packets from 1st September.
me
keep
to
way
st and cheapest
know - a quick 'phone call is probably the easie
informed.
n.
C. W04
Happy holidays and good collecting next seaso

i

THE

SO-CALIED 'N _ A N S E N'' STAMPS

1968 we published some facts - such as
In the 'Helvetia News Letter' of May
al). stamps issued in 1926 by
Were available at that time - on the Hansen (fisc
International Office for Assistance to RefUgees.
the League of Nations and the
affixed to identity
stated that these 5 Gold Franc stamps were
In this it
cards known as the 'Nansen Passport'.
- s
ls generally in 'Stamp Collecting' of April
In an article by "P.C.' on fisca
stamps were
, stating that, these passport
24th 1975, there is a reference to these
years from 19271932 were overprinted for the
issued in 1926 an
current year.
al to find them in fine condition
, It is pointed out, however, that it is unusu
entity cards, carried in the
since, being attached to these passport-cum-id
Neverthebecame rubbed or creased.
holder's, pocket or wallet, they invariably
be foutd.
may
that
les
examp
any
for
less, it is worth keeping a watchful eye open

Was

nued frov:: pages 58/59

CAFORED MAIL -

o59

.7CM

Date on
Postmark

Place of Destination Postage
Applied
Origin

23.X.42

The start of the Battle of El Alamein

2.XI.42

—

0
' St. Ives

Luzern 1

0—

1

60 c.
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DID YOU KNOW?

LIEOTENSTEIN NEW

issvu

.

To be issued on 4th September:
that from 2I-29th Jute the IOth
A. AUEMILAWALQL—MA
'REGIOPHIL' was held in Porrentruy
were
(French Gate Z.422 1.50). There
40 Rp. St. Mamerten, Triesen - (5 cols.
yell-ochre/red/green/brown/
171 exhibitors with 955 frames, of which
grey-violet
9 with 40 frames were members of the SVP
Swiss Postmark Society. G.A.Nicolet and
50 Hp. Red House, Vaduz.- (5 cols. yell/
P.Berger received Silver for Postal Autored/green/hr.violet/grey-1.
mation and Aushilfsetempel respectively.
70 Hp. Parochial buildings, Eschen Other postmark entries did not do as well
(5 cols. ochre/red/green/brown/
dk.violet
illustrating the battle still to be won
in getting poritmarke recognised by the
1 Fr. Gutenberg Castle, Balzers 'classic' judges. Postmarks have the
(5 cols. lem..;yell./rea/green/
hr.violetAk.blue
disadvantage that they are not expensive
enough, even though many are much, much
Designer: Georg Malin, Mauren
rarer than Doves, Rayons etc.
Printing: Roto-heliogravure, Courvoieier
Stamp size: 36'26 mm. in sheets of 20
..... that Silver at a Regiophil is
White with brown/green fibres
Paper:
necessary as minimum qualification to
exhibit at a !atonal.
B. Special stamp - IMPERIAL_ REGAIJA .....that the next 2 RegiOphils will be
from the Treasure Rouse of the
held at Dietikonlnear Ulrich) in 1976,
Hofburg, Vienna
and Lugano in-1971.
Fr.1.30 Coronation Mantle - (4 cols,
..... that on 30th August the usual annua
dk.brn/black/gold/carmine
Zumsteit catalogues will appear, Azi the
Designer; Prof. Otto Zeiller, Gablits
s
lone-awaited 'GanZsichen catalOgue in
Engravers Alfred Fischer, Vienna
its 6th Ed., and more than twice the size Printing: Combined autotype/recess by the
of its predecessor, but at SFr.19.- not
Austrian State Printer, Vienna
eheap.
Stamp size: 50x31.8 mm. in sheets of 8
that as the decision of the Swiaa
....
Special white stamp paper
Paper:
Parliament to raise internal postal rates
Covers with vignettes will be
from 1st Jan. 1976 is still held in the
available, one for the set A and one for
referendum period (and therefore may be
B., and a decorative special First Day
rejected by the people) the Pro Juventute cancellation will be used reading:
committee don't know what will be the most '9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 4.9.1975'.
suitable values for 19760 i.e. during the
second half of their sales period. So
Conto
DID YOU KNOW,
they have decided to issue the same combhe will wash and
"These
damaged gum.
inations as last year, but with an additit!
cancel to sell"
ional 10+5c. value. This will be printed
by the PTT and have an interesting connect-,, , that the cancellation shown in the
July issue should read "8301 GLATTion with "Thp Pay of the Stamp', to be
ZENTRUM b. NALLISELLEN". The Glatt is
held at Sarnen, Obwalden, on 1.12.75.
the river giving its name to the valley
that the above mentioned rates
the
change will mean 40c. instead of 30c. for to the north of Ulrich in which
lies.
Wallisellen
of
village
letters to 250g and postcards & printed
matter from'15 to 20c. This must mean
....... that the answer to Question No. 36
the reintroduction of a 20c. value in the is: Z.244, the Rodler 'Tell' of 1941.
definitives.
This 60c. still valid stamp costs
Fr.25 unused, but put on a letter its
.... that a dangerous' Gertan cantelli.e. 1/500th!
ation faker is on-the 'job again. After - cancelled value is only 5c.
being declared not guilty in Dtaseldorf
.... that Question No. 39 is: In which
in December 1974"as,tis eustomers,
Canton is the highest Swiss Post Office
suffered no lose!! he is now happily
situated?
M.R.
advertising for Swiss unused stamps with
WOn

Other Narks on Covers (etc.)

All marks similar to cover 58, except; Luzern registracross;
ion No. is 416; the St. Ives ohs goes over blue
unexplained
an
is
there
255;
is
No.
control
registration

'28'on front; 'Recd. 21st Dec.' on rear. Clearly travelled on same boat to England as cover 5e.
To be continued
End of Section 3 •..

LONDON GROVE: Hon,Sec. Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley

We greatly regret to have
to record the sudden death of
MR. H. T. GRAHAM
of Rugby, who has been a member
since late 1970.

1
Oct, 8th - SWISS EMBOSSED - Display leaned
by Capt. F. C. Davies
Nov. 12th - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and

'Recent Acquisitions'

Dec. 10th - TELL & TELL BOY ISSUES - .
PACKETS - PACKETS .

All Members

PACKETSt

Don't omit to read the Exchange
Packet report on page 60, and then
get don to preparing a supply of
booklets for circulation during the
new season,
A few hints for new members:
Stamps should be mounted on one
side of booPet pages only - to avoid
damage; price reasonably - to ensure
sales, and please put prices above
the stamps to avoid confusion.

14th - AIRMAIL COVERS - All Members

Feb. 11th - LIECHTENSTEIN - Mr. J. Beken
Mar. 10th - AUCTION
1

Covers are best enclosed in a
suitable sized envelope and listed
on the front of same.
Material for specialist packets
especially welcome.

Apr. 14th - ANNUAL COMPETITION
May

All meetings will be held in Stanley
Gibbons' Auction Rooms, Drury House,
Russell Street (opposite the stage door
of Drury Lane Theatre), on the second
Wednesday evening of each month as shown
above, from 6.30 - 8.30 poll•
Be sure to note the dates in your
diary.

Don't forget that the success
of this facility depends entirely on
your contributions.

qausag

New editions out on
30th August 1975

1.221_19,2§,

•••

itagaliAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

'Pocket size

Price

12.50 1

NEW APPOINTMENT
We extend our heartiest
congratulations to MR. G. E. O'HARL
on his appointment as Managing Director
of David Field Ltd., and Wish him
every success for the future.

S ARMSTRONG
A fine collection depends on

1976

... Price

12th - MORE 'ODDS & ENDS'
, All Members

1.20

Mews order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., -

42, Maiden Lane,.Strand, -London WC2E InW
Also to be published on 30th August:
ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIOUALSagaaai
Price: SFr. 19.- plus postage
Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee 1976: SFr. 25.- without
special supplement

SFr. 27.50 with special
supplement
For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

quality and those unusual items that
raise its standard above the
ordinary.
'
Let me help you in the search for
those elusive, but worth-while stamps
or covers.
'Varieties And flaws provide added
interest - selections can be sent on
approval.
If you are interested in airmails,'
flight covers, with their wealth of
cancellations are a 'Must'.
Material also available for 'sideline' collecting: Soldier Stamps,
TP0s, etc.
I will be pleased to supply material
against Want Lists or on approval to
Helvetia Members,' or to advise you how
to add to the scope of your collection.
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Swiss Hotel Posts, Red Cross & Telegraph Stamps

In address to the Swise Group of the G.B. Philatelic Society, Basle,
on 13th October, 1974
by ELME
SERKI
Part I
In Swiss philately. Betel Poeta Red Crow, and Telegraph stampe have
superficially somethitg ln common - they are taelcialist fields not
deflected by
everyone, an fer this reason are dealt with in depth only it specia
listoatalogues
All three make very great demands or basic philatelic knowledge, althoug
h collectore are rewarded sire these fielde are exciting and full of eurprises, provid
ing
occasional. aew discoveries. If collected in depth, however, all three can make
serious inroads on the pocket! But one thing must be stresoed, i.e. that none
of these eubjects should be regarded as marginal ereas of philately: as manifestations of the early philatelic era, they are just as much part of philate
as,
for example, the Cantonal etampe, or the forerunners of the Pro Juventutelyand
Mail stamps. The proof of thia assertion, which may seem surprising to some,Air
I
will make clear in my following expleaatiena.
HOTEL POCLartal
In the 1860e some hoteliers in the Swise mouatain reacrts organised a
private -petal service with its on postaee stamps; virtually a 'Do-ityourself'
MO4EUre l neesesitated by the swiftly growing tourist induetr
y, with which the
ordinary postal eervice was aaable to keep pace. Alpinists, drawa by the sporting
iastinot and love of adventure, came to medeet guest-houses end inns
in the
hamlets aed valleys in the heart of the country, but the (situation change
dramatically from 1850 oae wheu the through oontinental railway lines were built dand
Switzerland could ha reached from Leaden by rail in 18 hours instead of the 10-12
days previously taken by stage-coach. After the end of the Franco-Premien War
of 1870/71 the Geraans, French and Russians streamed in the wake of the British
as heliday-makers and large hotels sprang up like mushrooms.
At first the interest of foreigners was concentrated on the Rigi, already
famous. Hotels had already been established by 1812 at Kl8sterli, 1816
on the
Staffel, 1324 at Kaltbad, 1027 on the 'Kula ead.1837 on the Seheideck. Soon
pensions and hotels were erected all over, where hitherto simple wooden erosaes
marked the meat beautiful viewpoiats, After the Rigi Sotelse for examp
le, the
moUntain.hetel on the Uetliberg waa built in 1039 and around 1850 that on
Pilatas.
Than, almost inevitably; came the mountain railways and the first European cogwheel railway, the Vitznau-aigie was built in 1871, Until then ladies had been
carried to the mountain tops by sedan chairs or on males.
That at this time, nearly 20 years after the introdaction of the
e
stamp, the postal service in the mountain districts waa still utdeveloped,postag
is
not
surprising. Few or no messenger sersioes existed in remote areas. Accordingly
the hotels themeelves had to make proeision for the regular despatc and receipt
of mail for their gueete. rise-where private posts were establishedh long
before
the first hotel poets in Switzerland, particularly in the U.S.A., where private
posts were quite numerous owing to the grossly inadequate efficiency of the State
poet, which to beain with was scarcely able to serve . the larger states and places
situated on the main lines of eomeunieatiec,
There are two roasons why the idea of supplementing the legally privileged State pout by means of private posts and appropriate stamps took
hold in
Switzerlerd, euseatially only in tte hotel treeee
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international nature of the h.otel trade -continually fosters the rapid
spread of good ideas from other countries and the exchange of experience
between countries is more inteeeive, even to-day, than in any other industry.
b) Switzerland was originally far in advance of the U.S.A. in the organisation
of postal services, developing more quickly than in the immense, thinly
settled areas of the American continent. The postal network was soon so
tightly 'woven in Switzerland that only in the extreme cases of remote
mountain hotels could a priv4te poet be justified for any length of time.
• The

Fig, 1

Examples of hotel post stamps

The Grand Hotel Rigi Kaltbad vas the first to organise a private postal
stamp
service and gave a receipt for the conveyance charge. by means of a postage
hotel
or
letter
These
in true imitation of the practice of the State post.
they
h
are
althoug
d,
vanishe
post - stamps to-dee bear witness to times lone since
actually not all that old - just as old as the somewhat dusty pomp of the
corresponding hotel. buildings.
The duration of the firat hotel post stamps can be defined timewise by,
Ron the one heed, the directive written in 1864 for his guests by F. SEGESSE
postal
a
in
private
g.
organis
,
Kaltbad
Rigi
FAWN, the then owner of the Hotel
Authority dated
service; and an the other hand by the Decree of the Swiss Postal
hotel post
of
use
further
the
to
put
was
26 September 1883, by which a limit
Decree is
this
stamps
post
hotel
Swiss
In the literature dealing with
stamps.
on hotel
ban
a
as
merely
to
d
referre
is
it
very often misinterpreted, inasmuch as
Rie
Hotel
the
of
e
exampl
The
facts.
posts. That in no way accords with the
Kalthad was soon copied by other Rigi hotels, i.e.
1879 Rigi Staffel
1870 Rigi Kulm
1868 Rigi Scheideek•
were issued
It is by no means certain that the hotel post &Aug, of Rigi Kaltbad
rs are,
hotelie
Rigi
the
of
ves
directi
in 1864. Written records of the respective
with
do
made
first
at
d
Kaltha
Rigi
as in other oases, virtually non-existent,
stuck
were
which
slips
white
a private hotel-mark, occasionally applied on small
These
know.
not
do
we
ed
on the letters. When and how long this continu
distinctive
gummed slips were followed by trial prints and then the clear,
subsequently to the
made
is
ce
referen
definitive issue of the Kaltbad stamp, When
more accurate
failing
ry,
issue dates of Swiss hotel post stampe it is necessa
cover.
on
use
of
date
documentation, to make do with the earliest known
the
The following more or less remote mountain hotels also undertook
raising of taxes for their private postal services by means of stamps;
1870 Hotel Alpenklub im Eaderanertal/UR
1872 Kuxhaue Stoos oh Brunnen/SZ
1872 Hotel HeaueSejour in Montreux/VD
1873 Hotel Belalp am Aletschgletscher/VS
1877 Kurhaus Bad Taraap/GR
1830 Hotel-Pension Sonnenberg, Engelherg/SW
1882 Hotel Jelierhof$ Campfer/GR
1883 Hotel Pont 7Prosa auf dem St. Gotthard/TI
1883 Hotel Pioratal as Ritomsee/TI
On the
It cannot be said with certainty whether this list, is complete.

ejour,
one hand, the latest evidence as to whether the stamps of the Hotels Beau-S
ily for the collection
Kurhaus Meese, Sonnenberg and Mont Prose ever eerved primar
On the other hand it could
of a postal transport charge is still not conclusive.
the •
well be that stamps of later dated issues were aireads current long 'before
ance.
appear
their
make
will
stamps
n
unknow
yet
as
present known dates of use, or that
the
again
find
we
since
ally,
The example of Segeeser was also followed graphic
in
typical oval of the first Rigi Kalthad stamp ia a fere only slightly altered
post
Hotel
Kula.
Rigi
and
eck
those of the Hotels Belalp, Maderanertal, Rigi Scheid
for
ry
necessa
were
which
stamps
stamps are sometimes found alongside the official
Thus originated the much
the conveyance of letters frem the nearest post office.
post stamps were
betel
,
though
lly,
Genera
sought-after cancellatioto on them.
backs of letters or
the
on
or
,
stamps
l
officia
deliberately affixed away from the
hotel,
every
Not
rkspostma
hotel
cards, and cancelled by means of special
own.
its
of
11646liar, Possessed a canceller
(To be continued)

A PHILATELIC TOUR THROUGH GANTP1 GRA NOM

B

S. V. BERTI

Part III

• rt.)
Climbing in an arc away from Thusie, the train heads eatward, affording a
splendid vicar back over the whole of the Doaleechg valley along which we have just
come. The line enters the imprenaive Albula gorge And threads its way 'along,
frequently with the aid of tunnels and avalaache galleriea, high up on the right
hand eide. After crossing the famous . lofty viaduct at Solis another scenic
tranaformation takes place, and entering the verdant, more open expanses of the
Hittlere Albulatal the train arrives at Tiefeacaptele where we are set to enter
one of the richest philatelic regiona of Gnaubtnden.
Firstly we explore, by peatel coach, the lateral val/ey leading to
henserbeide. A such visited resort, which has developed considerably in recent
years, Leneerheide (Lai in Romansch) has possessed it own tourist cancel ainee
Nay 5th, 1949. The imacriptton then read; "1500m Sport. Rahe. Erholunge"
Nowadays an updated- version (K0341) , is in 1140.
Just beyond Lenzerheide it Valbella, originally a
tiny village. Now the Taletation of the Rothorn cable.
railway is situated there ' as the tourist cancellation
(Fig. 8) testifies. We proceed northwards, as there
are still two more cancellatime
to collect. The,first of these
is to be found at Parpen (a smaller
resort), aad depicts a chapel and a wooden chalet set
'site
against a background of jagged peaks (fig. 9), and
indicating with "1500 m" the height above aea level of the
Fig, 9 Parpan
village. PinallY we reach Churwalden and obtain a copy of
(K.124a)
K.241a, featuring the church and a group of buildings, again
with a background of mountains, The philatelic poenibilities in this valley
hue having-been exhausted, we return to Tiefencastel, reboard the train, and
ontinue east towards Filisurs

None of the small villages thr ouh which we acs consider th vivo
ufficiently developed to warrant a tourist canccl but just be fore
Filleur we cross a viaduct that warranted its owe, stamp; the handvasser Viadukt,
eubjeet of /e307, the 60 happen value of the 1949 definitive series. In Filisuit
ve may again pause to procure tourist oancellatiens:
Schmitten im Albula, nearby, has stone houses in Engadine
style (Ke446), while Wiesen, somewhat higher up on the
branch line to Devoe, is built in 4 completely different
style, predominantly of wood, indicating its origin as a
Walser (Valaleiaa) settlement.
Its cancel (K.263a),
illustrates its position, nestling on the slopes of the
Sendhubel (Fig, 10).
Fig, 10 Wieuen
Eatueen Pilisur andtBe gta another step in the
(K.263a)
valley has to be surmounted, the railway line clinge to a narrow shelf hewn oat
ef the solid rock with the river far below on the right. In consequence this
eection of the valley is virtually uninhabited, until ve emerge onto an elevated,
open plateau upon which lies the compact village of Berea (Bravuogrhin Romansch),
meet' the moot beautiful spots in the Alps, - Here there are several Engadine
style stone houses, oneiof them known as the "arg Jenatsoh Bane", after the
subject of Lae (1941 Historische Bilneio series), the fiery-temeered rebel
from the Engadine who is reputed to have stayed in BersOn in the lath century.
Thearby is the arg Jenatsch Clubhattee used by alpiniste wishing to ascend Piz
D'Erre However, the building depicted on the Ur:0i tourist cancel (K.63a) is
the ancient tower, "La Tar" situated in the village centre. ' Its origins are
unknown,' but it was presumably built to guard the Albula Pass route.
It is towards this pass that the train continues to olimh, leaving Beren
far below, by MR8118 of a sequence of spiral tunnels and terraces, until reaching
rreda, where the road branches off to wind up to the bleak ease itself. This
long haul is evoided by the railway, and the train plungee into the 5.8 kilometre
Albula Tunnel. Seven minutes later we emerge at Spines, to the Val Bever.
Descending gently along this lateral valley we reach Bever itself, turn to the
vest, and arrive at our destination of Sameden, a small town and. rail junction.
After a short halt the train will make the final stage of its journey, continuing
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first turn to the
westwards to St. Morita. Before we can do the same we must
Unterengadin, as the fifth stage of our tour.
5. §:MAAR samaLlaval
"Samedan Golf Flugsport" proclaims the post office
Both the golf course
machine cancellation 3,144 (Fig. 11).
and
and the airstrip are to be found south-east of the town,
ely"
it was on the latter that the 1967 "Day of Aerephilat
Fig. 11 Samedan
PISA
of
m
emble
wings
and
globe
usual
The
held.
event was
(30144)
was incorporated into a special handstamp with the wording
text differs
"7503 Sameden, Di da L'Aerofilatelia". This Ladin-Romansch
Domat/Ems. The
in
slightly from that used in 1971, when the event took place
Di PAW Aerofilatelia".
inscription there, in Surselvisch, read "7013 Domat/Ems
g building
Of the recent definitive series, LA15 features an interestin
), which
asset
a-P).
Plant
s
(Ches
a
in the centre of Samedan, namely the Planta-Hau
the
by
1593
in
ing
dwell
was converted from a farmhouse into a. patrician
influential Solis-Planta family°
Bever, into snares
We leave Samedaa and again travel eastwards, beyond
Passing through the small
where Ladin-Romaasch is widely spoken and taught0
formerly the chief
villages of Kadulain and La Punt-Chamues-dh, we reach Zueie
(K.130a) shows, in
place of the Engsdiae. The post office cancellation
parish church, with its tall,
beautiful detail, A substantial stone chalet and the
, with a leaping ibex
thin spire. A little further on is S-Chanf, and K.69a
of the proximity of the
advertising "Wanderungea in Nationalpark", reminds us
Swiss National Park, to the south-east.
a 'K' cancel, we reach
At Zernez, which surprisingly (tees not yet possess
square miles. It is
the gateway to the reserve, which stretches over 50
which plies over the Ofen Pass
necessary to resort once more to the postal coach,
somewhat remote Tel
route, the only road through the National Park, to the
Italy. On the way we enjoy
KUstair, which descends in steps to the border with
definitives): a wooded peak with
scenery similar to that portrayed on &?..§a (1946
ion, all of the animals
some gnarled pine trees in the foreground. In addit
s for 1965 to 1967 roam at will
depicted on the stamps of the Pro Juventute issue
s for the Pro Juventute
in the park, and zany of the flowers chosen as the topic
n tourist tracks. Perhaps
sets of the 19400 grow wild there, far from the beate Silberdistel (silver thistle),
the moat appropriate one to mention is 462E3.1Sily the
Graubenden's national flower.
There follows
The first village south of the Ofen Pass is Tachierva
merits as a
its
and
',
useum
Valchava, which uses X.560 to advertise a 'Talm
Park). A little
nal
Natio
the
"Ferienort beim Nationalpark" (holiday centre near
air, Santa Maria, where thefurther on we arrive at the capital of the Fel Milst
306a illustrates a typical
K.
Romanach influence is still very much apparent.
mSta.Vexia im Menstertal,'
h':
churc
local style chalet and the 15th century Gothic
"dealer Perienortu.
U 2.
ning
retur
e
befor
viuit
to
There is one more village
'4..? 70 161-6 13
across the Ofen Pass, and this is KOstair itself.

The tourist handstamp K.453 (Fig. 12) has a Romansch
inscription: "Frescas Carolingas", referring to the ent
frescoes to be found inside the old Benedictine Conv
illustrated in the cancellation.
(To be continued)
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Fig. 12 Mistair
(K.453)
SWISS STAMPS ?

COLLECTING
NG
RO
S ARMST
particular interest or research study? - send for

, Nave you some
Airs, Postage
selections of mint/used stamps.; or Pro Patria, Fro Juventute,
ial Flights,
Spec
,
Covers? - Pre-stamp
Dues, Pte-b4che sE-t4nant, etc.
'POs,
s?
Commemorative Postmarks, Das of Stamp Cards, etc. Side-line
Soldier Stamps and Covers ... and many tore.
Send now,
wants ,Liata welcome.
Torrisholme, t.COICASBE, Lance LA4 61
14, Low Lane
00-----
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SITTING HELVETIA IMPERFORATE
1854 62
Traeslated by Mrs. K. McMahon and H. g . 0ha,

Part VII
(Conclusion)

Rkte UNCELLATIONS
Halved Ittla
1. 2 Rp. grey in 21r etampe next to one another, diagonally or vertically out,
used as 5 Rp.
2. 2 Hp. grey, 11 etamps next to one another d onaUy or vertically cut,
ueed as 3 Rp.
Nos, 1 4; 2 must not be confus d wlth the Provieienals for Italy which
appear only en printed matter to Italy.
3, 2 lip. composted of two different halvea, occasioned by the halving of this
value for the printed matter postage to Italy.
4. 2 Rp. Block of ten and strip of five together on a letter.
5. 5 Hp. brown, used diagonally, horizontally or vertioally, halved as 2 or
21 Hp., appeared principally in Geneva.
6. 5 Ry. halved diagonally, with a pair of 2 Rp, grey, probably as 5 Rp.
postage due.
7. 5 Rp. compesed of 2 different halvee reeultieg from the halving of this
value for 'affranchissement mod4r4'.
Note)
i&

8 10 Rp. halved diagoually, horizontally or vertically, used ae 5 Rp.

9,

10 Rp. halves of two different stamps, used together.

10, 10 Rp.

stamps, halved diagonally, horizontally or vertically, used as
15 Rp,
11. 10 Rp. vertically halved with 15 Rp1, red used as 20 lip.
12. 15 RP* 3 stamp cut diagonally, used as 10 Rp,
i prepayment'. (Note)
13. 15 lip. halved with 5 4., used as I2 Rp. as od
14. 15 Rp. halved, used as "Pi Rp.
15 * 15 Rp. lel stamps, used as 20 Rp. letter rate.
rd December 1861).
16. 20 Rp. 11 and : stamps as 15 Rp. due (cancelled
17. 20 Rp. ! stamp out horizontally tie 15 Rp. due (cancellee with green lozenge
tf AIROLO 10th January 1857).
18, 20 Rp. 4 stamp square cut * used as 5 Rp,
stamp, cut square, togetber with 15 LIp., used as 20 Hp,
19. 20 Rp.
20, 20 Rip, halved diagonally, horizontally or vertically, used as 10 Rp.
21, 40 Rp. halved diagonally, horizontally or vertically, used as 20 Rp,
2. 1 Fr, horizontal half with 20 Rp.
23. Half 15 Rp. and half 10 Bp. ' 12

r

orange, used as 70 Rp,
lip.

No'"Affranchiaeement mod4r4" or "Moderierte Frankatur" applied when more
than 20 pieces of mail were handed in to the Post Office at the
same time.
'hole
24. 1854 issue with a stamp of the perforated 1862 issue used together
2 Hp, with a stamp of the 1862 issue
M
M
If
5 RP*
"
*
II
If
10 lip.
e
Of
II
II
20 Rp.
e
II
II
II
II
40 Rp.
e
II
II
e
II
1 Fr.
M

II ,

ft

IV

1 Fr. (270) on a letter together weth 10 crt . (No. '1 Pf )double impression
of value figures
The price for the 'rare cancellations' is understood to apply In cases
where ncthing *Ise is mentioned for the entire cover or card etc. Thue,
where the poatal tax and correct uae canzot be verified are considerably cheaper.
25

'SITTIEG EELVali IMPERF: (Cont.)
There are additions to the normal prices for
1.
2.

Stamps with double silk thread (Note 1)
Stemple without milk thread (Note 2)

5 RO. brown; 10-Rp. blue; 15 Rp..rose; 20 Rp. orange-yellow; 40 Hp,
green
Note 1. These prices are for examples where the silk threads are at a
considerable distance from one another; where the silk threads
are almost next to one another they are rarer and of more value.
Note 2. In many examples the threads are only pulled out or have fallen
out, so that stamps without threads must be examined very minutely*
'SPECIMEN' overprint in blue, height

1854/62

3f

mm., length 23.6 mm.

Horizontal hand stamp in the upper third of the stamp, overprinted so
that the beginning and end of the word rune over the neighbouring stamp.
No. 21G

2 Rp, grey

No. 23C 10 Rp. blue overprinted in black diagonal overprint

The End

IletwV1,41111,1,1110•00

0,10100•4 48/•041.

AUTUMN NEW ISSUES -

on llth September

PUBLICITY STAMPS - Series II
A.
buildin features
laidanaaa. 15 Hp.

f the Disabled - 3 colours: violet/
green/black-violet
inadequate house design often complicates the daily life of
The stamp theme appeals to architects, engineers, .
disabled people.
house owners and authorities to plan and design buildings with the needs
of the disabled in mind.

30 Rp.

ThLatlkin

t-

3 colours: orange-red/red/black

The stamp highlights the dedicated work of the interconfessional
organisation for pastoral care by telephone, a service which can be contacted by telephone in 12 Swiss towns around the clock, to aid people in
affliction or despair with spiritual comfort, advice and sympathy.

Heritage Year - 2 cols. yell-brn/dk.brown

50 Rp.
The Council of Europe

in Strasbourg has declared
1975 the "Year for the Architectural Heritage" - "A future
for our past". The stamp aims
to arouse awareness of the
importance of preserving historic or distinctive buildings

and architectural features.
.Anniversary ot
60 Rp. 3101..
11
-.2.1-4A1.1211-StL1119.
Fac.t1,21:_.eaatt - 5 colours:
grn.blueiblue/ochreirediblack
Of particular interest to
the postal historian, the

stamp marks the fouadation, in

1675 of the Fischer Post. It
portrays the great Berneee
postal pioneer and town-council-

lor, Beat Fischer von Reichen-

back (1641-1698) from a
privately-owned oil painting.
The postal privilege of the
Fischer Post lasted from 1675
to 1832.

PISCALS
........
tam nmne.W.mmil

For those wishing

to collect Fiscal stamps,
the first thing to have
is a Catalogue.

We can

supply spiral bound photostat copies
of the 1949 SCRAUFILBE,RGER C;ITALOGUS
(virtually unobtainable in original
form), for only £5.00 post free.
Also available: photostat copies
of the Swiss extract from the 1913
CATALOGUE at £1.50 post free.
Helvetia members who wish to
receive Revenue approvals from us,
kindly complete the form enclosed
with this 'News Letter'.

HILKATCHER
THE AAATeUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
Highgate,
P.C. Box 242,
4LS
LUZON N6
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

(Continued on
Page 69)
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UTM
IL JELMILI (Continued)
Pesi gnerat 15 Rp. Gelestino Peatti Basel

30 Rp. Walter Beutter, Zdrich
50 Rp. Pascal Berson, Pully
60 Rp. Courvoieier S.A.
Nulticolour rotogeavare by
Courvoisier S.A.
i
26
mmo
(33 x 23 mm.)
j
3o
x
§Paer White, luminous, without
0
a_2ELLTILLI. 2 sheets (A & B)
.U
50 stamps each
Special envelopes were provided, one
for each value and one for the set.
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DID YOU KNOW?

tnat to , cay surprise the FTT is not
only putting up the inland rates from
1 Jan. 1976 but also the foreign. Originally these jumps were intended to take
place alternately, but even though Switzerland has the loeestzate of inflation
in Europe, rises of 304 or so are
apparently justified.
..... that another 'last cds without
PLZ has been found by G.A. Nicolet, in
use by the GD PTT in Bern until 4,3.68!
B. Di
that so-called "Heimat-Sammeluagen"
laiRLYE AacarrEcTEAL_ANDs
postal
history collections of a specific
cRAET
canton, region, district, valley or a
.2.50 'eeathercock on tower
single village (home town), are becoming
St. Ursus Cathedral,
so popular that a special exhibition
Solothurn - col, brown
category is being considered. My area
ieelmen Bane Hartmann, Eta?,
is everything postal within a 6 km radius
kegravers Albert Yersin, nt. Suipice VD from Bassersdorf, but it takes a lifetime
Lagaijes: Line engraved intaglio by the of searching for such material.
PVT Printing Works, Berm
..... that the popular PJ booklets -have
29 x 24 ma. (26 x 21 mm.)
their
panes hand-separated and hand
bens White, luminoue, w, violet fibres assembled,
so that no edges are machineForm nalialler: 4 sheets (1-4) each of
cut.
They
are
often used as a small
50 stamps
Christmaa . present, but as they . are not
A special cover was issued, and the on sale at ordinary post offices they are
same simple First Day cancel was used
sold by achool children door-to-dos,
for both issues. Collection sheets and
together with the stamps. They are
folders will also be available,
naturally on sale at the Philatelic
Bureaux, also for standing orders,,and
at the PIT secretariat in Ulrich. From
the latter Also can be obtained the bookTwo stamps will be issued on 22nd
Let, in German or French, desuribiag the
September on behalf of Namibia (former
stamps of that year, but unfortunately
S.W. Africa).
the secretariat takes no standing orders,
Rp.0.50 blast : brown/green/
e.... that I apologise for not yet
t . ,roee/lt.blue
finishing my article on Zwise Registered
Pr.1.30 black/brown/lt.viols
labels and Marks, but there is always
orange/rose
mething new turning up.
If HPS
229.1sw An open hand superimposed on a
members have any farther -comments, then
map of Africa
please let me have them soon,
H nry
:
Senceat4,
e
Le.P.Lefill
that until the set price rose above
ravure.by
gement')
4i4XISLIAW Hoto S
3Fr.2.FP and PJ stamps could be obtainFournier
spain
ied
from
vending machines for a 2 Pr. coin.
I
4lee
26 a 41 mm.
These
machines
now give only 3 stamps of
.19aues Rp.0.50 - 1,900,000
the
set,
plus
a
couple
of conmemeratives
1,800,0cc
Fr.1.30
to
mane
up
the
value.
This not being
Validity: For use only on cor espondence .very satisfactory
has
led the PT to
from the Palais des Nations
experiment
eith
Sfr.5.maehinee, giving
in Geneva.
a set of each, plus p few others.
The First Day canoel chows a map of ..... that soon - when the
go up Africa with a flower blossoming from the one will be able to obtain rates
postcards
5
at
territory of Namibia and reading:
40c. each (30t. to-day) from vending
"Namibia 22.5.75 - Premier Jour" and
machines for 2 Fr. At present cards
round the edge: "1211 GeNSVE
cermet be obtained from such machines
ADMISISTRATiON PenTsan
NATeeNn UNine" • since the rate went up from
20c. to 30c,
Similar stamps of 10 & 18 e. U.S.
that the answer to 4uestion 59 is
will be issued by: the U.N. in New York
alaie. This highest Swiss post office,
on the same day,
on the Jungfraujoeb, is politically in the
Canton
of Valais, but postally in District
CIRCUL TOURIST BLICITY CAS 0 Pi St
111, Bern 1 There must be only a few feet
from the office to the cantonal boundary!
• .... that Question 40 is: which GB stamp
shows a nwiee monument incorrectly?

alat
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BEARTISST CONGRATULATIONS TO
4 STSPS OF SWITMIg_2_10.162
ER 0.LTaL_AI
LssZs
MR. &
A. J. HaRDING
by Paul Mirabaud & Axel de Reuterskibld
who will be celebrating their
4
RUBY WEDDING
1
This work was published originally in
on 27th September
1899 in a limited edition of which only
05
150 copies were in English. Chapters on
4 4 4 404 40 4 4 4 4440
4
the various Cantonal issues, transitional
AUTUMN -E
Rayons and Seated Belvetias are among those
Mirabaud and his colleague, Baron Axel de
To remind you that our opening
meeting will be on Wednesday, Oct. 8th, Reuterskiiad, assembled from information
obtained from existing literature, as well
at Drury House, Russell St., WC2, at
6.30 p.m. We hope to see all our reg- as records and documents in postal archives
in Zfirich, Geneva, Basel, Bern and Germany.
ular attenders and to meet new members.

Pass 70

A

a

'AI

In addition to extensive material on the
stamps themselves, almost one-half of the
book is devoted to the postal markings found
on the 1843-1854 issues.
Our Northern Group will hold their
The 10 colour plates of early Swiss
first meeting on Saturday, 27th Sept.,
issues, an outstanding feature of the
with 'PRE-1914 POSTAL STATIONERY' original edition, are reproduced as black
Discussion Leader Mr. J.N. Highsted.
and white half-tones of extremely fine
Me. D. Swift will give his
quality in this quarterman reprint.
'CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY' on Oct. 25th.
Among the 15 full-page illustrations
Owing to lack of space the full
' are plating studies of the "Vaud" transprogramme will be in the Oct. issue.
itional and layouts of the Rayons. This
104-page hardcover edition also contains
ADDITION TO THE LIBRay
a new foreword by Ernest A. Kehr. Although
A copy of the new Zumstein POSTAL
subsequent research has shown some of
STATIONERY CATALOGUs has been obtained. Mirabaud's
deductionsto be outdated, fundIt is fully up-to-date with present
amentally this work still stands as an
day valuations.
important source of information for all
those who collect Swiss stamps,
The next section of the treatise
'I h

i.J.,,6raalli4e will

display of 'SWISS EMBOSSED', kindly
loaned by Capt. F. C. Davis.

SO • •n••• •

CENSORSHI2 NAIL is being held over
and will follow shortly,

on

ZUMSTEIN

9a4400 - New editions published
1975

• THE POSTAGE STAMPS
OF SWITZERLAND
1843 - 1862
,
by Paul Mirabaud & Alex de Reuterskiad

on 30th August

s

Newly reprinted edition in English
of this important book originally published
IsSce 412.50
EUROPE 1976
! in 1899.
Sailaalka/LIECHTENSTEIN 197,4
104 pages, in hardback cover, 'contain... Price .4 1,20
Pocket size
ing detailed information on the Cantonal,
Please order Catalogues from
Transitional, Rayon and Sitting Helvetia
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
stamps, and the postal markings of the
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WCZEilill 1843-54 issues.
AlSo published on 30th August:
There are 15 full page illustrations
which include the platings of the so-called
ZUMSTEU4 POSTAL 5TiTIONEY CATALOGUE
"Vaud" and Rayon stamps.
Srr.19.- plus postage

PrSce:

Supplements to

the Europe .Catalogue

are published in the BERSER BRIEFARAEN
ZEITUNG.
SFr. 25.Annual fee 1976:
without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
With special supplement
For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND ASL.EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

ZUNISTEIN
Bertsch & Cie,
Propr,
P.O.B. 2565, CH - 30O1 BERN

Now available at 4 16.75
(Plus 65 p. post & packing) from the U.K. Agents

HARRY HAYE$
BATLEY,
48, Trafalgar Street,
Clerks. WF17 7BA
Tel. Batley (10924): 472e8
Suppliers of philatelic literature.
Generous Dealer Discounts.
- the above
mentioned book is published by Quarterman
Publications Inc., 225, Willow Avenue,
Somerville, Mass. 02144 at 4 35.00.

Members in
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29th YEAR

U PU 1900
by W. R. MORRISON
INTRODUCTIO

a popular and fruitful
The UPU issue of 1900 has always been
ngs and
xities of the perforations, printi
topic for specialists. The comple
est single
bigg
the
velled over the years, but
major varieties have been slowly unra
Gees.
and
h
Wirt
of the complete series by
can be
advance was undoubtedly the plating
that
all
to sit back and accept that
k will
Since then there has been a tendency
wor
r
the
fur
y
k this is so. Admittedl
hed,
blis
done has been done, but I do not thin
esta
be
to
s
there are still new fact
be disproportionately difficult, but
the advanced specialist.
and there is thus plenty of scope for
l write these articles. I
It is with this in mind that I shal
of those
n about the issue for the benefit
know
is
what
of
most
ribe
desc
to
hope
s for
forward some frankly speculative idea
nsburgh,
just beginning, and I intend to put
Hele
et,
Stre
iam
Will
te to me (at 54,
wri
l
wil
s
ber
mem
e
hop
I
on.
ussi
disc
opinions
or via the Secretary) giving their
aps make
Dunbartonshire, Scotland, G84 8XT perh
may
we
way
this
) and in
cles
arti
re
futu
h
wit
ng
alo
tion
lica
pub
r
(fo
will have
unlikely that a single individual
t
mos
is
it
nly
tai
Cer
.
ress
prog
some
ssary to
st material, said it is therefore nece
iali
spec
ired
requ
the
all
to
access

pool resources.

d information on the
There is not a great deal of publishe
the original
student who would like to refer to
UPU 1900 issue, but for the serious
texts I recommend the followings
Zumstein
fmarken der Schweiz', III Auflage
Brie
e
('Di
book
Hand
'd
tein
Zums
1.
pp
es all that was knowli:about the issue

136-9) describ
Cie, Bern, 1924,
A
rs..
there are one or two erro
H
in 1924, but it is now evident that appe
L
(HN
tee
let
e
'New
the
ared in
cle
translation of most of this arti

1974,lio. 6, p.46).

2.
3.

in the Handbook (pp 298-9) and in the
The essays and proofs are described
2, Nos. 62/3).
'Swiss Philatelist' (Amateur Collector, 197
whole issue, by H. Wirth-Buzzi and
The definitive work on plating the
en Zeitung'(1953,

rner Briefmark
R. Gees appeared in serial form in the 'Be
lished by the Verband Schweizer e
No. 3 to 1960, No. 1) and as a booykinpub
the Library. The BBZ articles wer 9)
Briefmarken Vereine, with a cop
HNL (1958, Nos. 7/8 to 1961, No.
translated and published in full in the -C,
in the 'Swiss Philatelist' (1958,
and, omitting platine of 78C and 79A
No. 21 to 1963, No. 31).
in the present series of
kat: I will nu describe details of plating
articles.

BACKGROUND

of the founding of the
Plans to celebrate the 25th anniversaryinis
tration were asked
the Postal Adm
UPU were announced in mid-April,1900p, and
mark the occasion. These were to be
to produce a special postcard end stam to
ready for issue on 2nd July, 1900 :!
an acceptable stamp,
The Postal Administration considered that
ps, could be produced only by the copper
double the size of the normal postage stam
by the required date. They proposed
plate method - but it could not be ready
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able design and there
that only the postcard should be made since they had an accept
ed to
was still time to print it. Despite their protests they were commission
based
are
ns
produce 5c. and 10c. postcards and 5, 10 and 25c. stamps. The desig
was
ing
al
engrav
on a sketch by Eugene Grasset (Paris & Lausanne) and the origin
N
FLORIA S
done by Frederic Florian (Paris), hence GRASSET D (am delineavit) and
This illustration also shove
(mc sculpait) at the foot of the design (Fig. 1).
Catalogle and in the
the names of features described in Zumetein's Specialised
Wirth & Gees plating study.

UPU 1900
INSCRIPTION
INSULATORS
WIRES
L.HAND

ARCH
CLOUD
BRACKETS

L.WR/ST
WIRES
SKY

1.

2'
;WIRES
3.

L.FOREARM
—BOW
L.ELBOW

4'

WINS

RIBBON

HOR I ZON

L.SHOULDER
AK LEAF
OAK

NECK
R.SHOULDER

SHIELD
CROSS

SHAWL-

CHEST

R .UPPERARM

POLE

GLOBE

HORIZON

R. ELBOW

R.FORE ARM
R.WRIST
R.HAND

HIP
VALUE TABLET
SHAWL

:LETTERS,
;COVERS

VALUE
DRESS
DATE BAND
HYPHEN
SCROLL

MARGIN
FRAME

GA ASSET

F LORIAN

Fig.

1.
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The postcard used a simplified version of the stamp design
POSTALE,' on
(Pig. 2) with the inscription 'Postkarte./CARTE POSTAL. - CARTOLINA
. Unions
tverein
Weltpos
the 5o., and 'Carte Postale./Union postale universelle.
intended
was
which
card
10c.
postale universale./UUISSE. SCHWEIZ. SVIZZERA' on the
for postage to destinations outside Switzerland.

Po stkarte.
CARTE POSTALE -- CARTOI.INA POSTALE. tai
Nur 1 Or die Adreeee.
dl
dl

........................... ..... •

Carte postale.
postale euiverialo.
Union postale unlverselle.- Weltpostverein.- Moe
SUISSE.

SCHWEIZ. SVIZZERA.
ftlr dle Areeee.

Fig. 2.
UPU (1900) 56. postcard.
Insert shows text from
10c. postcard.

The design is allegorical, in keeping with the style of
al wings, framed
the time, and shows a female figure with flowing hair and mercuri
tied to it with
at her left by a telegraph pole with the Federal Cross on a shield
and in the background
a ribbon. Her lowered right hand is distributing letters,
carries the
there is a partly visible globe. A curved band across the top
partly rolled
smaller
a
and
,
SELLIO
UNIVER
inscription 'JUBILE DE L'UNION POSTAL
cartoons
us
humoro
s
Variou
00.
1875-19
band across the foot carries the dates
items.
scarce
quite
now
are
these
and
y,
were produced by the postcard industr
(To be continued)

Mr. Ranch, our Packet Secretary,
informs me that there has been a good
response in the form of booklets and
that 16 Packets are already in circulation. To enable members to receive a
flow of Packets, however, much more
material is required.
Packets forwarded by post must
be securely packed, so please use strov
outer envelopes to ensure safe transit.
Incidentally' he frequently

receives communications addressed to
'Helvetia Philatelic Society, 353,

Beddow Road etc.' It is not necessary,
nor even advisable to publicise the
Society this way and letters should bear
only his name and address.
This comment applies equally to
the Secretary.

.J. R.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
all issues of Swiss
..... for
mint and used, covers of
stamps,
all descriptions ......

and more items for special
collections
Lake Steamer Cancels
Route Marks
Balloon Plights
Soldier Stamp Covers
Maximum Cards

... etc.

Material sent on approval
or supplied to your Wants Lists.
Write now to
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholms,
LA4 6PN
Lance
MBE,
MORECA
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A PHILATEUC TOUR THROUGH CANTON . GRALIBU OEN
By S. : V.
5.

Samedan - Schul

13z1ITI

Part IV.

Scuol (Continued)

From Zernez we continue east by train, and again experience aaubtie change in
the landscape as we pass into the Unterengadin region. At Stiseh the Fltiela Pass,
road comes in; on the left.
Cruarda,,situated on a slope some way above its railway
station, contains many stone houses of note, similar to thoee shown ,onAmg, the
current 60 Rp. definitive. The tourist cancel, K.277a, showing a part of the
village equare, complements this stamp perfectly.
The next village, Ardez, is one of the four places in
Switzerland selected for special protection and partial renoFesta d'En9;adina
vation as a contribution to 'European National Heritage Year',
hence another appropriate match would be the post offic
Fig 1
- 3- Special
cancellation of Ardez applied to z.„0s, the recently issued
'Post—Automobile
'Heimatschute commemorative.

cancellation in red,

The railway reaches its terminus at Schuls/Scuol, the
of 1938.
chief place of the Unterengadin, well-known in particular for
its mineral baths and the castle at nearby Tarasp. Over the years several cancellations have been used with the aim of attracting visitors: K.315a (Tarasp)
depicts the castle, and has the Romansch wording 'Auas Mineralas', and the machine
candellation 3e156 shows these springs and indicates a
1
Ganzjahriges Kur- + Sportort l , while as far back as 1938
two unique automobilecancels were used, one with the slogan
.
'Bagn Mineral TARA.SP-SCUOL-VULPERA', and the other (Fig. 1,3)
advertising the Testa d'Engiadina'e The accompanying
circular date-stamp worded 1 1. Uffici svizzer da poste sun
automobil' was only ever used on these two occasions.
Fig. 14 Sent
A postal coach service extends to the remoter villages
(K.236a)
lying near the Austrian border, and passes through Sent,
wetly rebuilt after a fire in 1921. 'Here there is a 15th
century ruined church, the subject of K.236a (Fig. 14).
Diverging from the Inn, the road climbs to the left into the wild valley of
Samnaun, one of the geographically remoteet spotp in Switzerland, and only recently
'discovered' , by tourisme The two main places, Compatsch and Samnaun, use the same
motif on their !Ic° cancels: a desolate mountain valley.
We collect copies of
these, and having exhausted the philatelic poeeibilitiee in this region make our
way back to Samedan.
6.

0 e

Not only is Samdan the gateway to the Unterengadin, but also to Pontresina
and the Bernina Pass, and St. Moritz and the Oberengadin lakes. First we visit
Pontresina.'another traditional resort, surrounded by beautiful pine-wooded side
Its machine cancel ehows an ibex, a group of gentians and an edelweiss,
valleys.
with a peak rising in the background: 'Pontresina, Wege zu Bluten und 'raid'. The
towering Piz Rovegg, which crowns the unspoiltRoseggtal, provided the suNect for
the 30 Hp. values of the 1939 National Exhibition (1st set - Z.41,24jeg27le they
show the Techierva Glacier on Piz Rosegg, with clouds scudding past the left flank
of the snow-capped massif.

The repion is the home of numerous marmots the brown, furry animal portrayed
The marmot hibernates all through the winter, coming out in the
on Ly.1 211.

summer to sun himself on the high rocks, and is very wary of human beings, emitting
a curious high-pitched whistle to warn his fellows of their approach.
It is hard to imagine that a completely different climate,
culture and landscape prevail just a few miles south, on the far
side of the Alps. Here, in the mild Puschlav valley where vineyards abound, the natives speak their own Italian dialect, and a
complete contract to the north lc offered. Yet the whole is
easily accessible by train from Pontresina, an eighty minute
journey over the Bernina Pass, which is kept open all the year
round ,despite coaaiderable difficulties in winter.
PoschieSe is the most important place in the valley, and
is the home of K.222 (Fig. 1), which became K.222a in 19
AVO
the addition of the postal code 7742.
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Swiss Hotel Posts, Red Cross & Telegraph Stamps
An

, Part II
by XGGEN D. MERKI
already stated the hotel Ps= were not banned by the decree of the

Swiss postal authorities of 26 September 1883.. This merely provided that private
stamps too closely resembling official postage stamps were no longer to be swed.,
The resemblances in question were indicated in the decree: that certain 'stampe
displayed a value "in fixed stated figures" or contained markinge Such as 'FRANCO',
PORTO, TAXE etc. Nor were hotel stamps prohibited because hotel letters were
now to be handled by the State post. Even to-day this does not apply in the
case of all mountain hotels. The hotels themselves had to provide - as previously
for conveying mail to the nearest - and often far distant - posting place and Were
permitted to charge their gueets for thie service. However, this carriage charge
did not last much longer, since the maintenance of such a postal service soon
became eatablished as part of the ordinary runaing of a well-organised hotel.
Since the stamps affixed to letters also provided good publicity they
continued ia use to some extent, beyond the period of their real purpose. It is,
of course, no loner possible, in every case, to ascertain precisely how long
the issue of the stamps was tied to the collection of a mail carriage charge.
This clearly differed from hotel to hotel, but the following can be said about
the use of hotel stamps partially as publicityt
a) The stamps remained hotel poet stamps even when they no longer fulfilled
their original purpose. It would be illogical to speak of them - as is
sometimes done in ignorance of the peculiar circumetances of their origin as advertising vignettes as soon as they no longer had any franking value.

This is not done in the ease of 'ordinary' postage stamps.

b) Before the end of the century it had become common practice to 'embellieh'
letters and cards With additional frankinge. To the extent that hotels
post stamps were so used and cancelled, by postal or railway officials,
they are 'cancellations by favour' to be regarded in the same way as the
modern averfranked first day 'covers.
It is known - and recently confirmed at the Swiss Philatelic Congress in
June 1944 at Rigi-Kulm - that hotel porters sold their remainders of hotel
post stamps to guests, thus seriously affecting the ecarcity of particular
stamps, but even if such stamps were later stuck onto cards or letters it
cannot be attributed to publicity on the Dart of the hotels.
Indeed the number of stamps probably increased rather than decreased
after the official restriction, by reason of their publicity value. Only the
hotels Rigi-Kaltbad and Belalp stopped using them altogether. The stamps of the
hotels Rigi-Scheideck and Rigi-Staffel, as well as Stoca and Sonnenberg did not
include anything objected to by the postal authorities and could, therefore,
remain unaltered. The Hotel Maieranerthal contented itself by removing the value
figexe and replacing the word 'FRANCO' with 'EXTRADIENST'. Rigi-Kulm, Piora-Thal
and Ment'Prosa changed their previous designs completely and issued new stamps.

Fig.

4

ended designs

1091 Neuee Stahlbad, 4t. Moritz/GR
1896 Schwendi Kaltbad ob SarDen/OW
1897 Hotel Bellevue, Glion a. Montreux/VD
1897 Hotel Engadinerhof, St. Moritz-Bee GR
1897 Grand Hotel dee Alpes,,Miirren/BE
To varying extents the connection between these stamps and the postal
arrangements remain e to be established. In general the question is one of
stamps of which so Tar only isolated examples have been discovered and which
hence do not admit of any definite conclusions.
Although it may still be difficult in the case of accepted h otel post
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hotel post stamps to determine whether they have actuelly served any postal function,
the situations of the hotels, etc., demonstrate that the conditions necessary for
the eatablishment of a private post existed.
However, further hotel vignettes which could also have served as hotel
post stamps and could, therefore, also be of interest, are known from the last
reasons.
century, but have not, so far, been recognised in the catalogues for various;
only
occur
they
These problematicalissues have one thing in common, namely that
in isolated examples. In other words, adequate criteria for their assessment are
lacking. So far it has not been possible to obtain any reliable information from
use or
the hotel or other archives "about the dates of issue' availability, kind of

issue price.
Investigation of the following stamps or vignettes has yielded few
unequivocal results:
1869 Hotel du Grand Eiger, Grindelwald
1872 Hotel Euler, Basel
1873 Lochlebad, St. Callen
1873 Cheval Blanc, Flawil
1877 Zunfthaus z. Zimmerleuten Ztrich
Kurhaus Frohburg, Wisen
1897 Hotel Schweizerhof, Geneva
At first the stamp of the Hotel du Grand Eiger in Grindelwald was preissue date,
sumed to be a new discovery in the hotel post field because of the early
the
1869
in
but after examination of the postal arrangements in Grindelwald
conclusion was reached that it was an example of a publicity vignette, not a hotel
In
post stamp (BBZ 1957/1). But has the last word yet been said about this?
office
post
a
from
any event in the case of a first class hotel the distance away
ought not to be regarded as the sole determining criterion: an equally compelling
reason for the institution of a hotel's own private post could be the demands of
its guests.
I have very definitely found in the archives of the Lucerne district
postal administration evidence of the fact that the hotel post stamps actually
recognised.
represented the receipt for a letter forwarding charge and were postally
the hotel
onwards
1886
from
why
to
as
question
This was when I was looking into the
only
stuck
suddenly
were
issue
fourth
the
of
post stamps of Stoos , (above Brunnen)
later
and
Brunnen
in
post
Federal
on the backs of envelopes handed over to the
in Morschach - for onward delivery.
Hotel post

titiatt
g..ing.tmuL

Only the use of stamps with-value figures or bearing FRANCO, PORTO, TAKE
etc., was declared illegal by the PTT Order of 26 Nov. 1883, so often wronglyappear
labelled as an outright ban of hotel posts. . Since such indications did not
on the Stoos stamps, absolutely nothing stood in the way of their continued use.
the order in
It was later sought to read into lost provisions of the text of
recoup themselves
to
right
the
of
question that the hotels concerned were deprived
their Decree
issuing
after
Even
for their postal services by the sale of stamps.
requirements
postal
the
of 26 Nov. 1883, the PTT were by no means able to attend to
ng at
everythi
1883
after
that
of a remote spa hotel such as Stoos. The fact is
d.
collecte
be
to
ed
continu
Rp.
5
of
Steos stayed as before and the letter carriage

y
Not until 3 years later, i.e. on 16 July 1886, did the postal authorit
July
24
on
vie,
Thereupon,
in Lucerne go so far as to prohibit the Stoos- stamps.
g application to the
followin
the
d
submitte
,
hotelier
Stoos
1886, Carl Mier, the
Bern"
"Tit. Oberpostdirection in
"As you will observe from the enclosed note of 16 July, I have been
forbidden the use of post or letter stamps for the Brunnen-Stoos concern, which
n to this
I have been using now for 10 years. Obviously I cannot take exceptio
as
service
letter
the
running
ban, but I must have a distinctive marking for
the
g
arrangin
for
ce
recompen
as
letter
regards the 5c. which I esk for each
postal service between the hotel and Brunnen, otherwise the affairs not only of
my guests but also of me and my employees will be greatly inconvenienced.
Would you now let me use my stamps by sticking them on the back fastening of the

give
letters so that they cannot appear as other than business stamps and swill
allow
to
goodnes
the
have
,
e
Will you, therefor .
rise to no misunderstanding.
me to do this and to take this opportunity of assuring you of my highest regards,
as witness nq signature
CARL MUELLER
On 24 July 1886 the authorities

ern replied as follows:

(Continued on p. 77)

Anda_acti (C out)
"Herrn CARL MUELLER, Hotel Stoos near

CID YOU KNOW?

Brunnen.
..... that I visited Heimisbach last e
In answer to your relevant letter of the Sunday, and after photographing the Post

24th we have the honour to inform you
that we have no objection to the use of
your special control stamps on corres-

Office had a chat with the postmaster and
found that there is no village of Reimiee
bach, only a poet office, which lies. bepondence so long as they are used on the tween the two hamlets of Kramershaus and .
back of such correspondence in similar
Thal. The old name of Darrgraben reprefashion as seals."
nts the whole valley, as does Heimisbach.
n
the upper village, Thal, the old
The Stoos stamps continued in ordwooden
schoolhouse has been converted
inary use with the above-mentioned
into
a
museum
containing the books, manuofficial approval until the end of the
scripts,
photos,
etc., of Simon Gfeller,
century. I have alao reached this
who
attended
school
in these very rooms
unexpected conclusion in the ease of
from
1875
to
1884.
His
80 year old son.
other hotel post stamps.
has an exhibition of paintings in another:
(To be continued)
classroom. All beautifully presented.Theeiext section will deal with the Red (See HNL of July '75).
Cross stamps.
..... that there is still no news of a
20c. stamp needed for printed matter
p I aggla_TpuR IST PUBLICITleggigIa
from 1.1476. A 35c. and a 110c. for 2nd
step printed matter and registered lettere
From 25 September:
respectively will come cut in November
1171-FECHY,
(K.643)
with the P.J. There was only one 'spare'
4704-NIEDERBIPP - Am Pusse des jUraS
Welti design available and this was used
'
(K.644)
for the 35c. (Welti having died
From 20 October:
recently).
7549 ARDEZ e Chtra dal monumaint (K.645) ..... that just before the Zumatein Ganzschen Catalogue appeared, a special
AulgagILE CANCELLATION
loose-leaf edition of the Swiss section
of the Dr. Ascher Ganzsachen Catalogue
Auto 5 Fate des vendangee- - 4/5 Cote
was published in Dasseldorf at about
Neuchatel
SFr.7.-. The prices are 1975, but the
postcards are only up to 1969.
that the Mier 1976 Catalogue
introduces a new system, in that in
addition to the usual bound booklet at
•
SFr.7.90, loose sheets are also available
at the same price, but the ring binder
We hope you will
costs Tr.13.90 and stiff index sheets
visit our Stand No. 36
SFr.6.-.
It is not clear if next year
at this important and
only
the
additional
and corrected sheets
famous show. We shall be
can
be
bought.
able to fill your Wants List during
your visit and show you many fine and
..... that once again a Liechtenstein
interesting items from all aspects of
stamp has been badly printed (they have
Swiss Philately.
extremely high standards in Vaduz) so
t only-a limited number were on
The-show will take
feral sale after all standing orders
piace from 29th' October to let November.
It is the Fr.1.30 issue
had been met.
Pleas note the
on 4.9.75 and printed by the Austrian
dates and make sure you do not miss this Govt. Printer, Vienna. (The previous
Exhibition - we know you will enjoy the
incidents were caused by Harrison).
visit.
..... that the new SFr.2.50 'Solothurn
SEYMOUR HALL
Coceis printed on the 'Old' thinner
Seymour Place, Marylebene,
phosphor paper with violet fibres. I
London Wel,
wonder what the hew SFr.1.10 will be
Oct. 29th - Oct. 30th e 10.30 a.m.
8 p.m.
Nov. 1st - 10.00 a.m.
6 p.m4

H.L.KATCHER

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
Highgate,
P.O. Box 242,
LONDON N6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

ON.

printed on?
..... that the answer to question No. 40
is the 3d. violet of 1949 showing the
V monument in Bern. The lady at the
right is flying round the wrong way!
;(1Se
No. 500).
that Question No. 41 is: Which
Seise stamp shows the oldest man-made
object?
21.R•
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LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. MRS.E.4T.RAWNSLEY
The display of "SWidS EMBOSSED°, so
kindly loaned by Capt. F. G. Davies,
provided a wealth of material commencing
with items of 1867/8 showing the various
shades, of the oval e$bossed stamps with
the -stamps on the left and on the right.
One particularly fine registered cover
from Vevey to Paris had, with other
markings, the TPO of GeOve-Sion and the
rarely seem AMB. Lausanne-Bienne-Bern
No. 37 of 14.7.68.
Then followed a full range of the
early postcards with 48.11 and large
ovals, including some rare examples of
the advertising vignettes of Chocolat
Suchard. Newspaper wrappers of
various kinds included the Tell & Bell
Boy with amended or overprinted values.
-After these came a good selection
of postcards with imprinted stamps: UPU 1900 commemorative postcards and
letter cards from the 1914 National
Exhibition.
Bundesfeier cards of 1928-31 with
imprinted airmail stamps were followed
by various types of postcards with
pictorial views, commemorative cards
etc. : right up to date. A splendid
feast ranch appreciated by the Members
present.
DON'T FORGET THE A.G.M. - NOVEt1BER 12th

ZUMSTEIN
cliakQ16
.,
E U R ,0 P E

editions published
on 30th August 1975

New

12 50

197k ... Price

LIECINS LW
SWIT RL
...
ocket size

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R. A. HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.
The first meeting of the new season

was held in Leeds on September 27th, with
Mr. J.N. Highsted presenting a display of
SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY prior to 1914.
Beginning with the

first examples of

Swiss stationery of 1846 for use in the

Canton of Geneva he continued with envelopes of 1867, both mint and used, many
with interesting markings and all in
superb condition.

In all he displayed many hundreds
Of items including envelopes and cards
for various exhibitions, certificates of
posting, parcel and registered letter

receipts, early items of military Mail

(including cards and envelopes for the
us of troops on active service), early
examples of reply paid cards, 1909 and
1909 UPU cards, Tel/ and Tell Boy cards
and printed envelopes, newspaper wrappers,
special cards for the opening of the
Simplon Tunnel, inland money order forms
with printed envelopes, private postal
stationery, cash on delivery collection
envelopes and inland and foreign money
order forms.
R.A.H.

tammEL= DE

REUTERSKIBLD

We deeply regret a mis-statement
in last month's issue. The book contains
2.4 pages - as befits its price.
See below.

THE POSTAGE STAMPS
OF SWITZERLAND
1843 - 1862
by Paul Mirabaud & Alex de Reuterskitild

6
1.20

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7,LW
4••• •••••n ••••••n

Also published on 30th August:
ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERI_CATALOGUE
Prices SFr.19.- plus postage
Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRILFNARKEN
ZEITUNG.
SFr. 25.Annual fee 1976:
- without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps
RARITIES Or SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie,
CH - 3001 BERN
P.O.B. 2585,

Newly reprinted edition in English
of this important book originally published
in 1899.
304 pages, in hardback cover, containing detailed information on the Cantonal,
Transitional, Rayon and Sitting Helvetia
stamps, and the postal markings of the
1843-54 issues.
There are 15 full page illustrations
which include the platings of the so-called
"Vaud" and Rayon stamps.
Now available at
16.75
(plus 85 p. post & packing)
from the U.K. Agents

HARRY HAYES
48, Trafalgar Street, BATLEY,
W. Yorks, WF17 7RA
Tel. Batley (10924) 47298
Suppliers of philatelic literature.
Generous Dealer Discounts.

fp
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29th YEAR

U.P.U. 1900
By W. R. LORRISON

FRINTImumma -

Part I I

Part I.

Official records of the UPU issue are incomplete and nobody appears
to
know the exact history of the various plates and printings. To make
matters worse,
worse, some apparently authoritative sources contradict each other
on certain
points. I do not claim to be an authority, and the following descrip
tion 'is
frankly extrapolated in places from firm facts. There are still
gaps which I
hope members will be able to fill.
The printer was Max Girardet of Bern who also printed the 'Standing
Helvetia' stamps at that time. According to Rattimann ('Die Ausgab
e Stehende
Helvetia') these stamps were printed on a manual press from copper
plate a giVing
10 x 10, •= 100 stamps per sheet. In 1900 Girardet changed to a
faster mechanical
press which took larger plates giving four sheets of 100 stamps. The
UPU stamps
are double the size of the 'Standing Helvetia' stamps, and it seems
that the new
press was used for the UPU stamps which were printed from plates giving
four.sheets of 50 stamps (Fig. 3).
Girardet could not
begin production until
the end. of April at the
earliest, and we know
that the 1st (A) printings
and some of the 2nd (13)
printings were ready by

OMNI OM
WIWI ONO
ININNIONO

ONOWOMEW

Fig

3. Layout of printing plates
(scale approx. 115)

2nd July, 1900, so it is

evident that everything
was very rushed. It is
not surprising that the
A & B printings in particular are full of varieties,
and this is one reason why
the UPU issue provides
such fine material for
specialist study.
The original drawings
were somehow transferred
onto a small copper plate
into which the design was
manUally engraved to give
a reversed or negative

image. This was deepened
by acid etching and man-

ually finished to give
the original single nesa-kiya master plate. This original was transferred 50
times
to give a positive, (raised impression) master plate for 10 x 5 50 stamp
s. This
plate appears to be all copper, although it could be a copper-coate
d positive image
"printed" onto a copper plate. The posiqve plate was in turn transfe
rred four
times to give the final malae_tte
.kil_g_
x i .plale for 4 sheets of 50 stamps.
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This facile description omits more than it tells, but it is based on the
I am unhappy about
solid evidence of plates which are in existence in Bern.
other details of the process, and I would be grateful if members could explain
exactly how each stage was done.
After the working plates were made, perforation guide marks were manually
engraved in the sheet margins '(shown as -+ in Fig. 3). In the first plate (A)
these were squares (10 c) or rectangles (5,25 c) with a small white dot in the centre,
In the second (B) plates
and a thin line extending to the nearest state') (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

Examples of perforation guide marks.
Left = 79A, centre = 79B, right es 78C.

the guide marks were large roulette-cut crosses, and
were small crosses made up from straight lines.

in the third (C) plates they

The sheets are numbered I to IV as shown in rig. 3, and the stamps on any
Since there are four sheets each type occurs four times on
sheet are T yp es 1-50.
It is possible in most cases to distinguish the position of almost
the plate.
every stamp, so these are numbered up to 200, and in order to distinguish them from
the types I prefer to use only three digit numbers and call them 'p ositions 001-200.
A variety of type 24, for example, would thus occur on positions 024, 074, 14 and
174, but: a variety unique to position 137 could not be described as occurring on
In it
The Zumstein Spezialkatalog (XXI tdition, 1975) is less clear.
type 37.
Feld = type, and nyr Fe10 = position, and in both they use one, two or three digit
Unfortunately there are several errors in the Zumstein
numbers aSeappropriate.
listings, as well as some noteworthy omissions which I Will describe later.
Plate flaws arose at all stages of plate manufacture and use. During
build-up or the master plate (of 50) flaws unique to each type arose, and these were
faithfully reproduced four times oa the working plates. A missing raised detail
became a White area on the stamp, and extra 'dirt' became extra inked material on
In plating studies these flaws are used to determine types.
the stamp.
Fla news then developed after each transfer stage of the master plate, and
Thus in 78A
from these I deduce that the transfer sequence was I, III, II, IV.
there are characterietic varieties in the same positions in sheets III, II and IV
only, and in the case of 783 there are varieties absent in sheets I and III, but
Plate flaws of this type do not appear to have been
present in Sheets II and IV.
seetematically studied, but I hope to be able to provide some details in later
articles.
Finally, there are the varieties which are unique to each position.

These can be subdivided into those which were present in the new working plates, and
The first sort are seen on the plate proofs,
those which developed during printing,
The second sort can
end are used in plating studies to detereine stamp positions.
also be used to determine positions, but of course their absence does not disprove
'
Most of the varieties which developed during printing
the position, in question .
were hairlipe scratches caused by careless wiping of the plates, and these are most
There are a few major retouches which come
common on the 5 c., plate III (77C).
They occur mostly on 77C.
into this CategorY, and these are quite scarce.

(To be continued)

Meetings: LONDON GROUP:
NORTHERN GROUP:

Dec. 10th - TELL & TELL BOY ISSUeS - All Members
" 15th - UNUSUAL EARLY PUST: , ,ARKS - Discussion Leader
Mr. L. Noore
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Swiss Hotel Posts, Red Cross & Telegraph Stamps
By EUGEN D.
RED CROSS STAMPS -

Part III

MERKI

or more accurately pOSTFREE STAMPS,

The listing in the Zumstein catalogues begins with the stamp, repeatedly
wrongly described as a vignette, with the simple inscription 'Itilitaires franpie
internee en Suisse Gratis'. This 1971 stamp, issued by the PTT, has the proud
reputation of being the first postfree stamp in the world. Hundreds of them
followed later in many countries.
The birth of this first stamp was preceded by some 10 forerunners in the form
of officially recognised postfree stamps which, by contrast with the 'Gratis'
stamps, were issued not by the PTT but by the various committees of the International Red Cross in Switzerland. These forerunners are highly regarded as
centenarian witnesses of the first large scale operations of the Red Cross as a
Swiss charitable organisation. They were, so to speak, envoys of that country
for the enormous importance which was later attached to the Red Cross.
Militairee frail/ale
intern, on Suisse.

Gratis..

0111

IA

Q ,

Types of Red Cross Stamps
The two stamps with the green cross are of exceptional rarity and. were
issued for the International Committee of Help for Prisoners-of-War in Basle. The
Committee could not then use the Red Cross insignia. Those' with knowledge of the
history of the organisation will be aware how complicated matters were at that
Emissaries of the Red Cross had to gain access to the theatres of war in
time.
order to attend to the sick and wounded, and in these circumstance's the first
organisation for the care of prisoners-of-war could not use the Red Cross sign.
My own Swiss Red Cross collection embraces some 9 volumes of .which the first
two were shown at .'Internaba'. On that occasion I displayed a detailed study of
the 'Gratis' stamps on the basis of an inspection of the only complete sheet still
extant and in the possession of the PTT. From this I reached the surprising
conclusion that tete-bUhe stamps did exist
Of some
three dozen
covers in my
possession
franked with
the 'Gratis'
tamp there
are many with
their contents

intact and

they provide

a feature
rarely found
in any other
realm of
philately.
These letters
repeatedly
establish
From the writer's collection: 1871 - Letter to Gustave tilsyni
clear descripFirst President of the International Red Cross Committee
tions of the
in Geneva.
troubles of
the times and inform readers of the many hardships brought about by war. It is
also clear how much the internees appreciated the generous help extended to them
by the Swiss people and their government.
It is particularly gratifying to see that on over a dozen of these so-called
'BOURBAKIi-letters the Swiss postal officials have placed a cancellation adjacent
to the 'Gratis' .stamp.
This concludes my brief commentary on Iied Oros collecting since its activities in Switzerland are general knowledge and I would like to devote More time
to the next section, the background to which is less widely known.

(Tn he.
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ILLp
JUVENTUTE 197
Four values of the set to be issued on 27 November continue the series on *Shrubs,
Herbs er Fruits of the Forest'. Because of new postal rates in force from 1 January
an additional 10c. value has had to be included on this occasion.
Algol 10+05 Rp.. A so-called 'Post-srente', a container strapped on the back of postmen and used at the time of cantonal post from Sarnen over the Rengg
Pass to Lucerne and vice-versa. Also marks the 'Day of the Stamp'
to be held in Semen. 5 cols. grey-viotred/yell/blue/Dk-bra
15+10 Rp. Hepatica - 4 cols. blue/red/yell-ochref 4.kegTey
30+20 Hp. Rowanberry - 5 cols. lt-redidk-red/green/yell-orangelblack
50+20 Hp. Xellow deadnettle ('weasel-snout') - 4 cols. ol-grn/dk-gyred/yell.
60+25 Hp. Sycamore (mountain maple) - 5 cols. blue/green/br-ol/red yellow

A special cover will be available with a vignette of the hepatica flower which is
repeated , in the special First Day cancellation. Folders and collection sheets will be
available,,also a stamp booklet wite gold cover containing 8 x 10+05c., 4 x 15+10c. and
x 30+20c. stamps. It coats SYr.6.80 including 60c.'production Cost.
ADDITIONAL DEFINITIVE STAMPS -Of 35 Rp. and Fr.1.10 will be issued on the same date:
Values:
35 Hp.
Landscape of Central Switzerland - 2 cols. violet/orange
Frail° Roman portal in the N. transept of Basle Cathedral, the most out,
standing of numerous Romanesque sculptures - 1 col. greenish-blue
Deeignerej 35 Rp. Hugo Wetli, Stuckishaus;
Fr.1.10 Hans Hartmann, KOniz
35 Hp. Karl Bickel Jr., Walenstadt; Fr.1.10 Albert Yersin, St.Sulpice
Engravers;
Line-engraved intaglio by the Postage Stamp Printing Office, Bern
printin0:
White, luminous: 35 Rp. without fibres, Fr.1.10 with violet fibres
4 sheets (1-4) each of 50 stamps
_W....kW:
The special cover has a vignette of an old Basle letter-box and simple FD cancels

24B

69

24Bc
24D

33
39

27C
23G
21G
1H
5
18

44
66
73
72
G3
20,

50

111

78Cc

181/Al2

Geneva small eagle on piece
Rayon III luxury copy type 3. Signed by Moser Ritz with
0.0
Moser Ritz certificate
paper,
used,
granite
grey
on
Sitting Helvetia 400.
signed by Liniger and with Liniger certificate ..
U.P.U. 10c.,

mint block of four

1913 Pioneer flight
1913 Pioneer flight
1913 Pioneer flight
1913 Pioneer flight

1V
VI
X
XI

129

Strubel used. Complete double-print w. large photo
Strubel, luxury corner copy
Strubel luxury sheet margin copy, parts of 2 postmarks
Strube' 1Fr. luxury copy. Grill pek hand-drawn in ink
Strubel w. dwarf postmk, smmenegger No8408 (Meerenschwand)
Strubel with first day postmark, 1.7.1862
Zdrich 6 horizontal with small fault. With certificate

284
: 305c

Herisau on official card
Languau on official card
Sion on ordinary card
Solothurn on ordinary card

1914 Fr.3.- 'green Mint

.0.

••
04.
0.0

00.
2c. Kocher steep, mint, shifted imprint
Tell Boy Sc. on 740. green overprint inverted, mint

Jura Railway unmounted mint luxury copy
XX
Pro
Juventute 1918 proofs, corner copies
C9/10
10/11
SDN13/15 LN29/30/32 League of Nations used blocks of four

*00
100

60
50

65
£250
14
85
/125
E425
£300

£350
£400
£140
£150
£265

£315
£215
£105
37.50

40
£200
£350

IF ANYONE CAN VOLUNTEER ANY INFORMATION OR IS OFFERED ANY OF THE ABOVE ITEMS
WILL THEY PLEASE CONTACT DETECTIVE-INSPECTOR RODWELL OF THE PHILUELIC SQUAD AT
SCOTIAND YARD, LONDON S.W.1., OR DIRECT TELEPHONE LINE: 01-230-2473.

lummula. GENERAL MEETING
Held at Drury House on Wednesday, 12th November 1975 at 6.30 p.m.
Attended by 29 Members.
Received from Messrs. Boyce, Gallagher and Lienhard.
Analogies for absenee:
a ci on
Mee
I the
ual Ge e
ere read by the Secretary and agreed.

N vemb

These

Matters aripingefrom the,Minaile:
Mr. Harding confirmed that Mrs. Huntley had agreed to act in
this capacity.
b) Congress: The Society is now an affiliated member of the Philatelic
Congress of Great Britain. Any member who would like to represent the Society as a Delegate at a future Congress should contact the Secretary.
a) Auditor:

3. Chairman's Address: Mr. Stiles said that the first year in the new venue had
been passed in very comfortable surroundings, vastly superior to previous
meeting places. Attendances had varied: altho the highlights - the'1U.P.U., and
'Odds & Ends' had been excellent, the Competition had been disappointing. The
'News Letter' had been more than adequately maintained and has provided much new
information of great value. On these lines the future outlook is good.
Mr. Harding said it would
on Tre su er's Re o t & Statement of Account.
be seen from the accounts that altho the overall balance appeared good, the
actual income was approx. £587, while the expenses amounted to £577, leaving the

4.

Society in the black by only £9.54 over the accumulated balance.
There is little doubt that in the coming year the cost of the 'News Letter'
and probably postage will rise again, plus the fact that at some time it may be
necessary to find a new method of production, making serious inroads on the funds.
Before passing on to further consideration of specific points adoption of the
accounts was proposed by Mr. Beak, seconded by Mr. Houtris and passed.
Economies: Mr. Harding said some savings could be made, i.e. since in the U.K.
receipts for payments by cheques are seldom given, in future this would only be
done if specifically requested and would then be enclosed with the 'News Letter'.
Subscriptions are due on 1st January and members are notified well in advance.
Much latitude has been granted in the past and in some cases several reminderS
have been sent to late payers. From now on those in arrears will be carried for
3 months only and anyone who has not paid by 31st March will be deleted from
membership. To make this quite clear the HNLs for Dee,.-Mar. will have a small
box marked with a red cross as a reminder to those whose subs are outstanding.
It was proposed by Mr. Mistely and seconded by Mr. Chapman that in future
receipts would be issued and enclosed with the HNL only for payments by cash or
postal/money orders and payments from abroad. This was carried.
Mr. Stiles and other members reported on higher rates levied
The News Letter:
by many Societies, some of which had cut their publications to bi-monthly or even
quarterly, but this was not favoured; for many reasons a monthly publication was
essential. The cost of production & postage had been between 090 & £400 for the
year just ended and would be well over 4900 in the coming year even without any
additional rises.
;abecriptlanms The question of the subscription was then discussed at great
length. Mr. Bulstrode said that the Society must have a working income to 'meet
foreseeable expenses and should budget for at least 2 years ahead. A formal
motion had been submitted by Mr. M.E. Young that the subscription be raised to 42.00
per annum and in view of the many aspects discussed during the evening Mr. Mistely
proposed that this motion be adopted. This WaS seconded by Mr. Salmen and 'carried
on a show of hands. The rate of 42.00 would cover the U.K., Commonwealth and
Europe: In the U.S. it would be $8.00 for 2 years (+ airmail postage).
5. Hon. Secretary'ajlema: Mrs. Rawnsley considered that 1974/5 had been a very
successful year. Attendances were the same as last year, averaging 21 per meeting.
Inevitably a few members have been lost, but compensated for by 35 new ones, of
whom 4 are overseas. Our Northern Group is still very active and we wish our
It is the Society's wish that members in
loyal friends there every success.

other parts of the country should have a voice in the 'way things are run, even if
it is not always possible to carry out their proposals.
For almost the first time since becoming Editor of the HNL it has been possible
to build up a reserve bank of articles awaiting publication, a most happy situation
which makes life much easier and for which grateful thanks are due to the contrib-

utors. All articles will be used as space allows, se please keep up the good
work. All ia all, therefore, the prospects for the future are very good and with
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a very successful year lies ahead.
continued support from all members
given in his
Mr. Rauch confirmed the figures
42305 and
6. Age Pkte Secretary's Report:material
were
s
sale
0,
sent out was £501
The value of
enses
Exp
last report.
.
rest
inte
bank
£20
+
Commission was £194
ed.
ulat
circ
e
wer
keta
31 Pac
e etc.
sundry expenses - postage, telephon
were 477 for insurance and £33 for
At present
1.
£10
of
to £2.12, with a balance
Errors (i.e. underpayments) amounted
circuits of
with
and
ng some ,opoo of material
(I Packets are circulating, containi
urgently
is
rial
mate
receive 6-7 Packets. More
35 members, should enable them to
red to.
required to help satisfy the demand.
l for the Packet Rules to be adhe
He emphasised. once more that it is vita
lost
are
ets
Pack
e companies will not pay if
Packets are valuable items And insuranc
s.
ster
disa
near
there had been several
and negligence can be proved. Recently
proposed by Mr. Houtris, seconded by
Adoption of the Report and Accounts was
vote of
Beak also proposed a very hearty
Mr. Beak and carried unanimously. Mr.
arduous task so well.
thanks to Mr. Rauch for carrying out his
. There being no new nominations
f
ee
mm't
C
&
ce
Offi
of
•n
Ele
7.
proposed by Mr. Young and seconded by
the following were elected 'en bloc
r. Bulstrode:
Hon. Secretary &
MR. L. MOORE
President:
MRS. L.J. RAWNSLLY
Editor:
MR. L.E. STILLS
Chairman:
MR. C. RAUCH
Pkt. Secretary:
"
MR. GeK. HODGES Vice-Chairman:
MRS. M.I. HUNTLEY
Auditor:
"
Hon. Treasurers kR. AnT. HARDING

8.

hayeatranAlgeteethee
debated,. in
Suggestions for improving this event were
1. Oemeetition:
Members. Mr.
e
itte
ined from Comm

addition to those obta
General and Postal History - acted
Chapman thought the 2 present classes not possess 'classics' which tend to
as a deterrent to newer members who did
a separate class for those who have not
be faVoured by judges. He advocated
a Thematic section could attract
previously won an award. Others thought
awards would not serve to improve
entries. Mr. Stiles said the number of
usiasm of members and their ability to
the situation, more depended on the enth
entry. After some discusaien it
take an idea and build it into a suitable
the matter further consideration.
was agreed that the Committee should give
n a question of
Altho the idea was attractive it was agai
2.
provision of frames,
finance: finding a suitable venue, the
members. Mr. Rauch felt that a
and a great deal of organising help from
lines of those held atelansfell
'Philatelic Get-together' weekend, on the
kers could attend and the general
College would be better. Two or three spea
d create s e great deal of interest.
interchange of views and information woul
week-end facilities existed in a
Mr. Chapman favoured the idea; special
neld in different parts of the
number of excellent centres and could be
worth consideration and Mr. Mistely
country. This was thought to be well
ied out in conjunction with the
suggested such a project might be carr
a matter for further investigation by
Liechtenstein Society. This again was
the Committee.
ges were still an
Earlier Mr. Rauch had asked why bank char
3. Beak Charges:
ing said these
Hard
Mr.
item in the Society's accounts and
tions from
crip
subs
i.e.
es,
currenci
related to transactions involving foreign
s etc.
overseas or for journals, purchase of book
rd that he was opening a new
Kr. Rauch also wished it to be placed on reco
order to avoid such charges levied by
account with the Trustee Savings Bank in
endorsed by the Chairman and Secretary.
that bank and his authorisation has been
es wished to propose
There being no further business Mx. Stil
Mr. Harding and
,
sley
cers: Mrs. Rawn
a vote of thanks to ine:. three main Offi
ety.
lf of the Soci
Mr. Rauch for all the work done on beha
The meeting closed at 8.15 p.m.
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GUARD THE PACKET

DID YOU KNOW?

that Dr. Ganz has
found a Swiss Post
Office with an even
longer name than "8301
Glatteentrum b. Wallis(24 letters), i.e.
ellen"
not
does
nce
Insura
liable.
be
will
loss
cover personal negligence nor carelessness "3361 R8thenbach b.
Hersogenbuchsee" (26
2. When. chasing a number of receipts o
See illustration.
letters).
posting such remarks as "I wondered
• that in contrast to Germany and
what I had to do with them", or when comFrance the sale of Swiss stamps with a
pletion of the postal list is forgotten
charity surcharge has dropped only little.
"I had posted the Packet before I rememe
Reasons are varied but appear to be that
bered", do not fill me with confidence
Switzerland has only 2 such items a year
that the Packet is treated with the
(excluding blocks to finance important
consideration it requires. Going thru
the Rules at the time of handling a Packet exhibitions), both with a long traditions
a large proportion of households is
would obviate such errors.
reached as school-children sell these
3. Packets must never be sent oa_ma_the stamps from door to door and there is no
list without my personal agreement or need for negative publicity to warn
instruction. Because members forget to
people that the value paid is not the
sign, blanks on the postal list do not
postal value, since at least 2 generimply that they'have not been seen by the ations know this from personal experience
members concerned. Always forward to the of selling them as children.
member whose name follows yours.
that the excellent show Of 'Fischer
If a Packet is delayed and I am try- Post' sheets in the PTT Museum (by )'ir.A.
4.
ing to trace it, I may request the
Raaber) has been superseded by 'Canoelmember to whom I have written (because I
latione on Old Swiss Stamps' from the
have no phone No.) to phone me so that I
on of Dr. W.Rote of Basel (to
collecti
can give instructions, depending on
Jan. 1976). Many unique and
19th
whether a member still has the Packet or
fascinating covers are shown with Sitting
has been tardy in sending on the Advice
Helvetia perf., but.mainly on Strubalis,
Note. Not to phone me causes considertogether with many mixed frankingsa
able embarrassment if I have to stop or
that I am reminded of the collector
re-route a Packet and I would greatly
of classic stamps who, on returning from
appreciate the assistance of members.
a lengthy business trip, found that his
Wherever possible I would like to have a
for him.
telephone number in order to make contact. wife had a nice little surprise
without
stamps
He had once said that
Please help your Packet Secretary to teeth were usually more valuable than
do his job efficiently and to the benefit those without, so she had trimmed them
of all members.
up for him:: Moral never tell your
C. RAUCH
wife too much. (My wife, however', says:
Never prepare a little surprise for
your husband:).
that at the end of Auguat Ernst

Please read and apply the Rules.
Each Packet hae a value of between
£100 ec!Z200 and deserves care. Each member is ' responsible for the Packet while
in his possession and in the event of
1.

SWITZERLAND

Judging by recent auction realisations you cannot afford not to secure
those missing items without delay.
Or

if you are starting

a new study
ion
collect
build up a

or
while material is available.
Ask for Approval Selections or
send your Want Lists for stamps of all
issues (mint/used); First Day, Flight
or Commemorative covers; International
Offices; Varieties; Soldier Stamps;
Day of the Stamp Cards etc., etc.
Write to

S ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
M ORECAMBE
TAA CVM*

/. dller celebrated his 70th birthday. At
17 he started his own stamp business,
Marken Miller, and sold it 40 years
later. He organised Youth Contests from
1929, broaght out his first popular album
in 1938, and did the plating of the

Rayon II. Was also President of the

Swiss Stamp Traders' Society for 15 years.
What many do not know is that he Was also
a founder of the alair chatter firm and

s President of the Basle Air Training

chool. Has also initiated the building

f houses,- especially for pensioners.
ruly active in many fields.
....... that the answer to Question No. 41
s on P.P. 10c. of 1972: the harpoon
ints found in BurgIschi Lake are the
ldest man-made objects so far found in

wit zerland.
..... Question No, 42: Where is this
ake?
Mat,
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Mali
A last minute change in the programme resulted in Mr. Hoyle presenting
the display at the October meeting in
Leeds.
This 'consisted of selections from
various Swiss issues which he said had
given him particular pleasure over the
last 25 years. He began with the early
Pro Juvestute issues, including blocks,
covers and cards. Then followed a
selection-of Imperf issues and about 40
sheets from his collections of Sitting
Helvetia Pen, and Standing Helvetia
issues. These included many varieties
illustrated with enlarged photographs.
Then followed a study of the Swiss
te‘te-t4che & se'-tenant stamps and the
display concluded with the various
Swiss UPU issues, that for 1900 again
showing photographs of varieties.

.

B.P.s. AWARDS
It gives us great pleasure to note
that Ilelvetia members were among this

year's winners.
Silver medals were

won by W.Cdr.
R.F. Bulstrode for 'Proofs & Essays to
1910' and hr. j.H. Short for 'Sitting

Helvetia Pen. 1862-82' and a Bronze by
Mrs. S. Hertzberg for 'Postage Dues from
1878-1910'.
Mr. H. Dixon & Mr. D.Hope also
received awards but not for Swiss entrie
Congratulations to all.

ZUNISTEIN
ZALCCUMPs

New editions published

on 30th August 1975

NOVEMBER 1975

THE POSTAGE STANPS OF SWITZERLAND igiimkg
by Mirabaud & de Reuterskiold
A copy of this book has now been seen
showings better_ judgment of its merits.
Here, in English, is a wealth of information on the Cantonals, Transitionals and
early Federal issues, with full details
on when and how prepared, the designs and

methods of printing. Included are all
the documents and decrees relative to
their issue. The different monetary
systems in use in the 18408 are explained and there are tables showing the

postal rates applied at various times,
'based on weight and distance.
The latter half of the book consists
of clear illustrations of postal markings
in use during the period covered - 18431862 - with dates and places of use of
all the types mentioned, and finally there
is a list of the principal works or
reviews published up to 1895.
This book will delight the collector
of early Swiss stamps.
E.J.R.
PICTORIAL TOURISTCAAEL - from .10 Nov.
6142 GETTNAU - Dorfkapelle all8 dem
15. Jahrhundert (K.646)
..SPECIAL CUSSEMORATIVE CANCELS
The 'Day . of theStamp' will be celebrated at Sarnen on 7 December.
The , annual'Automobile cancel for
the''ESCALAW • will be used in Geneva on
13/14 December. •

THE POSTAGE STAMPS
OF SWITZERLAND
1843 - 1862

Price

C12.50

SWITZERI4NDILIECHTENSTEIN
•.. Price
Pocket size

1.20

F. UROPE 1976 ...

LETTER

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Also published on 30th August:
gnmsTEIN illag„sTATIonia CATALOGUE
Price: •SSFr.19.- plus postage

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNsR BRILFMARKEN

by Paul Mirabaud & Alex de Renterskiold'
Newly reprinted edition in English
of this important book originally published

in 1899.
304 pages, in hardback cover, containing detailed information on the Cantonal,
Transitional, Rayon and Sitting Helvetia
tamps, and the postal markings of the
1843-54 issues.
There are 15 full page illustrations
which include the platings of the so-called
"Vaud" and Rayon stamps.

ZEITUNG.
SFr. 25.without special supplement
SFr. 27.50
with special supplement

Annual fee 1976:

For fine, first class stamps RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie,
P.O.B. 2585, CH - 3001 BERN

Now available at
16.75
(plus 85 p. post & packing)
from the U.K. Agents

HARRY HAYES
48 Trafalgar Street, BATLEY',
W. Yorks. WF17 7RA
Tel. Batley (10924) 47298
Suppliers of philatelic literature.
Generous Dealer Discounts.
*
*
* 4 44

Founder :L H.

sPiao
F.R,P.S.L.

President : L. MOOKE,

‘:44141

°C

Letter

ews

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MrsE.J.RAWNSLEY,

Mr.C.RAUCH,
353 Baddow Rd,
Chelmsford,Essex,

3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
BOGNOR REGIS
Sussex P021 2EL

CM2 70F
Tel 0245 54149

1

D

No. 12

B

R •

Hon. Treasurer:

Mr.A.J.HARDING,
Woodland,
Blo'Norton,
Diss,Norfolk.
iP22 2HZ
29th YEAR

1975.

1976 NEW ISSUES
Details of the planned programme are given as follows;
Ras. LUAU.
Hp.
12 Feb.

Series I

PubAcity Stamps

4

Centenary of the Federal Forestry Commission
Health Service
Anti-Leprosy Campaign
Centenary of the Telephone

20
40
40

Service Stamps UIT

40

Series

1..80

90
2.30

Picture card marking Golden Jubilee of the
Swiss Cover Collectors' Society

3 May
28 May

Europe - CPT
Pro Petrie

-

-

Hand-crafts

Swiss Castles

2

40

70

40
80

1.20

20+10
40 +20
40 + 20

4

§21-1,-41
16 Sept. Publicltv 4amps - Series II
Animal Protection
Swiss Alps - St. Gotthard Range

4
2040
40

Energy Conservation

4.(2

Ice-Skating World Championships

1.80

40
80
90

Service Stamps UPU

. 3.10
40
.

40

Postcard
29 Nov.

Pro Juventute - Medicinal Forest Plants

4

20 + 10
40 t 20
40 + 20
9,49..±...ig

Totals:

2.70

Stamps and Postcards
Service Stamps

20

11.30

27

S.FIN16.70

in 1975 when extra
This proGramme may be amended if necesary, as
brought the total to 30 at a cost of SFr.16.30.
4111.01.20ft

SEASON'S
GFREETINGS
TO ALL HELVETIA haBERS_

2470

Fage88. .
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A PHILATELIC TOUR THROUGH CANTON GRAUBONDEN
6. Oberengatpm -

By S. V. BERTI
Tiefencastel (Continued)

Part V.

On the return journey we pass,. at Bernina Diavolezza, the cable-car leading up
to the Diavolesza, a viewpoint affordin g e marvellous panorama of the Bernina
group and Piz Pale, which is represented on Zdja§, of the 'Swiss Alps' series,
3905 metres above sea-level, there is a near symmetry about the three ridges
linked 14 treacherous glaciers.

Juat eight kilometres west of Samedan lies St. Moritz, which is our next
destination. En route we pass through Celerina, a smaller village famous for the
ruined 'church of San Gian.
It is not, however, featured on K.268a, which places
emphasis rather on the sporting possibilities offered in Celerina, showing a
diving swimmer and a descending skier: "Celerina / Schlarigna, Sommer + Winter".
St. Moritz offers similar possibilities, and is both loved and hated, one of
the adverse criticisms often heard being that in the bid for immortality as a
tourist resort the village has lost all of its original charm. Nevertheless
St. Moritz has often attracted the attention of the postal authorities and brought
to the notice of the philatelic fraternity such issues as the 1948 Winter Olympics
set, Z.25-29w, showing a smiling sun, a snow-flake, an Jae-hockey player and a
ekier, While the later ,Z.546, (1973) was designed to commemorate the World Alpine
Ski Championships which took place there in January 1974. In addition to this
stamp 4 matching machine cancel was also used, with a symbolic motif: the combination af,the two makes for an attractive cover.
PTT St. Moritz 3 uses two cancellations on a seasonal basis: in winter K.513
shows a beaming suns 'Wintersport und Hohenklima', and in summer K.514, advocating
the mineral baths, proclaims 'Heilbad im Hohenklima'. The road west out of
St. Moritz leads to two passes, the Julier and the Maloja. At Champfer, a village
at the foot of Piz Nair, the tourist cancel K.139a is used.
The Maloja road branches off to the right at Silvaplana,
an ideal place for a quiet holiday by the idyllic
Silvaplanersee. Before using the pass to return north we
first admire the beauty of the Engadine lakes. A general
view of the
Silvaplanersee
and Sileersee
THE
is to be found
AMATEUR
COLLECTOR
. 16 Silsersee
on Z.PJ,57
SWITZERLAND
Z.PP.70
(looking east)
1976
CATALOGUE
while the west
end of the Silsersee alone is shown in
Just published ...
exquisite detail on Z.PP.70 (Fig. 16),
sith Piz,Margna on the far side. Just
Price: 42.90 (post free) U.K. &
to the left of the view on this stamp
Europe
lie the villages of Silo Maria and
overseas by seamail
£375
Silo Ba*elgia (K428 and 427) respectby airmail
"
£4.75
ively), and typical of the style of
,
Price Change Bulletins ...
house to be found there is that shown
...
35p.
Subscriptions:
on z.,pP.13 1 with the characteristic
...
50p.
Overseas
wrought-iron grill outside the lower
01.00
airmail
windows, to prevent snow from piling
up and freezing over the panes.
-----000----;432, the 1941 Airmail 2 Fr.
definitive, shows an aircraft flying
The Directors and Staff
over the lakes. This time the view
wish all Helvetia Members
is towards the west.
(To be continued)
JANUARY MEETINGS
Jan. 10th - NORTHERN GROUP - 'Tell,

T e ll Boy & Helvetia'

Discussion Leader:,
Dr. G. G. Ritchie

Jan. 14th - LONDON GROUP AIRMAIL COVERS All Members

-----a0o

JOY AT CHRISTMAS
and a
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR
H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
P.O. Box 242
Highgate,
LONDON N6 414
Tel. 01-348-0296
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U.P.U. 1900
By W. A.

PRII.TING PLATES -

i waanso

Part III

Part II •

For a long time it was thought that sheets from the first plates were
harrow perforated, and stamps with the redrawn design were therefore
and
line
both
a second set of plates. This is of course wrong if referring
from
be
to
assumed
to the working plates (200), but it may be correct, though misleading, if
referring to the original design.'
It appears that a single design without value figures was used for all
three values, and this was somehow transferred onto copper plates for preparation
Proofs without value figures would be from this
of the single master plates.
stags. The value figures (and the extra frame line at the top of the value
tablet of the 25c.) would then be inserted separately, and the three master plates
would then be used, as described in Part I, for making the working plates.
The quality of the printing from the A plates is generally inferior to
that from the B plates, but when two equally clear impressions are compared they
I am convinced that the same design (and
can be virtually indistinguishable.
for the A and B plates, and any
used
were
probably the same master plates)
etching and :transfer techniques.
in
variations
apparent differences are due to
for the C working plates were
galvanos
the
Zumstein (1924 Handbook) says that
appearance of the stamps
improved
the
and
.made from the oricinal master plates,
This explancut.
cleanly
more
and
harder
is because the working plates were
shows.
below
evidence
the
as
ation is no longer tenable,
The C plates have also been described as re-engraved plates - this
would of course refer to the master
plates, since the working plates are
known to be different (c1ich4 spacings,
sheet dimensions, guide marks). This
point could be disproved if the PTT
archives could produce A, B and C
master plates, but abseece of A and B
master plates would not be conclusive
evidence in favour of the explanation.
At present we only know of the existence of the 77C master plate, but there
may be others.
If the plates were re-engraved,
they must have been well polished down
to remove original detail because
there are quite a few significant
differences in the final detail.
Alternatively a new redrawn design was
used, in which ease, it is remarkable
how few differences there are. I an
inclined in favour of the redrawn design
explanation, but judge for yourself.
The value figures on the C plates
are made Up from fine lines inatead of
solid colour, and this could be
achieved by extensive re-engraving.
(10e.)
however the serif of the
is a different s'nape, indicating a
The hyphen between
redrawn figure.
1875-1900 is also built up from lines
in the C plates, and it lacks a 'tail'.
This would be difficult to remove by
polishing and re-engTaving.
Some other differences are shown
in Fig. 5, and I suppose they could be
accounted for by either explanation.
Feature 1 shows one line of shading
above the innulator (A,B) vs two lines
(C), feature 2 shows four lines and a
dot in the bow (A,B) vs five lines
differently spaced ( 0, feature 3 shows

til

AB
Fie. 5. • Details from A & B plates
compared with C plates.

three complete vertical frame lines (A,B) vs two complete outer lines with a
section of central line missing (C), and feature 4 shows sealing wax and detail on
the envelope (A,B) vs a blank envelope (C).

3 is

particularly interesting. It is constant in All_pesitions
In the course of enquiries (by
Mrs. Banbury) it was suggested that this was a constant plate flaw or repair. If
one supports the re-engraved master plate theory it could be a flaw in the sense
that the frame was inadequately re-engraved. I am of the opinion that it is an
engraver's 'secret mark' deliberatel a- laitroduced into the redrawn design (or
introduced in the re-engraved desiaa af you prefer that theory). The only other
secret marks I know of are in the 5, 10, 15 and 40 Rp. Strubels, so there is one
earlier precedent. Are there any other suggestions?
Feature

of 770, 78C and in all 79C so far examined.

PROOFS
Zumstein (1924 Handbook) describes single die proofs, on art paper, in
black, green, red and blue.
On present evidence there were no dies, so this '•
description appears to be based on inadequate information. The proofs would be
from a pester plate without a value figure. There is also an imperforate trial
print in black, on paper without control marks, with the value 25 pasted in
position in the value tablet.
•
Zumstein lists single proofs of each Value (10 each) in their final
colours, and gives an illustration of 77C - the 5c. plate 3. The single master
plate, positive plate of 50, and working plate of 200 of this value are known to
be in the PTT archives, together with lots of other plates which have not been
It is tempting to suppose that these proofs were all
studied in recent years.
from Plate C masters, and it is maybe significant that the 25c. proof includes a
blackish-blue shade which was used only for 790. I believe one set of these
proofs was exhibited at Paris recently - did any member see them and note their
details?
Proofs in black were made from the working platee, and these were thereThese proofs have all the ccnstant type and position flaws
fore multiples of 200.
Zumstein states that there were 200 of the 10c. and
and can therefore be plated.
Since then
400 of the 25c. proofs, and it is accepted that these are 78B and 79B.
a few copies of the 5c. (one is definitely plate 2).have come to light, but they
are extremely scarce and most of the 200 (or more?) must have been lost or destroyed.
These
I know of two copies of the 10c. which are from plate 1 (78A).
were thought to be 78B until they were identified from type and position features.
I wonder if there are any more 78A proofs, or have most of them suffered the fate
of the 5e. proofs? Here surely is an interesting topic for co-operative research.
I shall be most interested to hear of any unusual findings from owners of UPU
proofe.
(To be continued)
•101•010*NOWIMINWrame.imay.•n••nn••

TUE ST

wiLLus PORTAL of Baele Cathedr4

The T rather brief description of the
new SPr.1.10 stamp (registered inland
letters) given out by the PTT encouraged
me to search for more information on
this interesting gateway.
The original cathedral' was built
from 1010 to 1019 and this unique doorway
was built in the north face leading
directly into the north transept in 1180
and has the shape of a Roman triumphal
It is named after St. Gallus, the
arch.
wandering Irish monk who 'founded' the
Abbey of St. Gallen, and is the first
archway with figures, all taken from
fetthew 25, in a German-speaking area.
In 1356 much of the town, and the
cathedral, were destroyed in an earthquake,
but not the Gallus portal.
The cathedral is shown on 2 Swiss
stamps: the 30c. Pro Petrie of 1944
(Z.25) and the 40c. commemorative of 1957
(Z.331), and on the local publicity slogan
of Basle, No. 3.50 of 1959 and still in
use.
M. eUTeERFOORD

J.S.ARMSTRONG
wishes all Members of Helvetia a
MERRY

CHRISTMAS
and a

V.E :e;f HAPPY NEW YEAR
and will be at their service
during the Coming Year for all
requirements of Swiss stamps,.
cover's etc.

•
•

14e Low Lane, Torrisholme,
M

ORECAMBE,
LANCE - , LA4 6PN

AMATEUR CntLECT.22.161 -RLAND
CATA,b0q1:. 197¢
The Catalogue you cannot be
without to keep up-to-date not only
with your collection, but also with
market trends.
Following the rising value as
well as the popularity of Swiss
stamps, it is no surprise to find in
this 20th edition, 8749 price
increases and only 33 reductions.
As always the 120 page catalogue
is profusely illustrated, clearly
printed and covers all general issues,
together with Hotel posts, Red Cross &
Frank stamps, 'T' dues, U.N. in
Geneva; lists of First & Special
Flights, Numbers issued, Prices for
Blocks of 4 and much other invaluable
information.
Price: U.K. & Lurope £2.90
(post free), Overseas. £3.75 by seaman or £4.75 by airmail.

UNITED NATI2NS

I1 GENE

Two stamps were issued on 21 November
on the theme of the maintenance of peace.
Value::
60 Rp. blue-gmn ) wild rose sprout,.
70 Rp. violet ) ing from barbed
wire - symbolising
for peace.
UN
the
of
the aim
Finland
L.
Oivo,
Desj.enere Mme
Printings Recess printing by Suomen Pankin
Setalipaino, Finland
27 x 40.5 mm.

1,800,000 of each value
The special cancel showed the flower
emerging from a knotted piece of wire and
read: 'Premier Jour 21.11.75 - Operations
du maintien de la paix des Nations Unies'
and '1211 GENEVE - ADkIliISTRATION POSTALE
DES NATIONS MSS'.

The following were issued on 4 Dec. '751
-,Sneeial stamos for 01YERASLIWIL!latt
in InnsbrAek 197§,
-FLCIeL_CeNCLI.
V
20 lip, Skating - 5 cole: dk-blue/
From 28 Oct. - 8 Nov. 1975 the
green/red/gold/violet
annual session of the Consultative
ey - 5 cols: dk-bl/
Ice-hock
25 lip.
Council for Postal Studies (CCP)
yell/red/gold/lt.blue
was held in Bern.
70 lip. Ski descent - 5 cols:
During this period a special
gr-blue/ultra/red/geld/grm
cancel was used at the post office
Fr.1.20 Ski-slalom - 5 cols: blue/
3000 Bern 15. Depicted is the globe
red-brn/red/gold/yellow
from the UPU monument with date and
esicner: Bruno Kaufmann, Berlin
inscription: '3000 BERN 15 - Conseil eeinting: Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A
conpultative des etudes postales'.
36x26mm. in sheets of 20 stamps
White with brown-green fibres
'* arser:
- Roman
- .19.1zjs:
B.sculptures from Char Cathedral (ea 1208)
•n•nn•n•••=nnn•n

Frwil( Geiger - SIA

30 lip. Daniel in the lion's den
2 cols. violet/gold
60 Rp. Madonna - green/gold
90 lip. St. Peter - red/gold
esigney: Prof. Adalbert Pilch, Mauerbach
ngravers: 30 & 60 lip. Alfred Fischer, Vienna
90 lip. Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna
autotype/recess by the
specialised Swiss offers for one year
Combined
t'nt:
us
costs
alone
(Postage
l.
Austrian state Printing Wks, Vienna
by AiTmai
33.25x40.75 mm. in sheets of 16
ze:
35p. bacti.)
market
Special white stamp paper
So why not try the American
aeert
needs.
Swiss
for your Specialised
Special covers were available for each
we might just have that elusive item
ssue and the PDC had ecclesiastical arms &
you have been searching for
•rnamental lettering '9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG
DEZ. 1975'.
A few excerpts from our list:
in the PTT Bulletin that
ced
announ
is
It
1837 Stampleps w/ "Ob Toggenburg"
issue of advance inform
the
y
1,Januar
froo
valley marking, 'LZ 12kr' & red boxed
stamps will be disconstein
Liechten
on
tion
'Suisse par Belfortt and '5'. MS
regret.
much
we
inued •.. which
rate markings & Avignon backstamp.
32
VF and excellent markings:

JUST PUB.ISiED! Light pages of
Unusual Offers consistile entirely
of Specialised Swiss philatelic
material.
note (deductible from first
4
pure/14s° guarantees you all our

e

a

Zumstein No. 59B Superb used copy
with ,Doubled control mark! Rare and
£ 50
unlisted in Zumstein:
...WO WON.

Checks payable in or $ acceptabl
SATISFACTION OUARie_NTEED
Member H.P.S., American Stamp Dealers
Association
P.C. Bos 6215
ROHRERSTOWN, PA 17603, USA

STAMPEX
1979
ISRITAINS NATIONAL
STAMP EXHIBITION

Make a note of
these dates in your

new diary !:

FEB. 24 • FEL 28
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
NEW HALL
Groyceetlalvertels .
Streets

Umilim MA

TO. OM .11.1.n •nn•
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Swiss Hotel Posts, Red Cross & Telegraph Stamps
I have not so far displayed this collection, yet in my opinion it is as interesting end attractive ae the two specialist ones with which I have already dealt.
The Jwise telegraph stamps had only.a short life - from 1868
1886.
to
Their issue allowed the public to buy stamps and to frank
telegrams themselvee before delivery, but the expansion of the telegraph network and consequent increases in the rates quickly frus'
trated the KT's hopes of eimplifying price-fixing.
hention should perhaps first be made of the development of the
No sooner had Morse put into
electric telegraph in Switzerland.
operation the first line in the USA in 1844 than France, Austria and the Grand
j.e.echy of Baden began tc consider the practical introduction of thie inveetion,
vbile in Switzerland an application by the Govt. of Ct. Berne of 17.1.1850 and
cepecially a petition by the Commercial Director of St. Gallen dated 22.5.1851 set
u-le ball rolling.
The necessary preparation was undertaken by the Post & Works Dept. under the
Decree of 7.1.1852 and from 9.2.1852 Johannes Wild of Richterswil was appointed as
Since Swiss
the first Telegraph Director (at a yearly salary of Fr.3.600).
a State Telegraph
materials
induetry could not then deliver the requisite technical
products
foreign
and
No 3Wi38 patent rights then existed
Factory was eet up.
could be made - the first swiss patent rights date from 1888.
Zarich and St. Gallen were the first Swiss cities to have direct communication
Before the end of the year most large towns were connected
links - on 15.7.1852.
and by 1867, when telegraph stamp e were introduced, the
network
telegraph
to the
had risen to 348. More lengthy negotiations with
offices
number Of telegraph
to eetablish links with international lines and
necessary
were
adjoining countries
the use in France of the Zweiger system,
especially
to overcome difficulties,
overccee eventually when France also
Morse,
of
that
used
ehereas Switzerland
system.
adopted the Morse
Regulations relating to the use of the telegraph service were complicated and
The introduction of the
expensiin, frequently leading to a decliteein its use.
The hoped-for
etamps was intended as a measure to reduce administrative costs.
and
reckoning
saving lay in the fact that the purchase of stamps replaced much
offered
were
public
As with postage stamps the
written eork by counter clerks.
the advaetage that they no longer had to pay the charges individually at the
issuing office but could deliver already frafiked telegrams to the office by
messenger or post, but ie practice these hopes were not realised.
The'first stamps had values of 25 & 50c., Fr.1.- & Fr.3.- and internal charges
were fixed as follows: the lowest rate of up. to 20 words cost 50c., and increased
by half for each further group of up to 10 words, i.e. 21-30 words 75c., 31-40
Fr.4.50, Fr.6.- wen:3o on.
ir.1.- and zo on, while to France they were
than 25c were in force,
less
of
stages
tariff
London)
(except
Britain
For Great
to stick a halved
permissible
was
it
which
during
time,
but lasted oely a snort
Parliament
Federal
the
25.11.1868
On
telegram.
e5c. stamp on the original
.European
other
to
telegrams
cover
to
stamp
Fr.20.a
of
use
auteorieed the
Dept. of
re-named
the
by
issued
5.10.1874,
dated
circuiar
a
Following
countries.
Pasts & Telegraphs, the bronze Fr.3.- stamp was reelaced by one in pale brown,
The new stamp came into use
since the former did not readily take the stamp ink.
up.
used
were
stamps
oronze
the
after
1374,
of
eiid
towards tee
Periodically original telegrams were sent to the Central Office where the
franking was cnecked, and sales had tc be notified moethly, all of which became
Only a limited number of people, some 300, possessed stocks
very time-consuming.
of telegraph utaeps and eiece the rates changed so often no-one knew what the
correct charges were.
The expiry of the printing contract at tee end of 1875 Was used as the
This was
occasion to petition the Federal Government to abolish telegraph stamps.
agreed on 5.2.1886 and by an ordinance of 30.7.1886 it was decreed that as from
1st October 1886 charges were to be collected in caeh, but telegrams could be
franked with ordinary postage stamps if sent to the telegraph office by poet.
Telegraph staepd still in the hands of tee public could be redeemed until 31st
October, later extended to 31st December of that year.
It is still possible to-day to defray the telegram charge by means of
00inary postage stamps, but is a facility now rarely used.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Telegraph stamps were printed ine
sheets of 100 on paper similar to that of
that following the good experience
contemporary postage stamps, at first white ' with 2 stamps of the same value in the
and from 1881 with added red and blue
same issue practiced during 1974, the
fibres. Both have the Type I impressed
PTT are now doing it no less than 4
control mark, in which the broad arms of
times in 1976: for both special issues,
the cross do not conform to the heraldic
the FP and PJ issues, with the 40c. for
requirements as decreed on 12 Nov. 1889.
' inland letters up to 250g.
The other
be: 20c
will
4
of
set
each
of
values
2
ordIn Art. 15 of the Dept. of Posts
50g.,
to
up
matter
printed
inland
for
i
inance of 6.2.1668 on the use of the
for
20g.
to
up
letters
for
80c.
and
electric telegraph in Switzerland, the
countries.
CEPT
stamps were described thus: "Telegraph
stamps bear in the centre the white cross
.... that in February an illustrated
on ap oval red damascene field. Above the
postcard for 40c. (sold at 70c.) will
framed cross is the inscription 'Telebe issued to celebrate 50 years of the
graphie' and below on a white background
Swiss "Ganzsachen" Society. They are
the value figure." The colour of the
holding an exhibition in Burgdorf in
shield varied greatly during the 18 years
the spring and there will certainly be
of use. At first it was carmine, then
a special cancellation of some sort as
scarlet, then pink and finally a true red,
well. Nice to see this appreciation
as etipulated officially. The cnange from
by the PTT.
carmine to red and pink must be regarded
.... that a new gag for UN collectors
as a new (second) issue. This occurred in
is
to have a letter cancelled on the FD
1877, at the time of issue of new values
then sent by Express (or
Geneva,
in
10c. Three typical shades of
Of 5
York to have the US UN
New
to
taken)
car6ine exist which can be described as
cancelled on the same
and
on
put
stamps
carmine, dark carmine and dull carmine.
Geneva and New
the
having
thus
day,
!
Notall exist in every saade. The originFDC. It does
same
the
'
on
issues
York
al Stock of the Fr.5.- stamp, for example,
because of
not
way,
other
I
the
work
not
lasted until 1880, then re-appeared in
PTT will
Swiss
the
because
but
the
sun,
!
pale pink. The Fr.20.- value does not
letter.
cancelled
a
cancel
not
;
generally occur in pink and red on white
paper. It should also be noted that the
.... that the new Fr.1.10 has the
10c. was alwaye printed in- two operations
"old" paper with fibres,..... have a look.
and tne colour of the shield seldom
that the annual "Liechteasteiner
matches that of the border.
Briefmarkendiatalog" pubeisaed by
The stamps were frequently forged,
Phila-Verlag, Vaduz, brings this year,
even to the extent of gilding the Fr.3.- 1 1976, in addition to the stamps and
yellow-brown on granite paper, thus
coins as usual, another special area
creating a non-existent stamp which is
which has been researched in detail,
easily recogeised.
namely telegraph covers and special
postmarks, so-called signets.
After the withdrawal period of the
steeps on 31.12.1886, the Administration
.... that none of the SFr.20m material
was left with a stock of over 3 million
exhibited at the incredibly badly run
stampa. Some sets were given free to
'ARPHILe show in Paris in June by
applicarts until a purchaser Wa3 found Om Swiss exhibitors suffered permanent
25.3.1867) for the remaining stock, when
damage. This was due to the personal
residual
The
ceased.
distribution
free
efforts of the Swiss commissar Max
The
destroyed.
been
have
not
may
stock
Guggenheim and in spite of the
number of teleareeh stelae officially
organisers!
issued is not known.
....... that the answer to Question No.42
Cenuellations used are normally the
I quite unwittingly had given at the
circular postal or octagonal telegraph
top of the column! The Burgauchi Lake
cancels, but aleo in tee authorte
lies only 4 km. south of Rothenbach
possession are straight-line cancels
bei H'buchsee, and the nearest village,
coesistieg of 2 parallel lines about 6 em.' Aeschi, has the same postcode tio.3361.
apart, probably private cancels of the
This tiny shallow lake lies on the
sender Volkart Bros., around le85.
border between the Cantons of Solothurn

&

.....

The End
—

Our Member: DR. Ji BARRETT, whose
address is c/o University of Mississippi

Medical Center, 2500 N. State Street,
JACKSON, MS 39216, USA, asks for help as
follows:

WANTED: Pro Juventute varieties, plate
flees and early issues, ON COVER.
Buy or trade.
Particularly PJ cards.

and Bern.
....... that Question No. 43 is about
First Day Cancels, On 27th Nov. 1975
a special cancel was used for the 2 new
definitives issued on the same day as
the Pro Juventute stamps, which have
their own cancellation. On which day
were previously 2 special FD cancels
used? The FD cancels in 3 languages
used from 1948 to .1959.are not meant.

' UATHan GRULIP: Honaiec. A. A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax
At the November Group aeeting held in
Leeds Dir. Moore introduced the subject for
study - 'UNUSLiaL LAXLY PUSTLARKS'. He
displayed a wealth of Pre-stamp material

!,

and Swiss classic

i3S11 :5,
1

both on and off

cover, beginning with a cover of 1458 from
!
aneva to Veuice, then others of 1820 Basel
ZUrich and 1782 Vevey to Bordeaux,
.Jlowed by some wonderful covers from the
anod of the Helvetic Republic.
The early Cantonals included a Double
aeva with 1st rosette, a half Geneva on
,. aver and stamps showinr the lot Federal
a
aille cancellatioas. Then followed Rayons
Strubelis, on and off cover, with many

aarly lake steamer marks
tapes of narks.
included those for aaggiore aad Como and

SUBSCRIPTIONS
A X in the 'box' indicates
that your sub. is renewable
January 1976.
lot
as from
Europe & Commonwealth: £2.00
per year + £1.00 for airmail
U.a.A. for 2 years: 68.00 +
0 2.UU per year for airmail.

POSTCODE CHANGES

Those who are

interested in the
changes which take place from time to
time should note those which became
effective on 28th Sept.
1075 Le Chaleta-Gobet becomes
1000 Lausanne 25 Le Chalet-itGobet

chez-les-Blanc becomes
one for the lake of Brienz, and tee diaplay 1067 Vers1000 Lausanne 26 Vers-chezconcluded with 2 pares of Sperati
les-Blane
reproductions.
Mr. Cairns then showed various early
1068 Nontblesson becomes
1814.
of
mark
ore
kagai
Lake
a
with
100A: Lausanne 27 Montblesson
covers,
cc:acluded with a remarkable 9624 Grat b. Wetzikon becomes
Hr.
s showing Route Earks,
cover
of
ction
colle
8624 Grilt (Gossau ZIA)
all in superb condition, with a wide variet
s
Other items included a cover 8611 Berachikon b. lister become
of maraiagsa
•'aH
au
(Goss
n
chiko
Berts
o
6611
(.)f 1866 from Ancona to Chiasso with a Ticin
been
also
had
which
stamp
the
cval over
8967 Widen b. Bremgarten becomes
e,
strik
town
l
norma
the
with
cancelled'
8967 widen
several 'Diarque d'Entree' striks es and fine
a,
ALITOLOBILE CA EL
examples e "Zu apataufgegeben and qgach
Auto 3 zcaGAaTEL distor. 4chiessen
abgang der Pout'.

R.A.H.

ZUMSTEIN
,

' aZIEFS

7 U R 0 P

New editions published
on 30th August 1975
12050
1976 ... Price

:,liITZERLANIVLIECHTENSTEIN 1976

Pocket size

... Price

1.20

Please order Catalogues from
PULICATIONS LTD.,
aC2E 7L
42, Eaiden Lane, Strand, London
Alao published on 30th Augusts
UM S TEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE
Price: SFr.19.- plus postage
Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
FARKEN
are published in the 1311,R.N R BItIL
SFr. 25.annual fee 1976:
without special supplement

SFr. 27.50
with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps -

RARITIES OP SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE send your 'iiants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie,
CH - 3001 BERN
P.0.3. 2585,

und Schlachtgedenktag - 15 Nov.

THE POSTAGE STAMPS
OF SWITZERLAND
1843 - 1862
by Paul Mirabaud & Alex de Reuterskitild
Newly reprinted edition in English
of this important book originally published
in 1899.
304 pages, in hardback cover, containing detailed information on the Cantonal,
Transitional, Rayon and Sitting Helvetia
stamps, and the postal markings of the
1843-54 issues.
There are 15 full page illustrations
which include the platings of the so-called
. "Vaud" and Rayon stamps.
Now available at f. 16.75
(plus 85 p. post & packing)
from the U.K. Agents

HARRY HAYES
48, Trafalgar Street, BATLEY,
W. Yorks. wF17 7RA
Tel. Batley (10924) 47248
Suppliers 'of philatelic literature.
Generous Dealer Discounts.

